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The mission of TRACE is to trigger innovative behaviour change initiatives and urban planning 

practices by expanding the knowledge and leveraging the potential of cycling and walking tracking. 

TRACE will assess the potential of tracking to carry out new and improved initiatives to tackle urban 

road congestion by promoting cycling and walking in the scope of different contexts, stakeholders and 

target groups. This research will address how to apply tracking for behaviour change initiatives, how 

to use tracking data to improve urban mobility planning, and how to tackle ICT challenges posed by 

the development of tracking services that meet the interests of stakeholders. The knowledge 

generated by TRACE will be consolidated in three tracking tools and one planning tool. Each of the 

tools will be tested at different pilot locations and evaluated in terms of impact, success factors and 

benefits.  

Within Deliverable 2.1 of TRACE, it is the intention to assess the potential and conditions for the use 

of tracking in the context of behaviour change initiatives. The deliverable can be used by stakeholders 

to develop a strategy for using tracking tools to support behaviour change campaigns and other 

initiatives aimed at changing behaviour change. This report will provide (a) a description of stakeholder 

interests in tracking, (b) an analysis of the benefits of tracking data to different types of behaviour 

change initiatives, (c) the identification of new potential initiatives made viable by tracking, (d) a review 

and evaluation of past and ongoing cases, and (e) the identification of challenges for the 

implementation of tracking tools, including ICT aspects. The report concludes with a SWOT analysis 

of the potential of tracking for behaviour change.  
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1. Introduction  

The demand for research on spatial development and mobility issues seems to be growing since the 

start of the new millennium (Faludi & Waterhout, 2006). Data collection is crucial to implement novel, 

evidence-based approaches to urban mobility planning and behaviour change initiatives. Tracking 

movement and trajectories provides opportunities for understanding mobility behaviour and for 

validating interventions. Stakeholders are increasingly interested in tracking data for a variety of 

reasons: Tracking data may point to infrastructural needs, may prove the value of certain interventions 

and may increase the efficiency of those interventions. 

A shift towards cleaner and more sustainable transport modes is necessary to future-proof European 

cities in terms of liveability and sustainability (European Commission, 2013). TRACE addresses the 

work programme topic “MG.5.3-2014. Tackling urban road congestion”, focusing on its third domain 

on assessing how the role of walking and cycling in the urban modal split can be increased. TRACE 

will expand the knowledge on how tracking can support behaviour change initiatives and urban 

planning activities. The knowledge generated within TRACE will be consolidated in four applications: 

three applications that aim to change travel behaviour (one for travel behaviour in general and two for 

travel behaviour to shops and schools) and one application that will support urban mobility planning. 

This document describes the result of a comprehensive study on the potential of tracking for changing 

travel behaviour, with a focus on increasing cycling and walking. The acquired information will be 

structured into different chapters. We briefly describe the content of these chapters: 

Chapter 2 describes our research methodology. This methodology consisted of a review of the extant 

literature and an extensive empirical research, using (a) surveys to investigate different target groups 

and (b) interviews with experts in the domain of behaviour change and tracking.  

Chapter 3 provides a definition of tracking. In this report, tracking is defined as the automated 

gathering of digital information on human travel movements, with a spatial frequency of at least two 

location points per trip. We compare this definition with traditional forms of tracking that have been 

used for decades within mobility management and transport simulations, such as mobility diaries, 

manual traffic counts, and automated road counters. Finally, in this chapter we briefly discusses the 

different methods for tracking and the type of information that can be tracked. 

Chapter 4 presents a key selection of scientific theories on how behaviour change can be 

accomplished. The theories describe a complementary set of building blocks for behaviour change, 

each of which have been verified in empirical research. The practical value of the theories is 

demonstrated with examples of existing campaigns that aim to change travel behaviour. 

Chapter 5 describes how tracking can support behaviour change. We first describe how tracking data 

can be used to increase knowledge on the travel behaviour of a target audience. Second, we turn to 

the issue of using tracking data to learn about the link between travel behaviour and the environment. 

Third, we describe how tracking data can be used to evaluate any policy measure (both hard and soft 

policy measures). Finally, we turn to how tracking data can support behaviour change by feeding them 

back to the user in terms of saved CO2, burned calories and other rewarding stimuli.  

Chapter 6 presents the view of stakeholders on tracking. We discuss the empirical findings of the 

surveys for each stakeholder group: local authorities, schools, employers, insurance companies, 
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marketing practitioners, and local businesses. Finally, we discuss the target audience (i.e., those 

individuals being tracked and whose behaviour we wish to change) as a stakeholder and detail on 

expectancies for tracking applications and devices. This section will detail on the empirical findings of 

the surveys of users of existing campaigns (RouteCoach, Cycling365, Belgian Bicycle Counting app, 

MOBI, and Traffic Snake Game).  

Chapter 7 will elaborate on potential challenges to using tracking tools within behaviour change 

initiatives. We discuss issues with usability, privacy, fraud, precision and accuracy of data, marketing, 

acceptance, and ICT challenges. We list the most relevant conclusions of this research using three 

SWOT analyses, one for each of the tracking tools developed within TRACE: Traffic Snake Game, 

Positive Drive, and Cycle to Shop. 
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2. Research methodology 

The study methodology consisted of three elements. The first element is a comprehensive literature 

review of (a) scientifically validated theories and models on behaviour change and (b) existing 

behaviour change initiatives and tracking campaigns in the domain of mobility. The second is a 

quantitative assessment of stakeholder interests in tracking and experiences with previous tracking 

and behaviour change campaigns. The third element are 62 expert interviews, conducted within 

several countries of the TRACE consortium. All information was integrated in a SWOT analysis of the 

potential of tracking for behaviour change. 

1. Literature review 

We conducted a systematic review of the scientific literature on behaviour change. In addition, we 

reviewed existing behaviour change initiatives (with and without tracking) that aimed to change travel 

behaviour. Finally, we integrated the scientific literature on behaviour change with examples of 

successful campaigns, to demonstrate how theory can be put into practice. Chapter 4 reports on the 

results of this analysis.  

 The sources of the literature review were: 

 Online databases of scientific literature (Web of science, Google Scholar) 

 Online databases of grey literature (Google, Google Play, App store) 

 Books (e.g., Cialdini, 1993; Heath & Heath, 2010) 

 Publications of past mobility projects (e.g., MAX, 2007; Transport & Travel Research Ltd, 2003; 

OECD, 2014; Frost, Anable, & Ladbury, 2013). 

2. Surveys 

Two types of online surveys were administered: Stakeholder surveys (6 surveys) and user surveys (5 

surveys). The former recruited stakeholders of mobility tracking and assessed their interest in tracking 

in general as well as their willingness to support future tracking campaigns. The latter recruited 

individuals that took part in mobility campaigns, some of which included tracking, and assessed their 

experiences and interest to use tracking tools in the future. Recruitment of subjects was guided by the 

availability of contact information and the relevance of the mobility campaigns for TRACE (i.e., 

campaigns that had the aim to increase cycling and walking). To increase response rate, the 

questionnaires were translated by the partners to local languages and participants could win a prize 

after completing the questionnaire (i.e., a Motorola smartphone). The questionnaire was administered 

online using SurveyMonkey. 

2.1 Stakeholder surveys 

The following groups of stakeholders were assessed: 

 Local authorities 

 Local businesses 

 Employers 

 Insurance companies 

 Marketing practitioners 

 Schools (teachers and parents) 



 

This project has received funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement No 635266 

 

1. Recruitment 

TRACE partners contacted local stakeholders to fill in the surveys. Most partners directly contacted 

stakeholders in their network, some partners contacted network organizations (e.g., trade 

organizations to help them spread the questionnaire to local businesses), and some partners used 

social media to contact potential respondents. An exact estimation of the total number of respondents 

that were contacted for the surveys was not feasible, yet given estimations of the partners we know 

that at least the following number of stakeholders were reached with the surveys: 

 Local authorities > 140 

 Local businesses > 100 (some were also contacted as employer) 

 Employers > 230 (some were also contacted as local business) 

 Schools (n° of schools) > 120 

 Marketing practitioners > 50 

 Insurance companies > 25 

2. Samples 

 Local authorities 

In total, 137 local authorities and representatives completed the survey. Twenty-five European 

countries were represented in the sample. Table 1 shows for each nationality which percentage they 

represent in the sample. Top 5 nationalities were United Kingdom, Portugal, Belgium, Italy, The 

Netherlands and Serbia (which together represented 61% of the sample). For 5.11% of the 

respondents, the nationality was unknown. 

Table 1: Stakeholder surveys – Nationalities within the sample of local authorities. 

Nationality % of the sample 

United Kingdom 15.33 % 

Portugal 13.14 % 

Belgium 11.68 % 

Italy 7.30 % 

The Netherlands, Serbia 6.75 % 

Denmark, Sweden 3.65 % 

Bulgaria, Hungary, Ireland, Spain, Switzerland 2.92 % 

Estonia 2.19 % 

Austria, Germany, Luxembourg 1.46 % 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech Republic, FYRO Macedonia, 

Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Slovenia 
0.73 % 
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Respondents indicated which professional role they have in their city or municipality. Respondents 

could indicate multiple answers. In addition, they could indicate ‘other’ and explain their role in an 

open answer box. Most participants that checked the option ‘other’ described themselves as an 

‘expert’ or ‘researcher’ working for a local authority. In Table 2, the distribution of professional profiles 

is shown. Our sample consisted mostly of mobility professionals, urban planner, and consultants. Only 

for a minority described themselves as decision makers. 

Table 2: Stakeholder surveys – Professional roles within the sample of local authorities. 

Professional role % of the sample 

Mobility professional 53.28 % 

Other (expert, researcher,… working for local authority) 27.34 % 

Urban planner 24.09 % 

National/regional authority 21.90 % 

Consultant 16.06 % 

Decision maker 13.87 % 

 Local businesses 

In total, 49 local businesses completed the survey. The nationalities of this sample were less diverse 

than for local authorities. As shown in Table 3, the sample mostly consisted of Belgian respondents. 

Table 3: Stakeholder surveys – Nationalities within the sample of local businesses. 

Nationality % of the sample 

Belgium 59.18 % 

Italy 14.29 % 

The Netherlands 10.20 % 

Portugal 8.16 % 

United Kingdom 6.12 % 

Luxembourg 2.04 % 

We asked the local business to indicate which type of business they have (see Figure 1). Next to a 

list of predefined options, respondents could indicate the option ‘other’ and fill in an open answer box. 

In the open answer box, various answers were given, such as shopping centre (2 respondents), 

wellness centre (2 respondents), optician (2 respondents), bike rental (2 respondents), bicycle storage 

(1 respondent), art gallery (1 respondent), electronics and multimedia (1 respondent), knitting and 

sewing shop (1 respondent), ice cream shop (1 respondent), and bus or train operator (2 

respondents). 
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Figure 1: Stakeholder surveys – Sample of local businesses 

 Employers 

In total, 32 employers completed the survey, nine representing the public sector and 23 representing 

the private sector. Nationalities within the sample were comparable to the sample of local businesses: 

75% of respondents were from Belgium (24 respondents), 12.5% from the United Kingdom (4 

respondents), 6.25% from The Netherlands (2 respondents), and 3.13% from Portugal (1 respondent) 

and 3.13% from Italy (1 respondent). 

 Schools 

The school survey was completed by 28 respondents, all related to a primary school. Table 4 presents 

the nationalities within the sample of schools. Contrary to other samples, Bulgaria was most strongly 

represented in the sample, followed by Italy, The Netherlands, and Serbia. 

Table 4: Stakeholder surveys – Nationalities within the sample of schools. 

Nationality % of the sample 

Bulgaria 39.29 % 

Italy 21.43 % 

The Netherlands 14.29 % 

Serbia 14.29 % 

United Kingdom 7.14 % 

Portugal 3.57 % 

Other
43%

Coffee place
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Newsstand
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Shop for food
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Respondents indicated their role in the school: Most respondents were teachers (57%), one third was 

a member of the school board (29%), 11% indicated the option ‘other’ and wrote they were the 

principal of the school, and a very small part of the sample were parents (3.6%). 

 Insurance companies 

Five respondents completed the survey for insurance companies. Two respondents were from 

Portugal, two from Belgium, and one from Bulgaria. 

 Marketing practitioners 

Seven respondents completed the survey for Marketing practitioners. Two respondents were from 

Portugal, two from Italy, one from Belgium, one from Serbia and one from Luxembourg, 

2.2 User surveys 

Users from five behaviour change campaigns, three campaigns involving tracking and two campaigns 

with the potential to add tracking in the future, were contacted to complete a survey. Campaigns were 

selected based on their relevance for TRACE and the opportunity to communicate with 

users/participants. Each survey consisted of several questions on the current campaign and the 

(potential) tracking tool. Participants were recruited via different channels, such as newsletters, 

personal e-mail and Facebook. We targeted users of Traffic Snake Game, RouteCoach, Cycling365, 

Belgian Bicycle Counting app, and MOBI.  

 Traffic Snake Game 

The Traffic Snake Game1 (TSG) is a campaign developed to encourage more sustainable modes of 

transport (including walking and cycling) to school. The target group are primary school children, their 

parents and teachers. The game is played simultaneously in different schools, using a snake-shaped 

banner and stickers that are distributed to children that travel to school sustainably. 

We contacted Traffic Snake Game schools in Flanders to complete the user survey using the official 

TSG newsletter. In total, 247 respondents completed the survey. The majority was involved in the 

school as a teacher, part of the schoolboard, or employee (68%, 169 respondents); 32% (78 

respondents) were parents children taking part in the campaign (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: User surveys – Sample of Traffic Snake Game schools 

                                                

1 http://www.trafficsnakegame.eu/game/how-it-works/ 

Teacher; 41%

Schoolboard; 
24%

School 
employee; 3%

Parent; 32%
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 RouteCoach 

RouteCoach2 consists of a tracking application for smartphones (available for Android) and a website 

at which users can register trips. The tracking application had about 1,500 active users. The aim of 

RouteCoach is to register travel behaviour in and around the city of Leuven to provide input for mobility 

planners and policy makers. The app tracked route and travel mode automatically. Users received 

feedback on their trips (e.g., emissions, calories burned) and advice about changing their daily travel 

behaviour. Emotion tagging, gamification and rewarding systems were used to motivate people to 

install and use the app. RouteCoach users were contacted through the official RouteCoach newsletter. 

In total, 122 respondents completed the survey (66% men). The mean age of the respondents was 

34. 

 Cycling365 

The European Cycling Challenge3 applies a gamification approach to daily commuting and other 

trips. To participate, cyclists track their trips by bike with the Cycling365 App. Users had to start and 

stop the app manually to track trips. All tracked kilometres are added to the team mileage, feeding 

online real-time leaderboards and encouraging people to use their bikes as much as possible in a 

fun and exciting way. Users of Cycling Challenge in Bologna were contacted via email to evaluate 

the Cycling365 app. 311 respondents completed the survey (62% men). The mean age of 

respondents was 41. 

 Belgian Bicycle Counting app 

A smartphone app4 was developed in Belgium to count cyclists and biked kilometres during one week. 

Users had to start and stop the app manually to track trips. Trips less than 700m could not be tracked. 

The app offered feedback on burned calories and saved CO2 emissions. Participants could win prizes 

by collecting kilometres. Users of the application were contacted via the official newsletter and 

Facebook. In total, 463 respondents completed the survey (62% men). The mean age of the 

respondents was 42. 

 MOBI 

MOBI5 is a mobility game that stimulates employees to change their modal choice for home-work 

trajectories for one day a week. The campaign typically runs for a couple of weeks or months. The 

game operates on a website and participants have to manually enter their modal choice for each day. 

Based on these entries, the website displays a number of statistics and rankings for individuals and 

teams. Employees of two Belgian and one Portuguese company were contacted to evaluate the 

campaign and assess the potential of a tracking tool within the campaign. Thirty-six participants 

completed the survey, of which 24 were Belgian (63% female, mean age = 35) and 12 were 

Portuguese (17% female, mean age is unknown). 

                                                

2 http://www.routecoach.be 

3 http://www.cyclingchallenge.eu/ecc2016 

4 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sentiance.fietstelweek 

5 http://www.mobi-project.eu/ 

http://www.routecoach.be/
http://www.cyclingchallenge.eu/ecc2016
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2.3 Data-analysis 

Most research questions can be answered using descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, 

proportions). For instance, the interest of local authorities in using tracking tools is described by the 

percentage of respondents that expressed their interest. In addition, we used statistical analyses to 

assess the relative importance of expectations and concerns within stakeholders using paired 

sample t-tests for continuous dependent variables and chi-square tests for categorical dependent 

variables. Finally, to assess differences between types of stakeholders and users, we used 

independent sample t-tests and chi-square tests. 

3. Expert interviews 

Sixty-two experts were consulted to assess the potential of tracking for behaviour change. An online 

expert template was used to report on the interview. Table 5 lists the organizations of which we 

consulted experts. 

Table 5: Expert interviews: Organizations of the consulted experts 

Organization Country Stakeholder group 

K.U.Leuven Belgium University board 

De Lijn Belgium Public Transport Operator 

UGent Belgium Behaviour change expert 

UZ Leuven Belgium Employer in private sector 

Province Vlaams-Brabant Belgium Public authority - national / regional authorities 

Colruyt Belgium Employer in private sector 

KULeuven Belgium University board 

UGent Belgium Employer in private sector 

VUB Belgium Employer in private sector 

UGent Belgium University board 
Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities 

City of Leuven Belgium Public authority - mobility professional 

Eurostation Belgium Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities 

University of East Sarajevo - Faculty 

of traffic and transport engineering 

Doboj 

Bosnia and 

Herzegovina 

Public authority - urban planner 

Bike Club Rousse Bulgaria Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities 

Novo Badeste Bulgaria Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities  

Burgas Bikes / Burgas Bulgaria Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities  

Veloevolutsiya Bulgaria Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities  

n/a Bulgaria Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities  

La Feluca Luxembourg Local business - restaurant 

Amsterdam The Netherlands Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities 

Câmara Municipal de Torres Vedras Portugal Public authority - mobility professional 

Public authority - urban planner 

Public authority - decision maker 
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Municipality of Murtosa Portugal Public authority - decision maker  

HFA - Henrique Fernando e Alves 

SA 

Portugal Employer in private sector 

IMT - Institute for Mobility and 

Transports 

Portugal Public authority - national / regional authorities 

Agueda Portugal Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities  

Instituto de Cidades e Vilas com 

Mobilidade / Rede de Cidades e Vilas 

de Excelência 

Portugal Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities  

CICLAVEIRO | Aveiro Portugal Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities 

ABIMOTA Portugal Employer in private sector 

University of Aveiro Portugal School - teacher  

Aveiro municipality Portugal Public authority - urban planner 

Centro Municipal de Marcha e 

Corrida 

Portugal Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities 

University of Aveiro Portugal School - university board 

Mobilidade e Planeamento do 

Território, Porto 

Portugal Employer in private sector 

Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities 

Torres Vedras Portugal Public authority - mobility professional 

T&T - Talent & Treasures - Águeda Portugal Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities  

CeS COWI doo Belgrade Serbia Local business - other...  

n/a Serbia Employer in public sector 

Public Transport Consult Serbia Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities   

University of Novi Sad, Faculty of 

Technical Sciences 

Serbia School - university board 

XTNT The Netherlands Public authority 

NHTV The Netherlands School - university board 

Verkeersadvies The Netherlands Employer in private sector 

City of Tilburg The Netherlands Public authority - urban planner 

City of Breda The Netherlands Employer in public sector 

Rij2op5 The Netherlands Public authority - mobility professional 

City of Breda The Netherlands Public authority - mobility professional  

Province of Brabant The Netherlands Public authority - mobility professional 

BMN The Netherlands Public authority - mobility professional  

Attacom The Netherlands Marketing consultant  

VVMAdvies The Netherlands Public authority - mobility professional 

Locatienet/Amsterdam The Netherlands Developers / implementers of mobility behaviour change activities  

Goudappel The Netherlands Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities 

Sewmedia The Netherlands Marketing consultant 

YB advies The Netherlands Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities 

Linstock Communications UK Marketing consultant  

Sustrans Area manager for Greater 

Essex 

UK Developer / implementer of mobility behaviour change activities  

The Comfy Saddle Manager UK Local business - other... 

University of Florida US Behaviour change expert 
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The experts had various areas of expertise. Figure 3 show that most experts had experience with 

behavioural change initiatives and 50% had experience with tracking. The interviews are integrated 

throughout the report. In this way expert quotes are used in the appropriate context supporting the 

survey data. 

 

Figure 3: Expert interviews – Area of expertise of the experts 
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3. Tracking 

1. Definition 

Tracking has a long history. For years, police forces, fire departments and medical units have tracked 

their vehicles by painting numbers on the roofs and citizen movements have been tracked using 

diaries and manual traffic counts (Flamm & Kaufmann, 2007). Besides these laborious forms of 

tracking, automated tracking is becoming increasingly prevalent. Examples are tracking by road 

counters (e.g., pneumatic road tube counters, inductive loops, and piezo-electric sensors), radar 

waves, infrared beams, video footage and tracking of users of public transport services by the check-

in data they generate whilst passing the entrance gates of a station (De Ceuster, 2003). 

In recent years, the rise of technological applications and devices has yielded a vast new range of 

opportunities for tracking (Vandenberghe, Vanhauwaert, & Carels, 2011). Public transportation 

systems are increasingly equipped with Global Positioning Systems (GPS) connected to control 

centres through wireless networks (Repenning & Ioannidou, 2006). An increasing amount of people 

is carrying smartphones that include various instruments for tracking, such as GPS, Bluetooth, Wifi, 

and accelerometers. These new technologies offer numerous and novel opportunities for data 

collection on travel behaviour (Flamm & Kaufmann, 2007).  

Within TRACE, tracking is defined as the automated gathering of digital information on human 

travel movements, with a spatial frequency of at least two location points per trip. Tracking thus 

requires minimal route information (i.e., the same individual recorded on at least two locations) that 

only some automatic recording systems can offer. For instance, if a user is identified by two Bluetooth 

beacons at different locations it is possible to link these two data points to that person, whereas this 

is not possible if a person passes by two pneumatic road tube counters. In addition, we limit our 

definition to automated tracking, hereby excluding travel diaries and manual counting procedures 

since the goal of TRACE is to explore new opportunities for tracking raised by recent technological 

evolutions. Our definition is also limited to human mobility behaviour, but not to cycling and walking 

behaviour, although this is the main focus of TRACE. By not limiting tracking to those behaviours we 

wish to stimulate, we can (a) assess the nature of the present behaviour to explore opportunities for 

change (Anable, 2005) and (b) aid mobility planning by building evidence-based traffic simulations 

and transportation models for all modes of transport.  

In the next section we expand our definition with data specifications for tracking. Some automated 

tracking methods may provide limited information only (e.g., a loyalty card of one shop keeps track of 

how often a person has been at the different locations of that shop), whereas other methods provide 

more rich information. 

2. Operationalization and data 

Automated tracking can be performed using various methods. Within TRACE, we focus on four 

sources to obtain tracking data (for a detailed description of these methods, we refer to D4.1):  

 A location tracker accesses the user's/device’s current location, which is characterized by a 

latitude and longitude pair, as well as the location’s accuracy. The location tracker may encompass 
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several location techniques and technologies, such as GPS, mobile network or Wifi. Applications 

such as Strava, RouteCoach, and Positive Drive use such a location tracker to track individuals. 

 An activity tracker provides information on the user’s current activity mode (i.e. if the user is 

stationary or in-motion) as well as the user’s mode of transportation (walking, cycling, and 

motorised transportation). As such, the activity tracker can monitor the user’s activity levels and 

adopted transportation modality. Activity trackers come in various forms such as watches, wrist 

bands and clip-ons. They often sync with a computer or smartphone.  

 A beacon tracker allows to track (parts of) routes when a list of the beacons in the user’s vicinity 

is available. Beacons are a new and rising technology that enable positioning through proximity 

sensing. Because they require a certain proximity to communicate with the users’ device, which in 

most beacons is configurable, it becomes hard to deceive the system. Therefore, beacons are an 

attractive technology to deal with possible fraud attempts. An example are the iBeacons used in 

Apple stores.  

 A sensing engine allows to collect additional data from a portable device, such as acceleration, 

pressure and luminosity. The supported sensor types depend on the sensing capabilities of the 

device. Modern smartphones come equipped with a wide plethora of sensors. Mobile sensing-

based applications may take advantage of these sensors for a wide range of purposes, for instance 

mapping the user’s surrounding context. For example, RouteCoach uses the accelerometer in 

smartphones to monitor whether someone is stationary or moving and to determine the mode of 

transport. 

Combining these sources significantly increases the precision of the measurement. Examples of trip 

data that can be abstracted or calculated from tracking data are origin and destination, travel distance, 

route, modal choice, modal change, number of steps, travel time, travel speed, and interruptions (such 

as traffic jams). Estimations of environmental damage (e.g., CO2 and fine dust emissions) and health 

benefits (e.g., burned calories) can also be made, but for accurate estimations one might need to 

collect a number of additional information, such as the type of vehicle for calculating environmental 

damage, and weight and heartbeat for health benefits. All objective data may be enriched with self-

reports on trip purpose (e.g., Bicycle Counting app) and subjective experience of the trip (e.g., 

RouteCoach). Moreover, tracking data can also be used to calculate summary data, such as the 

number of trips per day for an individual or group, travel speed per mode (for particular routes and 

points in time) or the number of vehicles on a particular road per day (for specific times).  

Depending on the data requirements, one will need different types of equipment to track individuals. 

In many cases, it may be sufficient to purchase tracking data, for instance, from mobile phone 

providers or IT companies. When choosing to collect own tracking data, there are several options. 

First, one can track via the smartphone using a tracking app that gathers its own data (e.g., 

RouteCoach, Bicycle Counting app, Strava, Positive Drive, BtrackB). Second, one can use a tracking 

app that receives data from other apps (e.g., Love to Ride collects its own data, but also receives data 

from Moves and Strava). Third, one can add tracking to the background of another app that is used 

by many individuals for other reasons than mobility tracking. This solution has the advantage that also 

individuals will be tracked that do not wish to install an app with a pure mobility tracking purpose. A 

fourth possibility is having participants (temporarily) use a device carrying the same services as a 

smartphone (e.g., GPS, Bluetooth, Wifi, accelerometer). A fifth possibility is using the low-energy blue-

tooth option of the mobile phone to communicate with a beacon. TRACE will use tracking data for 
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behaviour change and mobility planning. In the following sections, we explain how behaviour change 

can be accomplished and how tracking can be used to support existing and new initiatives. 
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4. Behaviour change: Theory and application 

Travel behaviour changes in response to a wide range of policy measures, such as infrastructural 

changes, changes in prices (e.g., prices of public transport and fuel), improvements in public transport, 

reallocation of road capacity, and ‘soft’ measures (Goodwin, 2003; Geels & Schot, 2007). As Goodwin 

(2003) points out, travel choices are made by millions of individuals and companies in function of their 

own well-being and profit. Changing this complex set of behaviours requires a coherent policy in which 

the individual elements strengthen each other.  

In the following sections, we present a selection of scientific theories on how behaviour change can 

be accomplished. Each theory describes a complementary set of building blocks for behaviour change 

that each have been verified in empirical research. For changing travel behaviour, campaigners have 

traditionally relied on Theory of Planned Behaviour, Norm-activation Theory, and Stages of Change 

models (Bamberg, Fujii, Friman, & Gärling, 2011; Transport & Travel Research Ltd, 2003; Fujii & 

Taniguchi, 2006). In recent campaigns, Self-determination Theory and Cialdini’s six principles of 

influence have been used as a theoretical framework (Buningh, Martijnse-Hartikka, & Christiaens, 

2014; Kennisinstituut voor Mobiliteitsbeleid, 2011). Interestingly, several other theories offer further 

inspiration for optimizing behaviour change initiatives. To date, there are no strong empirical findings 

showing that one of the presented theories is superior to others for changing travel behaviour (MAX, 

2007). Hence, we emphasize the complementary value of each of the present theories. 

We provide a short description of each of the selected theories subdivided in six sections: (a) learning 

psychology, (b) self-determination theory, (c) persuasion literature, (d) theory of planned behaviour, 

(e) stages of change models, and (f) the SWITCH-model. Each section is illustrated with examples of 

behaviour change initiatives for travel behaviour, ‘hard’ policy measures, such as infrastructural 

changes, as well as ‘soft’ policy measures (Jones & Sloman, 2003), such as persuasion techniques 

that stimulate voluntary changes in travel behaviour.  

1. Learning psychology  

Learning psychology has a long history (Pavlov, 1927; Thorndike, 1911; Skinner, 1938; Tolman, 1938) 

and its basic principles have been replicated in countless studies (for reviews see De Houwer & 

Beckers, 2002; De Houwer, Thomas, & Baeyens, 2001; O’Leary & Drabman, 1971). Learning 

psychologists explain changes in behaviour (or the intensity of behaviour) via mere exposure, classical 

conditioning, operant conditioning, and observational learning. 

1.1 Mere exposure 

People automatically start liking the things they encounter frequently. Simply seeing people cycle or 

walk thus may be sufficient for people to start liking these modes of transport and to encourage their 

usage. Tracking apps that allow the sharing of cycling and walking trips and expose people to the 
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cycling and walking trips of others, such as Strava, may thus increase the modal share of 

cycling/walking via mere exposure6.  

A second way to use the mere exposure effect in behavioural change initiatives is to expose people 

to pictures of a desired mode of transport (e.g., pictures of bikes) in the street or in campaign materials 

(see Figure 4). It may be noted that the mere exposure effect may also work against behavioural 

change campaigns: Any behaviour change campaign in an area in which cars are the dominant mode 

of transport may run into difficulties because exposure to cars increases car preference. 

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 4: Behaviour change – Mere exposure via (a) tracking apps, (b) street paintings, and (c) campaign images 

1.2 Classical conditioning 

The pairing of a stimulus (e.g., a bike) with another stimulus (e.g., happiness) may change the 

behaviour to the first stimulus. This is called classical conditioning. Behavioural change campaigns 

can use classical conditioning by systematically linking a particular mode of transport to positive 

images or words to change the liking of that mode. For example, Love to Ride (see Figure 5) 

systematically uses the word LOVE together with the picture of a bike to increase the liking of bikes 

and increase the chance that people will bike in the future.  

Researching existing behaviour change strategies, we found surprisingly little behavioural change 

campaigns in the domain of mobility that are using classical conditioning. Several campaigns that aim 

to increase cycling, for instance, such as B-riders and Bike to Work have a neutral name and look. 

Please mark that if a campaign administers a positive or negative stimulus contingent upon a 

behaviour, the campaign does not work with classical conditioning but with operant condition 

(described below). 

                                                

6 Besides mere exposure, these apps also operate via observational learning (explained below). 
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Figure 5: Behaviour change – Campaigns that use classical conditioning to change behaviour 

It may be noted that other stakeholders (e.g., car companies) also use classical conditioning to change 

behaviour. Porsche, for instance, uses commercials that present their car in a positive, traffic-free 

urban context with a slogan referring to enjoying life. Hence, small-scale campaigns that attempt to 

increase the positive value of bikes may probably not hold up to the vast stream of car commercials 

that present cars together with positive words and pictures. 

1.3 Operant conditioning  

Pairing a behaviour with a consequence (the administration or withholding of a positive or negative 

stimulus) can increase or decrease that behaviour. This is called operant conditioning. Many 

behavioural change campaigns use some form of operant conditioning (see Table 6), mostly positive 

reinforcement (i.e., administering a reward) and often in the form of ‘gamified’ designs7. Examples are 

Positive Drive, B-riders, Spitsmijden, Traffic Snake Game, MOBI, Bike to Work, and Love to Ride. The 

rewarding stimulus may vary from giving money to presenting a smiley face or positive feedback on 

the health benefits of cycling and walking. Some campaigns also use negative punishment (i.e., 

removing a positive stimulus) to decrease the behaviour. In the MOBI game 10 points are deduced 

each time a participant is registering car use for home-work traffic.  

Another way to stimulate walking and cycling is to remove the negative aspects of these modes of 

transport, such as physical fatigue or time loss. This is called negative reinforcement. Belgian 

employer Colruyt is offering electrical bikes to its employees to stimulate cycling. Electrical bikes may 

                                                

7 Gamification is the use of game design elements and game mechanics in non-game contexts (Domínguez et 
al., 2013). It adds gaming elements, such as points, levels and leaderboards, to non-game contexts (McCall et 
al., 2013), hence applying game design theories to everyday situations (Simpson & Jenkins, 2015). It creates 
narrow relationships between a platform and its users, and is implemented to increase popularity as well as 
usage of an application or service. Gamification is highlighted here because it bridges both collecting the data 
(i.e., how can we succeed in gathering more data) as using the data within a campaign design (i.e. what should 
are campaign look like). 

Gamified feedback can be given in gamified form, using points, badges and leaderboards. Positive 
reinforcement can also be part of this design. And even though ‘gamification’ as an academic and operational 
concept has only recently made its entrance, the implementation of gaming elements to make products or 
services more attractive has been in use for a long time. The positive effects of gamification are clear, according 
to Simpson and Jenkins (2015, p. 2), as with gamification people are encouraged to more and to get better at it 
(Simpson & Jenkins, 2015). However, it is also clear that gamification is about (more than) getting people to 
accepts challenge, achieving better at tackling these challenges and competing with others to earn the best 
ranking or get better statistics.  
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reduce the time loss associated with biking. Convenience and time saving have been identified as 

important reasons for car use (OECD, 2014). 

Table 6: Behaviour change – Examples of campaigns using operant conditioning 

 
Behaviour to increase 

(e.g., walking & cycling) 
Behaviour to decrease 

(e.g., car use) 

Consequence 

of the 

behaviour 

Administer positive (positive reinforcement) 

- Gain money B-Riders, Compensation for 

cyclists 

- Gain points MOBI 

- Win team competition Traffic Snake 

Game, MOBI 

- Win individual competition MOBI 

- Chance to win in prize lottery Positive 

Drive, Mijn Korte Ritten, Love to Ride, 

Belgerinkel 

- See smiling face Positive Drive 

- Collect money for charity Charity Miles 

- Increase social status 

- Sustainability feedback (e.g., saved 

CO2, fine dust) MOBI, Mijn Korte Ritten, 

RouteCoach 

- Health benefits/feedback MOBI, Mijn 

Korte Ritten, RouteCoach 

- (Location-based) surprises Bicycle 

Buddy app 

Remove positive (negative punishment) 

- Lose money Toll road, taxes, 

Rekeningrijden 

- Loose points MOBI 

- Loose time reallocation of road 

capacity, detours/reduced parking 

space for cars 

Remove negative (negative reinforcement) 

- Reduce effort/Fatigue E-Bike 

- Reduce time loss E-Bike 

Administer negative (positive punishment) 

- See sad face MOBI 

- Negative feedback 

Only few examples of behaviour change initiatives administered negative consequences (i.e., positive 

punishment) to change behaviour. This is not surprising since research has shown that punishment 

may be counterproductive when the intensity of the initial punishment is too low (De Houwer, 2015). 

In general, punishment has been shown to be effective when it follows the behaviour relatively quickly 

and the initial punishment is sufficiently strong to eradicate the behaviour. Despite these findings, law 

enforcement typically uses small punishments (i.e., fines) for initial offenses of traffic delinquents and 

increases its punishments for multiple offenses over time (i.e., withholding a driver’s license or jail 

time). Given that it is impossible to use intense punishments in the context of behavioural change 

campaigns, it may be better to refrain from using positive punishment in this context.  
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When implementing operant conditioning one should keep in mind that mobility choices are often 

made because of the positive consequences they have for the individual in terms of efficiency, money, 

and physical comfort. Rewards and punishments administered in a behaviour change campaign must 

therefore outweigh the positive and negative consequences the behaviour has for the individual. 

The success of a positive reinforcement procedure is not only dependent on the value of the reward, but also on 
the frequency by which it is administered.  

Table 11 presents three options to reward participants in a structured way (i.e., after every behaviour 

or a fixed number of behaviours) or on a variable basis (i.e., after a variable number of behaviours). 

Each of these schedules are being used in existing behaviour change campaigns. 

Table 7: Behaviour change – Reward schedules and implementations 

Reward schedules 

Behaviour is continuously 

reinforced 

e.g., Charity miles app (bikers 

earn 10¢ per mile; walkers and 

runners 25¢ per mile) 

Behaviour is partially 

reinforced at a fixed ratio 

e.g., MOBI (you receive a new 

medal or reach a new level 

after X, X, X sustainable 

travels) 

Behaviour is partially 

reinforced at a variable ratio 

e.g., MOVES app, SAMSUNG 

Health app (once in a while you 

receive a notification) 

When behaviour is not rewarded anymore 

behaviour extinguishes quickly behaviour extinguishes much slower than with continuous 

reinforcement 

The downside of operant conditioning is that when the reward or punishment is removed, the 

behaviour may disappear as well. This is called the ‘extinction’ of the behaviour. As indicated in Table 

7, behaviour will extinct faster when it was continuously rewarded than when it was partially rewarded, 

but even partially rewarded behaviour is likely to extinct eventually when the reward is no longer 

following the behaviour. One could argue that this is a reason not to use operant conditioning in 

behavioural change campaigns: If only temporary shifts in behaviour can be accomplished, it may not 

be worthwhile to invest in reward campaigns. Professor learning psychology Jan De Houwer 

disagrees, however:  

“The first step towards behaviour change is initiating the desired behaviour. Operant 

conditioning is an effective means to initiate new behaviour. Once a person starts cycling and 

walking (more often), he or she can discover new advantages of the behaviour, such as health, 

hedonic, economical, and speed benefits. If new benefits have been discovered, the new 

behaviour is likely to be maintained because of these discovered benefits, even when the 

reward administered to initiate the behaviour is no longer present.” 

De Houwer further suggested that it might be the case that people are more likely to discover the 

advantages of the new behaviour when it is only partially reinforced. In addition he suggested that by 

the end of a campaign one could aid this process of discovering the benefits of cycling and walking 

by asking participants directly to reflect on the benefits of the new behaviour. 
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1.4 Observational learning  

Observational learning occurs when people observe and imitate a ‘model’ that is showing the 

desired behaviour.imitation will depend on the consequences of the behaviour for the model (i.e., 

whether the model is rewarded for the behaviour, and not punished) and the status of the model 

(high status models will be imitated more frequently). Campaign Mijn Korte Ritten used a celebrity to 

stimulate people to walk and cycle short distances instead of driving a car (see Figure 6). The 

picture shows the happiness the celebrity experiences by walking and biking. Another way to show 

the positive value of cycling and walking is by depicting fit, good-looking people that cycle or walk, 

as in the Charity Miles campaign. 

   

Figure 6: Behaviour change – Campaigns that use observational learning to stimulate cycling and walking 

2. Self-determination theory  

Self-determination theory proposes that the degree to which behaviour change initiatives support 

individuals sense of (a) autonomy, (b) competence, and (c) relatedness determines the acceptance 

and success of the initiative (Ryan, Patrick, Deci, & Williams, 2008). More specifically it determines 

the extent to which campaigns succeed at increasing the intrinsic motivation of people to cycle or 

walk. People may be internally driven to participate in these activities because of their health, 

economical, sustainable, and/or hedonic benefits (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) and intrinsic motivation 

guarantees that the behaviour change is sustainable (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). In the following 

paragraphs we explain how campaigns can implement stimulate feelings of autonomy, competence 

and relatedness to initiate and sustain new travel behaviours. 

2.1 Autonomy  

Self-determination theory suggests that long-term behaviour change starts with treating individuals as 

autonomous decision makers. Ryan and colleagues (2008) propose a number of strategies to support 

autonomy in behaviour change campaigns. We summarized these in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Behaviour change – Do’s and don’ts to build an autonomy-supporting campaign 

Do’s Don’ts 

 offer relevant info and reasons for change 

 explore resistances and barriers to change, 

and help to identify pathways of change that 

are aligned with other central values and 

lifestyle patterns 

 

 external controls and pressures that 

decrease a sense of agency or choice 

 

Autonomy supporting campaigns typically give individuals information to choose among modes of 

transport and do not offer rewards for choosing one particular mode of transport because this would 

decrease the individuals sense of agency.  

RouteCoach offers individuals information of the sustainability, speed, economic and health effects of 

their modal choice (walking, biking, or car driving) after people enter their destination. An additional 

feature of the app that stimulated autonomy is that individuals can rank the different consequences 

on the importance they have to them (see Figure 7). Hence individuals that value health more than 

sustainability might select the fitness symbol to see how the different modes of transport rank 

according to burned calories.  

PTP-Cycle supports behaviour change by exploring resistance and barriers to change and offering 

tailored information directly to the individual on sustainable mobility options. 

 

 

Figure 7: Behaviour change – RouteCoach app gives users a sense of autonomy by giving them the option to 
decide on what they value more (saving money, saving the planet, saving time, or working out). 

2.2 Competence 

Campaign success depends on whether a person experiences the confidence and competence to 

change. For example, individuals will only be motivated to bike to work if they feel sufficiently fit to bike 

the planned trajectory. Table 9 presents ways to increase competence in a campaign (Ryan et al., 

2008). 
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Table 9: Behaviour change – Do’s and don’ts to build a competence-supporting campaign 

Do’s Don’ts 

 provide relevant feedback on the effectivity 

of the behaviour 

 provide skills and tools for change  

 offer support when competence or control-

related barriers emerge 

 help individual to experience mastery 

 overchallenge individuals 

Several apps try to boost feelings of competence in some way. A number of campaigns use an 

element of competition between companies, teams, countries, and cities (e.g., Cycling 365, MOBI) 

and some have individual competitions between players (e.g., MOBI). Competitions may increase 

competence for the winning players, however, for people at the bottom of a ranking it may decrease 

feelings of competence. Hence to be more on the safe side, some apps have added individual goals 

and challenges based on the current travel behaviour. Figure 8 shows an example of tracking app 

Bikes vs. Cars  

 

Figure 8: Behaviour change – Bikes vs. Cars app increases feelings of competence using personalized 
challenges. 
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2.3 Relatedness  

People are more likely to adopt behaviours promoted by people they feel connected to. PTP-Cycle 

creates a sense of relatedness by using one-on-one conversations between a target individual and 

an advisor. The advisor listens to the concerns of the individual and offers tailor-made travel advice.  

Table 10: Behaviour change – Do’s and don’ts to build a relatedness-supporting campaign 

Do’s Don’ts 

 give the individual a sense of being 

respected and understood 

 create a context of trust 

 campaign that is offensive (e.g., 

pointing to incapability or laziness) 

For large-scale behaviour change initiatives it may be difficult to make a connection with the target 

audience. Data from users of RouteCoach and the Belgian Bicycle Counting app show that citizens 

are highly motivated to share their data for mobility planning (see p. 96). Tracking may thus play a 

role in strengthening the connection between citizens and governments and hence may increase 

campaign acceptance. 

3. Persuasion literature 

For decades, social psychologists have investigated how behaviour can be changed by persuasive 

messages. In most studies, attitude change has been considered an intermediary for behaviour 

change. To increase amount of people that cycle or walk, the attitudes towards cycling and walking 

should become more positive or the attitudes towards alternative modes of transport (e.g., cars) 

should become more negative. 

Attitudes can be changed and formed in different ways. The Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty & 

Cacioppo, 1981) suggests that the key factors that determine whether a persuasive message will 

change an attitude differ depending on when people are motivated of not motivated to elaborate on 

the message. The more people are motivated to elaborate on the message, the more the content of 

the message becomes important. When people do not have the time or motivation to process the 

message, superficial aspects of the message (such as the attractiveness of the source) become more 

important. In the latter case, the resulting attitude change will be weaker and less resistant to change 

than in the former case. Given that people are not able to process all information they receive in detail, 

however, it may still be worthwhile to optimize a campaign message to (temporarily) shift attitudes of 

people that are not intrinsically motivated to process the campaign message. 

In  

Table 11, we list a number of recommendations to optimize persuasive messages depending on the 

context and the audience. It may be noted that much of the research on persuasion showed that many 

of the investigated factors do not have clear-cut effects on persuasion. For instance, persuasion did 

not seem dependent on the vividness of messages, nor on the use of positive or negative message 

framing (Petty, Wegener, & Fabrigar, 1997).   
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Table 11: Behaviour change – Evidence-based recommendations to optimize persuasive messages. 

Audience motivated/able to process 
message 

Audience not motivated/able to process 
message 

When? (Petty & Wegener, 1998) 

 Presentation is slow or self-paced (print vs. 

tv/radio) 

 No or little external distraction 

 Many independent sources convey the same 

message  

 Message is moderately inconsistent with existing 

attitude 

 Inconsistencies can increase information 

processing: e.g., message is not in a form that is 

expected 

 Message is personally relevant 

 Audience high in need for cognition (personality) 

Resulting attitude change is typically lasting, 

resistant, and predictive of behaviour (Cacioppo, 

Petty, & Crites, 1994). 

 

 

When? (Petty & Wegener, 1998) 

 Presentation is fast or externally paced  

 Many external distractions 

 Message is difficult to understand 

 Audience experiences physical discomfort/high 

arousal (e.g., campaign in crowded train station) 

 Audience low in need for cognition (personality) 

Resulting attitude change is typically temporary, 

susceptible and unpredictive of behaviour (Cacioppo 

et al., 1994). 

Tips and tricks 

 Content of the message is very important 

 Ask the audience to generate their own arguments 

pro cycling and walking (or anti car use). People 

that rarely cycle or walk may experience 

dissonance between the self-generated 

arguments and their attitude, which can elicit 

attitude change (see Figure 6, Love to Ride, Petty 

& Wegener, 1998). 

 Use an attractive (fit) source to promote the health 

benefits from cycling and walking (see Charity 

Miles). Attractive sources only work when 

attractiveness is related to the topic of the 

message (Petty et al., 1997). 

 

Tips and tricks 

 Since content is not processed in detail, superficial 

elements of the message and source become 

more important. 

 Use a set of arguments followed by a rhetorical 

question (Petty & Wegener, 1998) 

 Use an attractive source to convey your message. 

Source attractiveness helps to convey most 

messages (Petty et al., 1997). 

General tips and tricks 

 Use an expert to convey your message (Petty, Wheeler, & Tormala, in press) 

 Match message values with the personal values of your audience, e.g., to promote cycling and walking: 

 Left-wing audience: describe the harm and destruction caused by cars to the environment and 

emphasize how important it is to care for the environment (Feinberg & Willer, 2013). 

 Right-wing audience: describe about how polluted (or contaminated) the environment has become 

and say it is important to clean and purify the environment (Feinberg & Willer, 2013). 

There are instruments available to measure the personal values of harm/care, purity/sanctity, 

fairness/reciprocity, ingroup/loyalty, and authority/respect of your audience (Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009). 
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Figure 9: Behaviour change – Love to Ride asks people to generate arguments pro-cycling to persuade people to 
cycle more often. 

Cialdini (1993) suggested six principles that increase the likelihood that a request (e.g., the request to 

walk or cycle instead of driving a car) will trigger compliance. The idea behind the principles is that we 

have a few short-cuts to decide whether or not to comply with a request. We specify these heuristics 

below and detail how they can be used in behavioural change campaigns.  

 Reciprocation People want to repay what another person has provided. 

Give something in the context of a pro-cycling or pro-walking campaign to increase compliance 

with the campaign message, e.g., a Belgian company provides free (e-) bikes to its employees to 

stimulate biking to work. 

 Commitment and consistency People try to be consistent with the commitments they make. 

Once a first commitment is made, more commitments are likely to follow. 

Ask participants to make a small commitment (e.g., MOBI: take a different means of transport for 

1 day a week during a game) to elicit other commitments in the future. 

 Social proof: People tend to imitate others, especially in circumstances of uncertainty and when 

the other person is similar to themselves. 

Develop a campaign for people moving to a new city (i.e., a context of uncertainty) to raise the 

impression that people in the city typically walk and cycle (e.g., by arguing that a high percentage 

of people own a bike in the city, by pointing towards facilities for bikers,…). 

 Liking: People are more likely to comply with requests from people they know and like. Liking 

can be increased by (a) physical attractiveness, (b) similarity, (c) praise, (d) familiarity, and (e) 

association with positive things. 

Use local celebrities in the campaign (e.g., Mijn Korte Ritten). 

 Authority: People tend to follow requests from authority figures (e.g., people with a title, 

expensive clothing,…) 

Use an authority figure to communicate about the campaign (e.g., in the Love Leuven campaign, 

see Figure 10, the mayor of the city and the chancellor of the university cycled in front of their 

audience). 

 Scarcity: Scarce goods8 become more attractive and persuasive messages become more 

successful if the receiver believes the information is exclusive for him or her. 

                                                

8 It may be noted that the attractiveness of scarce goods has been put forward by studies conducted in Western 
societies. The results of these studies may not necessarily generalize to other socio-economic contexts and 
cultures (Sahlins, 1998; Dewees, 1989; Giddens, 1996) 
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Figure 10: Behaviour change – Love Leuven campaign uses authorities to communicate about the campaign.  

Persuasion expert Dr. Colin Smith recommends not to rely on a single persuasive message for a 

whole behaviour change campaign but to combine messages: 

“People are all quite different and if you stick to one plan to change attitudes, your best hope is to 

change the majority of people. But with an approach that might look haphazard (by including lots 

of different attempts – like a small campaign based on different persuasion variables within the 

literature), you have the best chance to hit the most types of people (e.g., people high in Need for 

Cognition may only like facts-based arguments, whereas others may only be persuaded by 

arguments that are financial, and others only by arguments that are personally-relevant, etc.).“ 

With regard to the personal values, he recommends to make slogans that are based on each of the 

personal values detailed in bottom part of Table 11 (Graham et al., 2009): 

“Walking harms the planet less;  

Walking makes cleaner air for everyone to breath;  

Your local leaders urge you to walk more;  

Be a good Belgian – Ride your bike to work!;  

Let’s make Belgium have the cleanest air in the E.U. – leave your car at home today!” 

4. Theory of Planned Behaviour 

Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1985) has shown to be successful in predicting various 

behaviours (Ajzen, 1991), including travel behaviour (Bamberg & Schmidt, 1998). The theory suggests 

that behaviour is a function of three factors: (a) the attitude towards the behaviour (i.e., whether the 

behaviour is evaluated as positive or negative), (b) subjective norms with regard to the behaviour (i.e., 

the social/internalized pressure to perform the behaviour), and (c) the perceived ability to perform the 

behaviour (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: Behaviour change – Theory of Planned Behaviour (taken from Bamberg & Schmidt, 1998) 

With regard to behaviour change, the theory suggests one can try to change attitudes, norms, and/or 

perceived ability or control. Specific intervention methods to change attitudes were discussed in the 

previous sections on persuasion and learning psychology (mere exposure, classical conditioning, 

operant conditioning, and observational learning can also change attitudes). Social norms can be 

changed in various ways, from observational learning to persuasive messages about how many 

people from your social class cycle and walk small distances, to the amount of facilities foreseen for 

each mode of transport, and changing the way information about modes of transport is presented 

(considering car driving or more sustainable modes as the standard means of transportation). With 

regard to changing ability or perceived control, we hinted at some strategies in the discussion of Self-

Determination Theory (in this theory ‘ability’ is called ‘competence’). With regard to cycling, cycling 

schools can play an important role in boosting abilities. For individuals that already know how to cycle, 

ability might still be boosted by having them experience that they can cover longer distances using e-

bikes and that they can do groceries when they have cycle bags.  

5. Stages of change 

The rationale behind stages of change models is that behaviour change can be split up into different 

stages. Depending on the stage people are in, different information and measures will spur behaviour 

change. Hence, instead of relying on one method for changing behaviour, campaigners should 

measure the ‘stage’ people are in and adapt their campaign accordingly. 
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Prochaska and Diclemente (1982) developed a model with five stages of change: precontemplation, 

contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance. This model was applied to travel behaviour in a 

large research project on Mobility Management within the EU’s sixth framework programme called 

MAX (European platform for mobility management, 2016). In this project, a question was developed 

to determine the ‘stage of change’ of the individual (see Table 12).  

Table 12: Behaviour change – Standardized diagnostic question and allocated stage position 

Question: Which of the following statements best describes how you feel about your current 

level of car use for daily trips (in city X/ to your workplace*) and whether you have any plans 

to try to reduce some or all of these car trips? 

Please choose which statement fits best to your current situation and tick only one box 

Stage 

allocation 

At the moment I use the car for most of my trips. I am happy with my current level of 

car use and see no reason why I should reduce it. 
□ 

Pre-

contemplation 
At the moment I do use the car for most of my trips. I would like to reduce my current 

level of car use, but feel at the moment it would be impossible for me to do so. 
□ 

At the moment I do use the car for most of my trips. I am currently thinking about 

changing some or all of these trips to non-car modes, but at the moment I am unsure 

how I can replace these car trips, or when I should do so. 

□ Contemplation 

At the moment I use the car for most of my trips, but it is my aim to reduce my current 

level of car use. I already know which trips I will replace and which alternative transport 

mode I will use, but as yet have not actually put this into practice. 

□ 
Preparation / 

Action 

As I do not own / have access to a car, reducing my level of car use is not currently 

an issue for me.  
□ 

Maintenance 
As I am aware of the many problems associated with car use, I already try to use non-

car modes as much as possible. I will maintain or even reduce my already low level 

of car use in the next months. 

□ 

*The exact wording of this question will depend on the type of trips the mobility project is attempting to change (e.g. general every day 

trips, or more specific trips such as journeys to/from workplaces, schools etc.) 

A successful campaign design was developed in London for individuals in the pre-contemplation 

stage, who have no desire to change from driving a car to another mode, and for individuals in the 

contemplation phase, who would like to use another mode of travelling, but are still unsure about how 

to accomplish this switch (MaxSem, 2006). Part of the campaign folder for these two groups can be 

seen in Table 13. 

Table 13: Behaviour change –Campaign folders for pre-contemplators who indicated the subway would be the 
best alternative mode and contemplators who indicated cycling as best alternative mode (MaxSem, 2006) 

Pre-contemplators Contemplators 

Information campaign on 

- Social norms 

- Perceived responsibility 

Information campaign on 

- Perceived behavioural control 

- Attitude towards alternatives 
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Another model was used in the TAPESTRY project (Transport & Travel Research Ltd, 2003), in which 

elements of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, From intentions to actions: A theory of planned 

behavior, 1985) were combined with insights from the INPHORMM project (Transport Studies Group, 

University of Westminster, 1999). This yielded seven stages for changing travel behaviour: (a) 

awareness of problem and opportunities, (b) accepting responsibility or relevance, (c) perception of 

options/modes, (d) evaluation of options/modes, (e) intention to change, (f) experimental behaviour or 

trying out the new mode, and (g) a new habit is formed. 

6. Switch model 

The SWITCH model (Heath & Heath, 2010) assumes we have a rational side and an emotional side 

that can be addressed independently via different mechanisms. The model also points to the 

importance of the fundamental attribution error (Jones & Harris, 1967): People have the tendency to 

attribute the behaviour of others to characteristics of the individuals themselves and to underestimate 

the effect of the situation. For example, despite the fact that a lack of infrastructure (e.g., for walking 

and cycling safely) is considered the largest barrier for green transport choices (OECD, 2014), there 

are multiple instruments to segment people based on their attitudes towards cars and adapt campaign 

messages accordingly (MAXSUMO, SEGMENT, TAPESTRY), but no instruments to segment 

according to the different situations people are facing. 
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7.1 Rational methods 

The idea behind the rational methods is that resistance to change often represents a lack of a clear 

message or goal. People are more likely to change when the new behaviour expected of them is 

crystal clear. Three principles help behaviour change initiatives to address the rational side of the 

target audience. 

Principle 1: Successful examples offer inspiration for change  

The first principle suggest one should focus on solutions and analyse what is going well instead of 

analysing what is not going well. So rather than asking why people are not cycling and walking, we 

need to look at the people that do and learn from them about how we can convince others. When 

implementing this principle, it is important to eliminate atypical stories. For instance, a semi-

professional cyclist does not provide information for projects to increase biking in the regular 

population. 

Principle 2: Eliminate uncertainty 

Change brings new choices that may trigger decision paralysis when there are too many options and 

when the options are ambiguous. If people experience decision paralysis, they will fall back into their 

habitual behaviour and take the default/familiar path. To avoid this, one should provide crystal-clear 

instructions on which specific behaviour is desired and remove any paralyzing knowledge (i.e., 

knowledge that is true but useless). Within the SEGMENT toolkit for behavioural change campaigns 

it was recommended to use a call to action that specifies the desired behaviour in the form of a 

challenge (Frost, Anable, & Ladbury, 2013). A good example is the campaign Mijn Korte Ritten that 

asked participants to cycle or walk their short travels (shorter than 5 km) for one month.  

Principle 3: Point to an attractive destination 

By pointing to an attractive destination rather than explain why you need change, you avoid starting a 

discussion with your audience. Attractive long-term goals should be complemented with short-term 

critical moves for change. Tracking app Bikes vs. Cars uses this approach to convince users to join 

the program. The Google Play page of the app points to an attractive destination for cyclists: “The 

common goal is to make cities better adapted for bikes rather than cars. For us and the people to 

come.” The short-term goal is to track your bike rides and share your data with policy makers. 

Transition (management) theory also uses short- and long-term goals to stimulate change (Geels & 

Schot, 2007; Loorbach, 2010). The idea is that experiments can be conducted to achieve the long-

term goal, even though the path or ‘transition’ towards these goals remains unclear or complex. As 

everybody feels connected to the attractive destination as envisioned by the long-term goal, there is 

hardly any discussion on the content of the specific experiments, since they are only a temporary try-

out to achieve the proposed goals. For example, the city of Ghent (Belgium) has asked citizens to 

envision the city of the future. Afterwards, they could experiment with the multiple paths to achieve 

this future, resulting in ‘incubation rooms’ (Geels & Schot, 2007) like living streets and citizen 

collectives (Lab van Troje, 2016) 

7.2 Emotional methods  

Emotional methods try to boost personal motivation and determination for change, or they make 
change easy by changing the environment.  
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Principle 1: Feelings evoke change 

There are two methods to use feelings to initiate behaviour change. The first is the “burning platform” 

method. It based on the idea that people do not want to change habits that have been successful in 

the past. Change can be evoked by pointing to a crisis (the burning platform) that requires radical 

change. The picture of a crisis evokes negative emotions (such as fear) that elicit action. This method 

is only useful in situations that ask for a quick and specific action or, as the authors call it, a “stone-in-

the-shoe-situation”. Most contemporary problem are complex (i.e., the parameters of the problem are 

not well understood) and involve a lot of uncertainty. In this case, the second method is more 

appropriate. This method is to empower people, to show a hopeful glimpse of a solution or to ask 

people to reflect on their habits. Crucial in this method is to evoke positive emotions that enhance 

creativity and an open mind. 

Principle 2: Quick wins motivate change 

People are more likely to change if they think they are closer to their goal than originally thought. The 

authors use an example of two loyalty cards: One with eight slots and one with ten slots but two slots 

prefilled, suggesting to participants they already achieved 20% of their goal. Although the amount of 

effort to receive a reward is equal, the second loyalty card is more motivating than the first. Behavioural 

change initiatives that reward persistence (i.e., that do not reward every bicycle trip but reward every 

tenth trip), such as the Belgian cycle-to-shop campaign depicted in Figure 12, could use this motivating 

principle by giving people two stickers for the first cycled trip. 

 

Figure 12: Belgian cycle-to-shop campaign 

Principle 3: Make the desired behaviour easier than the undesired behaviour 

The environment has a huge impact on behaviour and the most convenient and time-efficient 

behaviour is likely to prevail. The mobility expert of Ghent University showed us an example of a 

campus that had one of the highest rates of car use compared to other sites, although it is located 

within 200m of a large train, tram and bus station and public transport was fully refunded for 

employees. The campus also had a parking lot with a high capacity of parking spaces closely located 

to the entrance. As long as car driving is easier to reach your destination than other modes of transport, 

car use is likely to stay high (OECD, 2014). 
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7. Discussion and conclusion 

We described six theoretical frameworks that each present a different set of principles to change 

behaviour. As argued in the introduction, there are no studies showing that one of the theories on 

behaviour change is superior to others. Studies that systematically scrutinize the effects of different 

behaviour change measures are scarce for behaviour change in general and non-existent for 

changing travel behaviour specifically (Möser & Bamberg, 2008).  

A question that remains open is whether one should stick with one theoretical framework or combine 

elements from the different frameworks. Persuasion expert Colin Smith argued that combining 

different persuasive messages probably is our best shot at changing behaviour. Stern (2000, p. 419) 

generalizes this idea to different types of behaviour change measures. He argues: “By far the most 

effective behaviour change programs involve combinations of intervention types”. One reason is that 

one needs to take into account interactions between different variables: Changing one variable (e.g., 

attitudes towards cars) might be effective in one context (a context with safe bike lanes), but not in 

another context (a context without bike lanes). Stern conducted a study (1999) and found these 

interaction effects for incentives and information. He found that the effect of the combination of 

incentives and information was stronger than the sum of their individual effects. With the knowledge 

we have today, we recommend to combine a coherent set of measures that strengthen each other. 
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5. How tracking can support behaviour change  

Tracking can be used to optimize behaviour change initiatives in different ways. By providing detailed 

information on the movement of people through space, tracking data have the potential of providing 

key information to predict and influence travel behaviour. We analyse four ways in which tracking can 

be useful to support behaviour change initiatives. 

First, tracking data can be used to describe and analyse the target audience and their current travel 

behaviour. This information allows to adapt the general campaign message accordingly, or to segment 

the target audience into different groups and develop different versions of the campaign for each 

group. Second, when tracking data is mapped onto information on the environment (e.g. the presence 

of shops, parks, bicycle facilities, etc.), it allows to gain insight in the association between travel 

behaviour and the environment. This, in turn, may highlight environmental barriers and opportunities 

for behavioural change. Gaining insight in human behaviour, and how the behaviour is shaped by the 

environment, is key for changing that behaviour. Third, besides taking a snapshot to learn about the 

user and his or her current behaviour, one can also implement changes (hard or soft policy measures) 

and measure the effect of these changes on the behaviour, using tracking. Tracking data may thus 

offer insight in the interventions that are successful in changing behaviour. 

Fourth, next to increasing knowledge on travel behaviour and how it can be changed, tracking data 

can also be used to provide feedback to tracked individuals, for example by giving the individual 

information on the calories that were burned during the movement. Instead of only feeding tracking 

data to the campaigner, it is then also fed to the user. Detailed user feedback may be an asset in a 

behaviour change campaign. In the next sections, we will describe each of these options in detail. 

1. Information on the travel behaviour of the target audience 

Tracking data offer campaigners insight in the current mobility choices of a target audience (e.g., 

inhabitants of a city, employers of a company, pupils of a school). This allows to fine-tune campaigns 

in a more precise and accurate manner than with traditional self-report measures. In the following 

sections, we first describe how target audiences have traditionally been assessed and segmented. 

Subsequently, we describe how traditional methods can be complemented by tracking.  

1.1 Traditional data collection and segmentation methods 

1. Sociodemographic variables 

Sociodemographic variables such as age, sex, education, income and household composition are 

frequently used to describe and segment a target audience. These data are crucial, for instance, for 

setting up campaigns with observational learning. As Cialdini (1993) points out, we are more likely to 

engage in behaviour that is performed by people that we like and people that are similar to us. Hence, 

if you set up a behaviour change campaign in a part of the city with mostly young, high educated 

inhabitants, you may also want to use young, high educated role models in your pro-cycling campaign. 
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2. Mobility profile 

Travel behaviour is a multifaceted concept that is explained by a multitude of factors. Hence, there 

are several methods and instruments to describe the mobility profile of an audience. 

Before initiating a behaviour change campaign, campaigners typically estimate the current travel 

behaviour of the audience and opportunities for change. For instance, an employer that wishes to 

increase sustainable home-work transport will make an estimation of the current travel modes and 

home-work distances of employees. Travelled distances are an important index to estimate 

opportunities for change. Another index is the available infrastructure (e.g., public transport and safe 

bike lanes) between the origin and the destination of the target individuals. British research, for 

example, shows that for 15% of the people there is no realistic alternative to driving a car (Jones & 

Sloman, 2003). By estimating whether behaviour change is possible, one can focus campaign efforts 

on those individuals that have the possibility to change. 

Besides measuring current behaviour and physical limitations for change, there are several 

instruments to measure psychological readiness for change and attitudinal constructs that are 

considered to be determinants of travel behaviour (Anable, 2005; Hunecke, Haustein, Böhler, & 

Grischkat, 2008; Prillwitz & Barr, 2011). During the MaxSem project, for instance, a one-item 

questionnaire was developed to measure readiness for change (MaxSem, 2006). The SEGMENT-

project uses eighteen questions to assess travel behaviour and attitudes towards modes of transport 

with the goal to segment the target audience into eight groups: devoted drivers, image improvers, 

malcontented motorists, active aspirers, practical travelers, car contemplators, PT-dependents, and 

car-free choosers (SEGMENT, 2015). The RouteCoach application adapted its messages for these 

segments.  

Finally, one might assess the current knowledge of a target audience on aspects of travel behaviour 

(e.g., knowledge on the harmful effect of cars, knowledge on car/bike sharing services, public 

transport, e-bikes). In this way, one can decide whether enhancing knowledge on some aspect of 

travel modes may be an opening for behaviour change. 

In Table 14: Assessment of a target audience Table 14, we list a number of variables that have 

traditionally been considered relevant for behaviour change initiatives (MuConsult, XTNT, & Morgen, 

2016). Tracking will allow to automatize the measurement of some of these variables, which allows to 

describe and segment the target audience without asking too much input via questionnaires. Tracking 

data may both replace as complement traditional self-report assessments. 

1.2  Tracking for data collection and segmentation 

Tracking data may offer a large amount of information on the travel behaviour of a target audience. 

The type of information will depend on the tracking tool (e.g., the spatial frequency of the tool): A step 

counter will simply count the number of steps for each trip, whereas a smartphone can combine 

different sources of information and provide information that is much more rich. For example, the 

RouteCoach app automatically tracks all trips of participants from origin to destination and estimates 

their modal choice (walking, cycling, train, bus, or car). 

The information collected through a tracking device may be combined with environmental information 

to obtain more detailed information. For example: 
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 Trip destination. Information on trip destination can be obtained by adding a layer of 

locations types (e.g., shops, schools, day-care and work places) to the map with trip 

information. One can choose to focus a campaign to those destinations that cause the 

most car use. 

 Type of area of residence: rural, periphery, or urban. Information on area of residence 

can be obtained by (a) mapping frequent origins to statistical sectors or (b) measuring the 

distance between the origin and services such as shops, public transport stops, and 

schools (i.e., the larger the distance, the more rural the area of residence is). Similarly, one 

may analyse whether the destinations of the audience are rural or urban. This may add to 

the estimation of whether changing travel is possible for a particular individual. 

Table 14: Assessment of a target audience  

Variable type Specification 

Sociodemographic Sex, age, education, profession, income, household composition, residence 

type (e.g., urban, periphery, rural) 

Travel behaviour - Modal choice (habitual/occasional, for various destinations) 

- Distances covered daily 

Attitudes - Health attitudes 

- Sustainability attitudes 

- Attitudes on travel vehicles or modes (car, bike, public transport, 

walking) SEGMENT 

- Attitudes towards the self (e.g., “I’m a car person”) SEGMENT 

- Attitudes on safety 

- Role models (Chapter 4, section on observational learning) 

Knowledge and 

competences 

- Sustainability / environmental damage by cars 

- Public transport 

- Sharing systems (bike/car) 

- E-bike 

Opportunities and 

barriers for change 

- Distance home/work, home/shop, home/school 

- Infrastructure (availability of public transport, safe routes for cycling 

and walking,…) 

- Physical state (able to cycle or walk) 

- (Psychological) readiness for change MAXSEM 

- Vehicle ownership / willingness to pay 

With regard to psychological information, one could argue that tracking data cannot deliver the same 

information as self-reports. Indeed, attitudes, values and knowledge cannot be deduced from travel 
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behaviour. Nonetheless, tracking holds opportunities for measuring psychological variables in a more 

implicit way. For instance, travel data can be used to estimate to which extent people are flexible in 

their travel behaviour: A person that leaves the door every morning at exactly the same time, comes 

home at exactly the same time and does groceries at exactly the same time and day every week, may 

be less flexible in his or her travel behaviour and may have a strong need for consistency. This person 

may not be open to campaigns that encourage you to try something different for one day a week (e.g. 

MOBI), to limit car use for a percentage of time for a limited period of time (e.g., Mijn Korte Ritten), or 

to flexibly use means of transportations according to the weather (e.g., “bike when it is sunny, carpool 

when it rains”). In sum, although tracking data may be of limited use to measure some psychological 

constructs, they opens doors to measure others. 

All collected information can be used for gaining knowledge on the target audience to (a) adapt the 

campaign message in general or (b) segment the audience and make tailor-made campaign 

messages for each segment. Currently, most tracking applications still base their segmentation on 

questionnaire data. For example, RouteCoach uses the questions of SEGMENT and Love to Ride 

uses its own segmentation questionnaire. Tracking allows one to gather data without active 

cooperation of the user and without the risk of losing attention or motivation to use the application. 

Smartphone applications offer many opportunities to track, segment and send specific campaign 

messages within one tool. For instance, after tracking data on modal choice and daily travelled 

distances, one may select car drivers with long, medium, and short distances and send them 

information, respectively, about public transport, e-bikes, and regular bikes. In Section 4 of this 

chapter, we will provide more detail on how tracked information can be fed back to users in the context 

of a campaign. 

2. Information on the environmental conditions for behavioural change 

Human behaviour is strongly linked to its environment. When combining tracking data with data on 

the environment, one can study the association between the environment and travel behaviour. One 

might observe, for instance, that roads with cobbles and tramways are avoided by cyclists, roads 

flanked with stores are frequented by walkers, and curvy roads with low speed limits are avoided by 

car drivers. This information may allow one to develop evidence-based urban (mobility) planning 

activities. This will be an iterative process in which data are continuously updated with the most recent 

information and past interventions are carefully analysed (see Section 3 of this chapter). The idea of 

using tracking for planning will be further developed in WP3 of TRACE. 

With regard to behaviour change, there are a few remarks in place. First, tracking data will not directly 

point to those environmental factors that need to be addressed to change behaviour. For instance, 

one may observe that a lot of cyclists pass by bicycle parking facilities, but it may be clear that building 

bicycle parking facilities in locations in which there are very few cyclists will not necessarily increase 

the number of cyclists in that location. Tracking data only inform us on the association between 

environment and travel behaviour, not on causal relations (i.e., not on the effect of environment on 

travel behaviour). Hence, mobility experts and urban planners are needed to interpret the tracking 

data in a useful way before they can be used as input for planning activities.  

Second, tracking data do not point directly to the needs of a target audience. Consequently, the 

observation that many cyclists use one particular road does not automatically justify to focus money 

and efforts in improving that road (e.g., in terms of capacity, safety, or comfort). It could be that many 
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cyclists take this particular road because an alternative road is very bumpy, unsafe, or only available 

to cars. Nonetheless, it is possible that this alternative road, when it would be available, would take 

many cyclists more directly to their destination and would drastically reduce their travel time. This drop 

in travel time may attract more new cyclists than improvements in existing infrastructure. Hence, 

although tracking data in itself are objective, there is a need to interpret the data in a meaningful way 

before they can be used. 

To address these shortcomings of tracking, there are several options. First, mobility experts and urban 

planners that are familiar with the city can be asked to interpret the data. Second, the data can be 

enriched with information from citizens. Citizens may be consulted in a completely separated data 

collection process using surveys, focus groups, or using a website (Citizenlab, 2015). A more 

innovative approach may be, however, to collect tracking data and input from citizens in one mobile 

phone application. For example, the RouteCoach app provided users with the possibility to tag 

emotions on a map. Users could rate the environment, ranging from happy over angry to ugly. 

Afterwards, they could diversify their initial rating on a scale from one to three (e.g. a bit ugly, quite 

ugly or very ugly). Finally, users could add a picture of the space, completing their appraisal. This user 

generated content could be expanded in such a way that users can actually make suggestions on 

how their mobility can be improved (e.g., where safety for walkers should be improved, cycling 

infrastructure such as parking facilities should be provided, etc.). By combining tracking and user 

generated content, one has the possibility to discriminate between suggestions from inhabitants, 

frequent visitors, and occasional visitors. These participatory data will more directly point to the needs 

of users and may point to interesting avenues for behaviour change. 

   

Figure 13: Examples of user generated content within RouteCoach 
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3. Information for evaluation of (soft) policy measures 

Tracking data can be used to evaluate the success of behavioural change measures and any other 

policy measure that aims to increase the modal share of cycling and walking. Tracking has the 

potential of delivering reliable, fraud-proof, and objective data on the degree to which the goal to 

change behaviour has been accomplished.  

Objective data, such as automatically recorded trips, have several advantages compared to subjective 

self-reports (e.g., self-reported trips). First, research has shown that in several cases people are not 

able to accurately report on their behaviour (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). One reason is that human 

memory is flawed: It is tuned to remember recent experiences and peak experiences and to forget 

others (Robinson & Clore, 2002). When specific memories are missing, people automatically fill in the 

blanks with general knowledge about themselves (Robinson & Clore, 2002). Second, self-reports are 

often biased: People tend to answer in the direction of what campaigners would like them to answer 

(especially if they receive something from the campaigner, such as a free ticket for public transport or 

a bike, this is called a “demand effect”) and in the direction of what is socially desirable (Cronbach, 

1990; Holtgraves, 2004). Finally, people may find it laborious to report on their travel behaviour and 

may drop-out, which makes the data unreliable for evaluation. 

Mobility tracking may offer new opportunities for evaluation, but there are number of preconditions to 

use tracking in this way. In the following paragraphs, we will describe two designs for evaluation: (a) 

the one group pre/post design and (b) the two group (pre/post) design. Each design has specific 

requirements when tracking would be embedded. A third evaluation design that is often used for 

mobility projects is the one-group post-measurement only design. In this design, participants are 

asked at the end of a campaign to report on their behaviour before and after the campaign. This design 

is not desirable from a methodological point of view, nor feasible using tracking, hence it will not be 

discussed further. 

3.1 One-group pre- and post-measurement design 

In this evaluation design, the behaviour of one group of individuals is measured before and after a 

behaviour change initiative. To implement such an evaluation design using tracking, one should first 

demarcate two comparable measurement periods (e.g., equal in length and weather conditions) 

before and after the behaviour change initiative. Next, one should choose a measurement tool. As 

described in Chapter 3, there are several tools to collect tracking data. Not all tools are suitable for a 

one-group pre/post evaluation design, however. Tracking via a specific app on the smartphone or by 

providing participants with a device carrying similar services as a smartphone (e.g., GPS, Bluetooth, 

Wifi, or accelerometer) is difficult because people first need to install the app or start using the device. 

Hence, there is no possibility to carry out a before measurement without explaining participants what 

the campaign is about. 

Ideally, in the context of a before measurement tracking data are collected without the knowledge of 

the participants. This can be accomplished by tracking in the background of another app or through 

buying tracking data from IT companies. In these scenario’s, it might be a challenge to connect the 

tracking data to the audience that encountered the behaviour change initiative. If the initiative is bound 

to a well-specified region (e.g., a poster or rewarding campaign in a certain city), it may be feasible, 

but for a nation-wide or international campaign (e.g., Cycling 365) or for initiatives aimed at particular 
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groups of people (e.g., the precontemplators and contemplators of the MaxSem campaign, discussed 

in Chapter 4), it may be virtually impossible to backtrack who was exposed to the campaign and who 

was not. 

It may be noted that although one-group pre/post evaluation designs are used widely, they are 

generally not considered methodologically sound. Möser and Bamberg (2008) conducted a large 

meta-analysis of 141 studies on the effect of five soft policy measures that had the aim to cause a 

modal shift (travel awareness campaigns, public transport information marketing, travel planning for 

schools, workplaces and individuals). All 141 policy measures were evaluated using a one-group 

pre/post design. As the authors point out, this quasi-experimental design holds serious treats to the 

internal validity of the results (Möser & Bamberg, 2008). Internal validity refers to whether the 

conclusions of a study are correct. For instance, if a study indicates that car use dropped with 10% 

after a campaign, but the study is not internally valid, the effect is likely to be overestimated. The 

drawbacks of a pre/post one group design boil down to this: 

 History. The behaviour change initiative may coincide with other changes in the environment that 

may explain the difference between behaviour before and after the initiative (e.g., changes in the 

weather). 

 Maturation. Participants change between the before and after measurement (e.g., participants 

may cycle and walk more or less because they grow older, for instance, pupils of the sixth grade 

may move to a new school). 

 Selective drop-out. Participants may selectively drop out of the study (e.g., only highly motivated 

cyclists and walkers may complete a second assessment). 

 Testing. Participants may change because they are being measured (i.e., the measurement rather 

than other elements of the behaviour change initiative may change the behaviour). 

Several of these concerns are solved by using a two-group design. We explain how tracking can be 

used for two-group evaluation designs in the next section. 

3.2 Two-group (pre/post) design 

This evaluation design compares two groups: One group that is exposed to the behaviour change 

initiative and one group that is not exposed to the initiative, or that is exposed to a different version of 

the initiative. This design is in some cases more powerful to combine with tracking than the one-group 

design. We distinguish two types of two-group evaluation designs: 

 Experimental two-group design. Participants are randomly assigned to a group. For instance, half 

of the users of a tracking app receive a notification when they achieve a personal cycling and 

walking record (which enhances feelings of competence) and the other half of the participants 

does not. 

 Quasi-experimental two-group design. Participants are not randomly assigned to a group. For 

instance, one compares the number of sustainable trips a school in which traffic snake game is 

played with the number of sustainable trips in a comparable school (e.g. comparable size, traffic 

situation, socio-economic status of the students, travel behaviour) in which the game is not 

executed. 

The experimental two-group design is powerful because one can safely assume that the two randomly 

assigned groups were equal before being exposed to the behaviour change initiative and 
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consequently a ‘before’ measurement is not necessary. This evaluation design can be used in various 

ways in combination with tracking. Some examples are: 

 App-based experimentation. Using a mobile phone application one can experiment with the 

information that is provided to participants (e.g., continuous vs. variable rewards, emphasis on 

health vs. sustainability, information on beautiful vs. fast cycling routes). A drawback is that you 

can only measure the difference between two versions of the app, as it is difficult to encourage 

users to install a completely ‘neutral’ tracking app with no information. Hence, this method only 

allows to learn which app features are more powerful to elicit behaviour change than others and 

not how strong the effect of one specific feature is. Put differently, if you have implemented two 

features and you observe no significant difference between the two features you do not know if 

they both work equally well or neither worked. 

 Beacon-based experimentation. Using a beacon at a particular location, one might identify people 

passing by through their mobile phone and randomly choose to provide half of them with 

information each time they pass the beacon. For instance, in an underground parking space of a 

city, the computer screen for the payment may encourage half the people to use an app that 

rewards cycling, walking, and public transport (the experimental group), whereas the other half of 

the people does not receive this message (the control group). Next, one may measure whether 

the experimental group returns less to underground city parking than the control group (and hence 

are likely to have chosen alternative transportation). In such a design, one can measure the effect 

an intervention more directly. 

 Experimenting with public space. Although experiments with public space using random group 

allocation are rare, it is definitely a possibility. For instance, when considering to turn a number of 

streets in different cities with car traffic into living streets (Lab van Troje, 2016), one might randomly 

select half of the sites at which the switch is made and half of the sites at which the switch is not 

made, or made later in time. By measuring travel behaviour around the sites, one can assess 

whether living streets cause a modal shift to cycling and walking, or merely a traffic jam around 

the site because of the capacity loss for cars. The sites that are not involved can serve as a control 

group. One can obtain tracking data by purchasing data from IT-companies and by analyzing traffic 

flows that pass by the experimental location, or by asking citizens to install an app in the context 

of the experiment to allow policy makers to decide on whether to keep of ban the living street at 

that location. In a similar way, one may implement and evaluate measures that prohibit access to 

the public space at a certain time of the day (e.g. implement a car free hour every day), or ask 

money to access the public space with a certain vehicle (i.e., toll roads). The effectivity of these 

measures to cause a modal shift can be easily measured via tracking: When the tracked behaviour 

at the experimental sites is different than at the control sites (i.e., sites at which the policy 

measures are not implemented, or implemented at a later time), the difference can be ascribed to 

the policy measure.  

It may be noted that random selection will be especially powerful with high numbers of participants or 

pilot sites. For instance, comparing fifty sites with a car-free hour (e.g., between four and five) and fifty 

sites without such a policy measure, will be more powerful than comparing five sites in each group. 

To conclude, there are several options to use tracking for evaluation purposes. However, campaigners 

should think carefully about the evaluation design and which tracking tool is suitable to measure the 

behaviour change. 
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4. Feeding tracking information to users 

Tracking data can be used to actively influence users by feeding the tracked information back to the 

users. In Chapter 4, we saw several examples of how tracking applications attempt to change the 

behaviour of tracked individuals. In this section we will focus specifically on the potential of tracking, 

instead of detailing with all opportunities made viable by using a mobile phone application within a 

behaviour change campaign. It is important to distinguish between the potential of mobility tracking 

and the potential of other IT-evolutions that are not intrinsically related to tracking.  

In the following sections, we first ask the question whether tracking in itself can trigger behaviour 

change. More specifically, it could be that merely the fact that an individual is feeling observed, may 

be sufficient to change their behaviour. Next, we detail on which aspect of travel information can be 

fed back to users to change their behaviour. Finally, we discuss how tracked travel information can 

be used to change future travel behaviour through personalized travel advice. Throughout this section, 

we use information from the user surveys to substantiate our claims. 

4.1 Can tracking in itself trigger behaviour change? 

Tracked individuals may change their behaviour just because they are being observed. To investigate 

whether an observer, or ‘Hawthorne’, effect exists in the case of mobility tracking, we asked users of 

the Belgian Bicycle Counting app whether the counting week/counting app motivated them to bike 

more often than usual. It may be noted that although the whole set-up of the app was to simply register 

behaviour, the Belgian Bicycle counting app also included rewards (a prize lottery) and personal 

statistics, which may have increased the motivation to bike. Hence, the current estimation of the effect 

of tracking on behaviour may be an exaggeration of the actual effect. 

The analysis suggests that simply registering mobility behaviour does not elicit behaviour change for 

the vast majority of participants (see Table 15). Additional analyses showed that the increased 

motivation to bike for the minority of the participants especially emerged for participants that before 

the campaign already regularly biked to work, 2(2, 455) = 17.40, p < .001, and in their free time, 2(2, 

455) = 6.05, p = .0499.  

Table 15: Answers of users of the bicycle counting week app (N = 455) to the question whether the counting 
week/app motivated them to bike more than usual. 

Option Answer % 

No 90.55% 

Yes, during bicycle counting week 5.93% 

Yes, both during and after bicycle counting week 3.52% 

During the in-depth interviews, several experts suggested that tracking should be regarded be as a 

tool, and not as behaviour change campaign in itself, and that its potential for behaviour change will 

                                                

9 The fact that we find significant differences between frequent and infrequent cyclists suggests that there was 
meaningful variation in the cycling behaviour within our sample, which is an argument against the idea that the 
present findings are a result of a ceiling effect (i.e., that users already cycled maximally before using the app 
and hence the app could not influence their cycling behaviour anymore). 
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depend on the context and campaign elements that are added to the tool. Tracking as a tool offers us 

a set of data, to be used for several purposes. How this tracking data can in turn be part of a behaviour 

change approach is discussed in the next chapters. 

4.2 Feeding tracked data to users 

For various campaigning purposes, it is valuable to have access to detailed, objective and accurate 

data on travel behaviour. For instance, campaigns pointing to the health-related benefits of cycling 

and walking may want to provide accurate feedback on the number of calories that were burned by 

cycling or walking. This can only be accomplished by logging the exact distance and route (with 

height meters) covered by the individual. We describe a number of  

 Operant conditioning: rewards and punishments 

Tracking allows to implement reward schedules for sustainable transport choices based on the actual 

behaviour of the target individual. Tracking allows one to administer real-time positive reinforcements. 

For instance, Positive Drive send smileys in the app during your trip. In addition, tracking allows to 

administer location-based rewards, such as a croissant or free drink for cyclists at a location they pass 

by when cycling. Finally, tracking data can send rewarding health and sustainability feedback after 

cycling and walking.  

 Mere exposure, observational learning, and feelings of relatedness 

Tracking allows to easily share cycling and walking trips with others (e.g., Strava). This may inspire 

others to also start cycling and walking, especially when high status individuals share their trips. 

Sharing trips may additionally increase feelings of relatedness when sharing a community with others. 

 Enhancing feelings of competence 

Several tracking applications feed performance parameters to their users, such as average speed and 

time cycled. In addition, apps may mention spontaneously to participants when they have broken a 

personal record (e.g., most steps in one day, most cycled km in one day). Finally, applications may 

challenge individuals to cycle and walk more in the future and may provide feedback on the degree to 

which a challenge was successfully completed. Our user surveys show that that taking part in Cycling 

Challenge Cycling365 increases cycling behaviour (see Table 16).  

Table 16: Cycling365: Increased cycling after joining the Cycling Challenge 

Have you increased the use of the bicycle after joining the Challenge? 

  

Yes, a lot 6% 

Yes, a bit 21% 

No, I already used the bicycle very often 71% 

No, I used the bicycle only for the duration 

of the challenge 

2% 

Feedback and challenges may be generic, but can also be tailored to the target individual. For 

instance, the SUPERHUB-app (Sustainable and Persuasive Human Users Mobility in future cities) 

created different segments and divided its challenges into 3 types: saving CO2 emissions,  saving 

money, and burning calories while travelling. 
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4.3 Personalized travel advice 

Based on tracked travel movements, applications can offer travel advice aimed at changing travel 

behaviour. RouteCoach used trip information and information on the attitudes of participants 

(measured using the SEGMENT questionnaire) to offer personalized travel advice to participants 

(Figure 14: RouteCoach offers users personalized travel advice 

 

Figure 14: RouteCoach offers users personalized travel advice 

5. Conclusion 

In Chapter 5 we discussed how tracking travel movements can help to optimize behaviour change 

initiatives in different ways. We discussed four possibilities that each can be combined with each other. 

Firstly, tracking data offer information on the travel behaviour of a target audience, which can be used 

to fine-tune campaign designs according to the target audience and set up tailor-made campaigns. 

Secondly, it was argued that tracking data can be considered of crucial importance for urban planning, 

which is increasingly striving for more ‘evidence-based’ methods and policies. It was argued that 

tracking data can help us to obtain a clearer image of travel behaviour in space perhaps 

complemented by user generated content on the environment. This stance on data gathering could 

be seen as a participatory approach. Since travel behaviour is closely linked to the built environment, 

changing the environment is an important route for changing behaviour. 

Thirdly, we discussed the conditions for using tracking data to evaluate the success of behavioural 

change measures. Importantly, whereas tracking has a strong potential to support evaluation efforts, 

it may be complicated to obtain a clear-cut before/after assessments of the behaviour. Finally, there 

is a huge potential for tracked information to directly influence the user. 
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6. Stakeholders in tracking and behaviour change 

As mentioned in chapter 2 six groups of stakeholders were contacted for completing a survey. The 

following groups of stakeholders were assessed: 

 Local authorities 

 Local businesses 

 Employers 

 Schools (teachers and parents) 

 Insurance companies 

 Marketing practitioners

The surveys contained questions on the motivation to stimulate sustainable travel behaviour, 

experiences with tracking, and experiences with behavioural change initiatives in the domain of travel 

behaviour. 

Five groups of users of existing behaviour change campaigns and/or tracking applications were 

contacted to complete a user survey. Each survey was tailor-made to the specific campaign/tracking 

application and contained questions related to experiences with the campaign or application and 

future expectations of tracking tools. The five user groups were related to: 

 Traffic Snake Game  

 RouteCoach 

 Cycling365 

 Flemish Bicycle counting app 

 MOBI 

1. Local authorities 

Firstly we start to give an idea on the profile of the responding local authorities and on their level of 

experience in tracking and behaviour change activities. Secondly we assess the potential of tracking 

tools for local authorities. Respondents were also asked to give an idea of the general (political) 

attitude towards cycling and walking, and the measures they have already implemented to promote 

cycling and walking. 

With all this it is important to take into account that some countries are over or underrepresented in 

the sample (see chapter 2).  

1.1 Profile of responding cities and municipalities 

Local authorities’ respondents were surveyed on the current mobility policy and ideas on cycling and 

walking in their city/municipality. Based on the survey, promoting cycling and walking and improving 

conditions for cycling and walking are both seen as important or very important by most of the 

respondents.  
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Figure 15: Local authorities - Importance of improving conditions for cycling and walking (% of respondents) 

As seen in Figure 16, 66% of the respondents have some kind of policy plan on cycling and/or walking. 

Also 58% of the respondents have a SUMP (Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan) and 53% have made 

up a traditional traffic plan. Only 28% developed a walking plan, and for 7% of the respondents, the 

mobility policy is made up on a case-by-case basis. ‘Other’ is among other things explained as a 

specific travel plan for schools, a parking policy plan, a local public transport plan, etc. 

 

Figure 16: Local authorities - Mobility planning includes... (% of respondents)  

From our survey we also learn that most of the municipalities currently do not use tracking data for 

public transport, walking and/or cycling. 10% of the respondents claimed that they have used tracking 

for cycling policy, 4% for public transport and 4% for walking in the past. For each of these policies, 

respectively, 26%, 34% and 9% of the respondents use tracking data to this day. Interestingly, for 

public transport, cycling and walking, 21%, 12% and 14% of the respondents are unaware of the use 

of tracking devices or methods within the transportation policy, as to where 41%, 52% and 73%, 

respectively, clearly stated not to use tracking data. 
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Figure 17: Local authorities - Current use of tracking data (% of respondents) 

If tracking data is used, however, the most common device is the GPS (52%). 15% of the respondents 

claimed that Near Field Technology is used, as to where 9% use Bluetooth beacons and 6% Wi-Fi 

beacons. Interestingly, 18% of the respondents stated ‘other’ technologies are being used, of which 

mostly mobile phone data, smart card data, public bike renting system data, ticketing validation data, 

and surveys. 

 

Figure 18: Local authorities - What kind of tracking device is used? 

Although, almost all respondents believe that tracking data would be useful to their municipality for 

cycling and walking. Of all the respondents, respectively, only 3% and 4% believe that tracking data 

could probably not be of use for cycling and for walking policies in their municipality or region. 

 

Figure 19: Local authorities - Is tracking data useful? 
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Of the respondents, 66% of cities or municipalities have experience in projects to promote cycling or 

walking to work, and 59% have experience in projects to promote cycling or walking to local 

businesses, now or in the past. Importantly, respectively 9% and 14% are interested to do so in the 

future. 

 

Figure 20: Local authorities - Promotional activities on cycling and walking 

The following figures give an idea of the experience of the respondents in behaviour change initiatives. 

80% of the respondents have experience in or are involved in behavioural change initiatives (i.e. 

promoting sustainable mobility by influencing individual transport choices) in their municipality. 67% 

did participate in or organise a behavioural change campaign in the last year. Experience in mostly in 

educational activities, next to enabling activities and persuasion.  

 

Figure 21: Local authorities - Type of behaviour change initiatives (% of respondents) 
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Of the behaviour change initiatives, 25% of the respondents give personal benefits to bicycle users 

such as tax discounts, vouchers, or non-monetary benefits. The category ‘others’ in Figure 22 is 

explained as discounts on E-bikes, employers paid by kilometre cycled, give-aways, free bike trials, 

et cetera. 

 

Figure 22: Local authorities - Types of benefits (% of respondents) 

For 59% of the respondents it is likely or very likely that the municipality would be interested to give 

personal benefits to cyclists and for 36% of the respondents to give to walkers. Remarkably, 3% and 

5% of the respondents claimed that for cycling and for walking, respectively, it is very unlikely that 

personal benefits would be given, whit 16% and 24% of respondents stated that is unlikely. For cycling 

and walking, 21% and 24% remained neutral to the notion. 

 

Figure 23: Local authorities - How likely to give personal benefits 

1.2 Assessment of tracking tools 

Following, we will try to give an idea of the potential for tracking tools in promoting cycling and walking 

for local authorities. Next to information on modal choice, trip length, trip duration, chosen route, 

respondents would also like to have volume of number of trips, and ready to use analysis and 

visualisations of data and much more as can be seen in Figure 24.  
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Figure 24: Local authorities - Information obtained from tracking tools (O= Origin; D = Destination // % of 
respondents) 

Table 17 shows the potential for tracking tools in behavioural change initiatives according to local 

authorities. 48% of the respondents thought that tracking-based information could definitely be useful 

for understanding priorities for intervention. 46% of the respondents stated that tracking-based 

information could definitely be useful for communication to policy makers. Hereby a good relation with 

the data analysing tool (within WP3) is very important. Questions on communication of policy makers 

should get an answer within the data analysing tool. On the other hand, local authorities should have 

a clear idea on what kind of data and analysis could get come out of a tracking tool.  

Table 17: Tracking-based information could be useful for 

Tracking-based information could be useful for 

  I don't know Not at all Probably not Maybe Probably yes Definitely 

Understanding priorities for intervention 3% 1% 1% 13% 34% 48% 

Communication to policy makers 2% 0% 1% 9% 42% 46% 

Evidence-based policy making 2% 1% 2% 9% 41% 45% 

Information on the effectiveness of 

actions 
2% 0% 1% 14% 46% 37% 

Increasing the effectiveness of 

campaigns to promote cycling/walking 3% 1% 3% 19% 39% 35% 

Communication to other units/staff 

within municipality 
2% 0% 2% 19% 45% 32% 

Increasing the efficiency of campaigns to 

promote cycling/walking (cost savings) 5% 2% 4% 25% 35% 30% 
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Also, participants were asked which requirements need to be fulfilled in relation to tracking tools. 

Figure 25 shows the high importance of ease of use (74%) and privacy (47%) for tracking tools 

according to local authorities. This is important to take into account when communicating about the 

tool, to explain what is done with the data and why.  

Smartphone-related issues e.g. performance or battery life seemed very important for, respectively, 

28% and 23% of the respondents, whereas making the tool within a campaign design cheat-proof was 

very important for 27% of the respondents. 

The next figure shows in detail which percentages of respondents considered the features as 

important. 

 

Figure 25: Local authorities - Importance of ICT requirements 

Table 18 presents for every ICT requirement the mean score and the standard deviation. Ease of 

use was the most important requirement for local authorities (M=4.66; SD = 0.69). The difference in 

rating with all the other requirements is for all comparisons with Ease of use significant. For Privacy 

(M = 4.26; SD = 0.86)), which is the second most important requirement, the same counts for almost 

all comparisons, except for the comparison with battery life. The fact that a cheat proof tool is the 

least important requirement (M = 3.76; SD = 1.04), is also confirmed in the table. There is only a 

non-significant difference with performance of other applications.  
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Table 18: Local authorities: comparison of the importance of ICT requirements 

 
Ease of 

use 
Privacy 

Impact on 
smartphone
: battery life 

System 
responsivene

ss  

Impact on 
smartphone: 

performance of other 
applications 

Tool is 
cheat-proof 

M 4.66 4.26 4.12 4.03 3.91 3.76 

SD 0.69 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.97 1.04 

Ease of use 
  <.001 

*** 
<.001 

*** 
<.001 

*** 
<.001 

*** 
<.001 

*** 

Privacy 
<.001 

*** 
  0,130 <.05 

* 
<.001 

*** 
<.001 

*** 

Impact on 
smartphone: 
battery life 

<.001 
*** 

0,120  0,335 <.01 
** 

<.001 
*** 

System 

responsiveness  

<.001 
*** 

<.05 
* 

0,335  0,181 <.01 
** 

 

Impact on 
smartphone: 
performance of 
other 
applications 

<.001 
*** 

<.001 
*** 

<.01 
** 

0,181  0,137 

Tool is cheat-
proof 

<.001 
*** 

<.001 
*** 

<.001 
*** 

<.01 
** 

0,137  

(* p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001) 

Figure 26 shows that respondents expect that tracking tools will give a new drive to behaviour change 

initiatives in cycling and walking. The idea of having a tracking tool will help them to put promoting 

cycling and walking higher on the agenda. It will also help to develop a plan to reward cyclists and 

walkers, according to the respondents. Next to that, a tracking tool could help to rule out fraud within 

awarding and behaviour change initiatives, and make the benefits of a rewarding scheme more 

tangible.  
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Figure 26: Local authorities - Expected impact of tracking tools 

Respondents are clearly keen to help develop the tracking method and design. 54% of the responding 

local authorities are willing to promote the developed tracking service. Also the sharing of data for the 

development of the tracking tool is an option for 43% of the respondents. And while 31% and 13% of 

respondents would, respectively, support by assisting in the development of the tool or contributing 

financially, only 4% of the respondents claims they would not contribute to developing the services. 

 

Figure 27: Local authorities - Willing to contribute to development of tracking service? (% of respondents) 
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2. Local businesses 

As we have seen, 41% or 49 respondents represent a local business. Of these, Figure 28 shows how 

these businesses can be divided. About 43% of businesses are listed as ‘other’ (not explained). 

 

Figure 28: Local businesses - Type of local business 

In the survey, respondents were also presented the following scenario: “There is a network of local 

businesses that give discounts or rewards to bicycle users/walkers if they consume in their business. 

The users can see in a mobile app where participating businesses are located and the kind of 

discounts or rewards they offer. The app automatically recognizes whether users are actually making 

their trips on bike/foot.” The respondents were asked whether or not they would see it as a benefit for 

their business to belong to such a network. 53% of the local business responding see such a network 

as a benefit for their business. Attracting new customers and rewarding loyal customers are the main 

motives for respondents.  

Table 19: Local businesses - Would your business benefit to belong to such a network? 

Would you see it as a benefit for your business to belong to such a network? 

Definitely not 4% 

Probably not 8% 

Maybe 35% 

Probably yes 37% 

Definitely yes 16% 

Mostly, of the respondents being willing to participate in such a network, the reason was to attract new 

customers, having a ‘green’ image, reward loyal customers and reward customers that use 

sustainable transport. Remarkably identifying the number of customers that come by bike was 

regarded as the least important motive. Next to that, respondents do not see this service as a possible 

advertisement for their business. Using existing examples can be useful here to inform local 

businesses.  
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Figure 29: Local businesses - Motives for local business to participate 

The next table compares the importance of the different reasons to participate in a tracking initiative. 

As can be seen, Attracting new customers (M = 4.12; SD = 0.97) has the highest mean rate in 

importance, and Identifying the number of customers on a bike (M = 2.90; SD = 1.21), the lowest.  

The difference between Attracting new customers and Rewarding new customers (M = 3.96; SD = 

1.06)  is not significant. For the reason Identifying the number of customers we also do not find a 

significant difference with the two reasons Rewarding customers that travel sustainable (M = 3.71; 

SD = 1.06), and spreading the news on discount and rewards (M = 3.27; SD = 1.02). We do find a 

significant difference between the two most important reasons and the two reasons that were rated 

the lowest.  

Hence we can conclude that the two most important reasons to participate (Attracting new 

customers & Rewarding loyal customers) will certainly be rated higher anyway than Spreading the 

news on discounts and reward & Identifying the number of customers that bike. The tool should be 

attractive and rewarding should be a part of it. Focussing on a green image and rewarding those 

who travel sustainable or focusing on the number of cyclists should not be that extensively present 

in the tool.  
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Table 20: Local businesses: comparison of importance of reasons to participate (* p<.05 // ** p<.01 // *** p<.001) 

 
Attracting 

new 
customers 

Rewarding 
loyal 

customers 

Having a green 
image (socially 

responsible 
business) 

Rewarding customers 
that use sustainable 

means of 
transportation 

Spreading the 
news on 

discounts/rewards 

Identifying 
the number 

of customers 
that bike to 

my business 

Mean score 4,12 3,96 3,80 3,71 3,27 2,90 

Standard 
deviation 

0,97 1,06 0,87 1,06 1,02 1,21 

Attracting new 
customers 

 0,31 
<.05 

* 
<.05 

* 
<.001 

*** 
<.001 

*** 

Rewarding loyal 
customers 

0,31  0,33 0,12 
<.001 

*** 
<.001 

*** 

Having a green 
image (socially 
responsible 
business) 

0,13 0,33  0,52 
<.01 

** 
<.001 

*** 

Rewarding 
customers that 
use sustainable 
means of 
transportation 

<.05 
* 

0,12 0,52  
<.05 

* 
<.001 

*** 

Spreading the 
news on 
discounts/rewards 

<.001 
*** 

<.001 
*** 

<.01 
** 

<.05 
* 

 0,098 

Identifying the 
number of 
customers that 
bike to my 
business 

<.001 
*** 

<.001 
*** 

<.001 
*** 

0,10 0,10  

In order for tracking to take place, installing a piece of equipment on the premises of the local business 

could be a possibility. Interestingly, almost 29% of the responding local businesses doesn’t want to 

install one of the following equipment options at their premises to participate in the network. Then 

again, about 40% of the respondents wouldn’t mind installing one of the listed devices. 

Table 21: Local businesses - Willing to install equipment 

Which equipment would you be willing to install at your premises in order to participate in 
the network? 

Install a new power-plugged device 43% 

Powerless device (battery-powered, QR-code, contactless card, ...) 41% 

Plug a simple device at an existing computer 41% 

None of the above 29% 

Also, respondents were asked if belonging to such a network would provide them with financial 

returns. Not unimportantly, 63% of the respondents doubt if they would earn money from belonging to 

such a network, whereas 20% of the respondents think they will not benefit (monetarily) from being 

part of the network. Nobody was certain they would benefit from the network, even though 16% was 

hesitant to agree that they would benefit from it.  
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Table 22: Local businesses - Business earn money from belonging such a network? 

Do you believe your business would earn money from belonging to such a 
network? 

Definitely not 6% 

Probably not 14% 

Maybe 63% 

Probably yes 16% 

Definitely yes 0% 

Interestingly, the survey suggests that 57 % of the respondents would, if belonging to the network 

would yield monetary gains, be willing to share a small part of the returns with the product developer. 

There seems to be a willingness, under conditions, to cooperate in a network that uses the tool and 

its campaign design. 

3. Employers 

3.1 Questionnaire data 

The questionnaire was completed by 32 participants, employers and mobility professionals 

representing employers, of five countries: Belgium (n = 24), UK (n = 2), Portugal (n = 2), Italy (n = 1), 

and The Netherlands (n = 1). Response rate was 13%. Both private sector (n = 9) and public sector 

(n = 23) were represented in the sample.  

1. Environment surrounding the organisation 

We asked participants to which degree they considered the infrastructure in the immediate 

surrounding of the buildings of their organisation as bike-friendly. A bike-friendly environment was 

described as a safe, pleasant, and motivating environment for cycling. Only 9% indicated the 

environment is very bike-friendly; another 25% indicated it is bike-friendly. The remaining 66% 

indicated neutral (25%), bike-unfriendly (28%) and very bike-unfriendly (13%). The mobility expert of 

the University of Brussels (VUB) argued that road safety is an important barrier to promote cycling 

among employees: A quarter of the accidents at the workplace are accidents with home-work transport 

of cyclists. 

2. Promoting sustainable home-work transport 

 Relevance 

Respondents rated the importance of promoting cycling, public transport, walking, and carpooling 

among employees on a scale ranging from Completely not important (1) to Very important (5). 

Promoting cycling (M = 4.34, SD = 0.75) and promoting public transport (M = 4.16, SD = 0.88) were 

rated equally important, t(32) = 1.44, p = .16. Both were rated higher in importance than the importance 

of promoting walking (M = 3.78, SD = 0.91), ts >2.25, ps < .04, and the importance of promoting 

carpooling (M = 3.63, SD = 0.91), ts > 2.52, ps < .02. Promoting walking and carpooling was 

considered equally important, t < 1. Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. shows in detail which 
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percentages of respondents considered promoting each mode of transport as important. shows in 

detail which percentages of respondents considered promoting each mode of transport as important. 

 

Figure 30: Employers – Importance for organisations to promote sustainable home-work transport choices among 
employees 

 Actions 

Most employees engaged in actions to stimulate sustainable home-work transport. Table 23 shows 

that benefits for cycling and taking public transport are the most common. This is not surprising given 

the high number of Belgian respondents: The legislation in Belgium allows employers to offer a 

compensation of 22 cents for each cycled kilometre of home-work transport (Federale 

Overheidsdienst Financiën België, 2016) and to refund of public transport tickets (Federale 

Overheidsdienst Financiën België, 2016) as part of the wage that is exempt from taxes. Examples of 

measures to stimulate carpooling were, a free omnium insurance for carpoolers, free parking, sharing 

the cost of a staff parking pass, and participation in a prize lottery. 

Table 23: Employers – Benefits for employees that travel sustainably to work 

Does your organisation provide 
benefits to employees that… 

Yes No, but we are considering to 
provide benefits in the next 5 
years 

No, and it is unlikely that we will 
provide benefits in the next 5 
years 

walk to work 16% 44% 41% 

carpool to work 38% 31% 31% 

take public transport to work 72% 13% 16% 

cycle to work 75% 22% 3% 

In addition, half of the participants (54.84%) indicated they participated in (or organized) a behaviour 

change program. Five Belgian employers mentioned European Mobility Week (European Mobility 

Week, 2016), three mentioned Car Free Day (Week van de Mobiliteit, 2016), one mentioned Bike 

experience (Bike Experience, 2016), one mentioned Bike2Work (Bike2Work, 2016), and four 

mentioned own internal campaigns. 
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 Motivators 

Employers rated five motivators to promote sustainable home-work transport choices among 

employees on a scale ranging from Completely not important (1) to Very important (5). The most 

important motivators to stimulate sustainable home-work transport were health and satisfaction of 

employees (M = 4.50, SD = 0.57) and a green image for the organisation (M = 4.47, SD = 0.67). 

Paired t-tests suggested both motivations were significantly more important than reducing time loss 

in traffic (M = 4.06, SD = 0.95), ts > 2.14, ps < .041. In turn, reducing time loss in traffic was more 

important than cost reduction (with regard to parking costs, cars,…; M = 3.56, SD = 1.19) and more 

important than parking scarcity (M = 3.28, SD = 1.40), ts > 2.06, ps < .05. Cost reduction and parking 

scarcity were considered equally important. Three employers explicitly mentioned reducing CO2 

emissions as a motivator, one referring to the Convenant of Mayors ( European Commission, 2016). 

 Barriers 

Figure 31 indicates the most important barriers for rewarding sustainable home-work transport. The 

high level of required administrative effort was a barrier for half of the employers. Other relevant 

barriers were related to budget, fraud and privacy. Although promoting sustainable mobility was 

considered important by most employers, 1 in 5 employers had not considered rewarding sustainable 

home-work transport before. Respondents identified a number of other barriers in an open answer 

box: Three Belgian employers explicitly mentioned the current legislation on wages as a barrier, one 

mentioned difficult relations with labour unions, and one irregular work schedules and bad 

accessibility of the organisation. Road safety was mentioned by one of the interviewed experts we 

as a barrier for rewarding cycling. 

 

Figure 31: Employers – Reasons not to reward employees that make sustainable home-work transport choices. 

During the expert interviews with employers, one of the main challenges of administrative effort 

appeared to be the lack of flexibility of current rewarding systems. For instance, for two of the three 
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organisations we interviewed, cyclists were only rewarded for cycled kilometres when biking at least 

four days out of five. A system that allows to easily register cycled trips would allow to reward cycling 

in a more flexible manner (e.g., also for one day a week). 

Another issue identified by our experts was employee satisfaction. Stimulating sustainable mobility 

can go hand-in-hand with increasing employee satisfaction when providing free bikes and royal 

rewards for cycling, carpooling, and public transport. However, it may also go against work satisfaction 

when employees feel undermined in their autonomy about their home-work transport (an issue that is 

also addressed by labour unions). The mobility expert of Colruyt indicated that the perception of 

mobility projects is key, if people have reasons to doubt the project, for instance because it is 

discriminating particular employees, it may cause bad publicity for the company. 

The expert interviews with employers suggested that fraud is not a crucial issue according to mobility 

professionals, but that HR departments think differently. In Belgium a cycling allowance of 22 cents 

for each cycled kilometre will add up to 484 euro yearly with a home-work distance of 5 km and up to 

936 euro for a home-work distance of 20 km. Several employers do not reward the maximum of 22 

cents for each cycled kilometre, but choose to offer less because of this issue with fraud. The ability 

to detect fraud may be a relevant asset to convince HR professionals to use tracking. 

3. Tracking home-work transport 

We asked employers to indicate whether tracking could help them with (a) stimulating sustainable 

home-work transport and (b) reporting (e.g., CSR reporting). In addition, we asked about data 

requirements for the tracking tool and how likely it was that employers would use such a tracking tool.  

 Will tracking remove barriers to stimulate sustainable home-work transport? 

Participants indicated on a scale from Very unlikely (1) to Very likely (5) whether they expected that 

having a tracking tool would allow them to resolve barriers for rewarding sustainable home-work 

transport. A tracking tool was considered equally useful (ts < 1.5, ps >.14) to solve issues with fraud 

(M = 3.94, SD = 0.98), develop plans to implement a rewarding system (M = 3.72, SD = 0.89), make 

the benefits of a rewarding system more tangible (M = 3.69, SD = 0.86), and put the topic of promoting 

sustainable home-work transport higher on the priority list (M = 3.69, SD = 0.97). To a lesser extent 

participants trusted a tracking tool would help them overcome budget constraints (M = 2.97, SD = 

1.12), ts > 3.46, ps < .002. Finally, employers were even less convinced that tracking would avoid 

issues related to privacy (M = 2.38, SD = 1.13) than that it would overcome budget constraints, t(32) 

= 2.55, p < 0.02. Figure 32 shows all responses.  
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Figure 32: Employers – Expectancies of a tracking tool 

 Reporting, planning, management 

We asked participants to which degree they considered tracking data useful for Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) reporting and corporate mobility planning and management on a scale from 

Completely not useful (1) to Very useful (5). Tracking data were considered more useful for mobility 

planning and management (M = 4.16, SD = 0.77) than for CSR-reporting (M = 3.75, SD = 0.84), t(32) 

= 2.88, p = .007. This result is probably due to the fact that Belgian organisations with more than 100 

employees must complete an extensive questionnaire (FOD Mobiliteit, 2014) on home-work transport 

within the organisation (formerly for 90% of the employees, currently reduced to 40% of the 

employees) every three years. This process is very costly since employees fill in a mobility 

questionnaire during working hours. Tracking may automatize this process, however, employers 

stressed it is extremely important that all modes of transport are being tracked, that tracking data is in 

a ready-to-use format and that it is compatible with other software (e.g., HR software) to avoid double 

registration. 

 Data requirements 

Participants were asked to indicate which individual and summary information they would like to obtain 

from a tracking tool. Two respondents indicated they were not interested in any of the options that 

were presented, nor did they fill in any answers in the free answer box.  

 

 

Table 24 summarizes the findings. We added the answers of the open questions at the bottom of the 

table.  
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Table 24: Employers – Data requirements for a tracking tool (% of respondents) 

Individual information Summary information 

Home-work mode of transport for each employee 88% % of home-work transport by bike 88% 

Home-work travel time for each employee 84% % of home-work transport by bus 84% 

Home-work distance for each employee 81% % of home-work transport by car 81% 

Home-work route for each employee 53% % of home-work transport by foot 75% 

Additional 

 Point of time of home-work transport 

 Link with working schedule (part-time, full-

time) 

 Link with function of the employee 

 Link with other data of employee (e.g., having 

a company car) 

 Time lost in traffic jam 

 How many changes for commuters 

 Costs for the home-work transport for the 

individual 

 % of home-work transport by train 72% 

Total distance (in kms) for each mode of 

transport 

69% 

CO2 calculations for home-work transport 69% 

Benchmarking with other organisations 59% 

Ready-made travel advice / campaign 

material to promote sustainable transport 

choices 

56% 

% of home-work transport carpooling 53% 

% of home-work transport by scooter 50% 

Additional 

 Costs of home-work transport for 

organization 

Modal choice, travel time, and distance seem crucial, whereas routes were only considered relevant 

by half of the respondents. The interviewed mobility experts considered routes relevant for  

a. a carpooling database: employees with the same route and work schedule can drive together or 

when your bike is broken you know that a colleague is passing by your house each day.  

b. calculating isochrones around a site and showing people when they are faster by bike or by car. 

When tracking would occur via a mobile phone application, this information could be offered to 

users in the app. 

c. looking for opportunities to have employees work closer to home (e.g., switch them to another 

branch or open a new branch). 

d. learning about bottle necks for travel time. 

e. calculating cycled kilometres for calculating compensation for cyclists. 

f. influencing policy makers: advocating for a new (or against shutdown) of a bus/train line.  

 ICT requirements 

Participants rated the importance of five ICT requirements of a tracking tool on a scale from 

Completely not important (1) to Very important (5). Absolute scores indicated all aspects were 

considered important, however, most crucial were ease of use (M = 4.65, SD = 0.55) and privacy (M 

= 4.55, SD = 0.62), which were not significantly different from each other, t < 1. A tool that was cheat-

proof (M = 4.26, SD = 0.82), with low impact on the battery (M = 4.10, SD = 0.83), low impact on 
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other applications (M = 4.03, SD = 0.71), and good system responsiveness (i.e., how fast the 

application reacts to input, external events or circumstances, M = 3.97, SD = 1.00) were equally 

important to each other, ts < 1.7, ps > .10 and less important than ease of use, ts > 2.68, ps < .02.  

Several experts had strong doubts about the acceptance of a tracking tool in the context of employers 

with regard to privacy. To avoid privacy issues, the interviewed experts suggested first that the use of 

a tracking tool must be voluntary (i.e., needs to be complementary to other registration systems and 

be compatible with those systems) and that employees are more likely to use the tool if they can 

download their data and decide themselves if they wish to send the data to the employer. Hence, 

because of serious privacy issues and solutions that offer users control over their data, a cheat-proof 

option is bound to be unlikely. 

 Interest in using a tracking tool 

We asked employers if a tracking tool would be available free of charge, how likely it would be that 

the organisation would use it to track home-work transport. Next, we asked participants if they think 

their organisation would be willing to pay for the tool. Almost 40% of the sample answered it is (very) 

likely that their organisation would use a tracking tool if it was available free of charge and that their 

organisation would be willing to pay for the tool. Another 20% of participants indicated their 

organisation is likely to use the tool for free but not willing to pay for the tool. The remaining 40% was 

not interested in the tool or neutral. 

Table 25: Employers – Willingness to use a tracking tool free of charge and willingness to pay for the tool. 

 
Willingness to pay  

 
no yes  

If the tool would be available free of charge, how likely is it 
that your organisation would use it to track home-work 
transport? 

  Total 

Very unlikely 6,25% 3,13% 9,38% 

Unlikely 6,25% 0,00% 6,25% 

Neutral 25,00% 0,00% 25,00% 

Likely 12,50% 9,38% 21,88% 

Very likely 9,38% 28,13% 37,50% 

Total 
59,38% 40,63% 100,00% 

3.2 Employees 

In three questionnaires, we asked users of existing tracking apps (RouteCoach, Cycling 365, and the 

Belgian Bicycle Counting app) if they would use a tracking application or device to track home-work 

transport. We collected 786 responses. The results are presented in Table 26. About 50% of the 

respondents argued they would use such a device, about 30% argued they would not and about 20% 

answered ‘maybe’. Compared to other tracking applications (a rewarding app, a shopping app, a 

school app, an app to provide feedback about the city, and a GPS app that calculates health and 

sustainability indices) the work app scored significantly worse than all other apps, ts > 3.43, p < .001. 
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Thus, even in a sample that voluntarily has used a tracking app before, tracking home-work transport 

specifically is a sensitive issue. 

Table 26: Employers – Readiness of employees to use a tracking app for home-work transport. 

Work app Your employer would like to refund home-work transport based on your actual home-

work transport choices and asks you to install an app or use a key chain holder with tracking.  

Would you install/use this tracking app or device? 

Definitely not 16% 

No 12% 

Maybe 21% 

Yes 26% 

Definitely yes 25% 

3.3 Case study: The potential of tracking in the MOBI (From 5 To 4) Campaign 

MOBI is a mobility game that stimulates employees to change their home-work transport modal choice 

for one day a week. The campaign typically runs a couple of weeks or months. The game is operating 

on a website and participants manually enter their modal choice for each work day. Based on these 

entries, the website displays a number of statistics and rankings for individuals and teams. Tracking 

has the potential to reduce the work load of participating in the campaign, by allowing to register home-

work transport in an automatic fashion. It is unclear, however, to which degree the work load is a 

barrier for campaign success. We investigated this in a questionnaire study in three companies that 

participated in the campaign. 

Participants, which are employees, of the MOBI campaign of two Belgian companies (n = 24, 63% 

female, mean year of birth = 1980) and a Portuguese company (n = 12, 17% female, year of birth was 

unknown) completed a short questionnaire on the possible use of tracking within the MOBI campaign. 

All 36 participants had a mobile phone (78% with data subscription, 8% did not know), of which 61% 

Android, 19% IPhone, 11% Windows phone, 3% a smartphone from an unknown type and 6% who 

did not have a smartphone. 

Most participants did not find it taxing to register their daily home-work traffic on the website of MOBI. 

Only 25% of the participants indicated the registration was rather taxing or very taxing (see Figure 

33).  

 

Figure 33: Employees - MOBI - Responses of 36 participants of the MOBI (F5T4) campaign for employees (% of 
participants) 
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3%
How taxing was it for you to register your home-work traffic on a daily 
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Neutral
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Yet, 42% of the participants indicated they believe it would be convenient if the registration of home-

work transport would occur automatically (see Figure 34).  

 

Figure 34: Employees - MOBI - Responses of 36 participants of the MOBI (F5T4) campaign for employees (% of 
participants) 

In addition, we asked participants about their readiness for various options for tracking in the context 

of the mobility game. The Belgian sample indicated for each option whether or not they would be 

prepared to do this (see Figure 35). The Portuguese sample was asked to indicate which options 

seemed best. The results were similar: Installing an app was the most popular option for the 

Portuguese sample (46%), followed by pressing a button and using a key chain holder (each 27%). 

For the Belgian sample, most participants were not prepared to take any of the proposed measures, 

but from those that were installing an app was the most popular option. 

 

Figure 35: Employees - MOBI - Responses of 24 Belgian participants of the MOBI (F5T4) campaign for employees 
(% of participants) 

In addition, we asked participants about important features in the tracking device. In general, all 

described features were considered important by the Belgian sample (see Figure 36). Again, similar 

results were obtained for the Portuguese sample, who indicated the most important feature instead of 

providing ratings for each feature: 42% considered privacy the most important feature, 25% impact on 

battery, 17% ease of use, 8% impact on other application and 8% precision of tracking data. 
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Figure 36: Employers - MOBI - Responses of 24 Belgian participants of the MOBI (F5T4) campaign for employees 
(scale from 1 completely not important, to 5, very important) 

How the tracking device would impact the battery of the smartphone was considered important. This 

might hold limitations for tracking using the GPS function on the smartphone. Our study showed that 

for most participants, the GPS in their settings was either never (29%) or almost never on (34%). Only 

a minority answered their GPS is mostly (6%) or always on (3%). For 26% of the subjects, the GPS 

was sometimes on. 

4. Insurance companies and marketing practitioners  

For insurance companies and marketing practitioners, the response rate was too low to allow for a 

quantitative analysis of the data. In total, five insurance companies responded to the questionnaire for 

insurance companies; seven respondents responded to the questionnaire for marketing practitioners. 

We describe the information given by respondents in a qualitative manner.  

4.1 Insurance companies 

All responding insurance companies find it interesting for an insurance company to offer discounts on 

health insurance depending on the activity level registered by a tracking tool. The health condition is 

fundamental for setting the insurance policy. This differs from the view of local businesses. The idea 

is that a healthy mind in a healthy body should be rewarded. But what is healthier? For insurance 

companies, it is necessary that what is ‘healthy’ must be proven before setting an insurance policy 

based on it. When insurance companies were to take part in such a tool, offering a discount to 

individuals (individual insurance) or to companies (group insurance) are the preferred options by the 

respondents. Some obstacles for a tool like this are mentioned: 

 Low interest and participation from consumers; few suitable tools for this approach 

 Importance of providing evidence 

 What about discrimination? 

 Local (national) and European legislation: everything must be presented and applied and this 

normally takes years before it comes into practice. 
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4.2 Marketing practitioners 

The 7 responding marketing practitioners agree that is makes sense to specifically target marketing 

campaigns to individuals that use a bicycle for their daily mobility, focussed mainly on promoting 

bicycle related products and ‘green products’. The responding marketing practitioners are also 

interested in using devices/mobile applications to target adds to cyclists and to offer specific discounts 

or benefits to bicycle users. 

Problems or barriers identified by the respondents are the following: 

 The user base will not be very large (according to the respondents); 

 There are various reasons why people are taking/using a bike. Are there additional 

segmentations? 

 The type of advertising is very important (push, pull, size of the banner), next to the tool that 

is developed. 

According to the responding marketeers, the following elements would motivate people to use the 

device/app. Some have been discussed, others will be elaborated upon in chapter 7: 

 Discounts in shops for bike-riders; 

 Free goods in local shops (e.g. a free beer or croissant); 

 The possibility to share bike routes on Facebook; 

 Information on burned calories for each bike ride; 

 Monetarized rewards (e.g. a small amount of money for each km by bike). 

5. Schools 

5.1 Analysis schools 

In total, 28 respondents, all related to a primary school (but not involved in the Traffic Snake Game), 

completed the survey. Of these 28 respondents, 29% was a member of the school board, 57% a 

teacher and 3% a parent involved in the school. 

 

Figure 37: Schools - profile respondents 

Half of them think that the infrastructure in the immediate surrounding of the school is (very) unfriendly 

for cycling. Next to that, it is still important for responding schools to promote cycling, walking and to 

a lesser extend the use of public transport. 
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Figure 38: Schools - How important is it for the school to promote cycling, walking and the use of public 
transport? 

Nevertheless, almost none of the schools give benefits to promote cycling, walking and use of public 

transport. For cycling and walking, however, more or less 50% of respondents is interested in doing 

so in the future. Of the largest part of the respondents that are not willing to promote a form of 

sustainable mobility, 43% of them says no to public transport. To a lesser extent, 29% of the 

respondents is not inclined to promote walking or cycling in the future. 

 

Figure 39: Schools - Benefits to children who cycle, walk or use PT to school. 

Below, the most important reasons for not giving a reward, can be found. A slightly different result 

compared to employers, as not considering the idea is the most important reason (61%), next to 

budget constraints (43%). ‘Other reasons’ were the idea that school cannot have an impact on the 

travel choice of parents or that benefits are already given by another organisation (e.g. government). 

Interestingly, privacy and fraud seem to be irrelevant issues when (under aged) school children are 

involved. 
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Figure 40: Schools - What are the reasons not to reward children that cycle/walk to school (% of respondents)? 

Respondents strongly believe that a tracking tool could help to develop a plan that benefits cyclists 

and walkers, helps them to promote walking and cycling to school, make a rewarding system more 

tangible, and rules out fraud. It is also believed, however, that the tracking tool will not be likely to 

overcome budget constraints or avoid privacy issues. 

 

Figure 41: Schools - To which degree do you expect that having a tool that tracks                                home-school 
movements will help/allow to (% of respondents) 
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First of all, schools expect that a tracking tool will help in Develop plans to reward sustainable transport 
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could vary when asked again. We can find a significant difference with the lowest 3 issues within the 

ranking based on mean score: 

 Decrease the level of bureaucracy to implement a rewarding system (M = 3.57; SD = 0.92) 

 Avoid issues related to the privacy of users (M = 3.21 ; SD = 1.03) 

 Overcome budget constraints (M = 3.00 ; SD = 1.36) 

These issues also have the highest standard deviation, so respondents differ in opinion in this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 27: Schools: How will a tracking tool help in...? Comparison of importance (* p<.05 // ** p<.01 // *** p<.001) 

 

Develop plans 

to reward 

sustainable  
transport 

choices 

Put the topic of 

promoting 

sustainable home-

school transport 

higher on the 

priority list 

Make the 

benefits of a 

rewarding 

system more 

tangible 

Distinguish 

users from non-

users (rule out 

fraud) 

Decrease the 

level of 

bureaucracy to 

implement a 

rewarding 

system 

Avoid issues 

related to the 

privacy of 

users 

Overcome 

budget 

constraints 

mean 4,07 3,89 3,75 3,68 3,57 3,21 3,00 

Standard 

deviation 0,54 0,79 0,89 1,06 0,92 1,03 1,36 

Develop plans to 

reward 

sustainable  
transport choices  0,29 0,05 0,06 

<.05 

* 

<0.01  

** 

<0.01  

** 

Put the topic of 

promoting 

sustainable 

home-school  
transport  
higher on the 

priority list 0,28  0,42 0,23 0,07 

<0.01  

** 

<0.01  

** 

Make the 

benefits of a 

rewarding 

system more 

tangible 0,05 0,42  0,69 0,28 

<.05 

* 

<.05 

* 

Distinguish users 

from non-users 

(rule out fraud) 0,06 0,23 0,69  0,57 0,06 

<.05 

* 

Decrease the 

level of 

<0.01  

** 0,07 0,28 0,57  0,10 0,07 
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bureaucracy to 

implement a 

rewarding 

system 

Avoid issues 

related to the 

privacy of users 

<0.01  

** 

<0.01  

** 

<.05 

* 0,06 0,10  0,36 

Overcome 

budget 

constraints 

<0.01  

** 

<0.01  

** 

<.05 

* 

<.05 

* 0,07 0,36  

Interestingly, obtaining information of the used mode to school out of a tracking tool is the most 

important for the respondents. 50% or more is also interested in travel time, distance and the used 

route to school.  

 

Figure 42: Schools - Individual information obtaining from a tracking tool (% of respondents) 

Schools were asked about their ICT requirements for a tracking tool. The results is based on the 

answers of school employees and parents together. As can be seen in the described case study of 

the Traffic Snake Game (next paragraph) they differ in opinion in this.  
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Figure 43: Schools - ICT requirements 

How strong the difference is between the ICT requirements is shown in the next table. There is can 

be seen that the differences between the requirements are not that pronounced, except for impact 

on battery and impact on smartphone performance.  

Table 28: Schools: ICT requirements -  Comparison of importance (* p<.05 // ** p<.01 // *** p<.001) 
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standard 
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*** 
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*** 
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*** 
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*** 
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Impact on 
smartphone: 
battery life 

<.001 

*** 

<.001 

*** 

<0.05 

*  

<0.01 

** 
 0,20 

Impact on 
smartphone: 
performance of 
other applications 

<.001 

*** 

<.001 

*** 

0<.001 

*** 

<.001 

*** 
0,20  

5.2 Case study: The potential of tracking in Traffic Snake Game Schools 

A specific survey questionnaire was send to ‘SAM schools’, the Belgian schools participating in the 

Belgian Traffic Snake Game campaign. These schools were addressed specifically because they 

have relevant experience in a behaviour change campaign for a specific target audience. The 

questionnaire was sent to schools (school board, teachers) and parents. These are all users of the 

campaign and possible users of a tracking service for schools. Their experience is relevant to learn 

about the assessment of the potential of how a tracking service can add extra value to an existing 

campaign. Some of the conclusions coming out of the analysis of this survey will also be relevant and 

used in the ‘User Requirements Deliverable’. 

247 respondents completed the survey. The majority (68%, N = 169) was involved in the school as a 

teacher, part of schoolboard or employee and 32% (N = 78) were parents of children of the school.  

 

Figure 44: TSG schools - relationship with school 

1. Schools 

Promoting safe and sustainable travel to school are the most important reasons for schools to 

participate in the TSG campaign. 95% of the responding schools participated already at least once at 

the campaign and will do so again in 2016. 

41%

24%
3%

32%

How are you involved in school? 

Teacher

Schoolboard

School employee

Parent
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Figure 45: TSG schools: Reasons to participate 

Schools were asked during the SAM campaign to track the way children came to school, before, 

during and after the campaign, by making use of raising hands in class. This was, together with the 

processing of the information, a task for the teachers. Schools were asked to evaluate this workload. 

117 respondents completed this question, while others do not make use of this option. The evaluation 

of the workload is balanced. Almost 50% evaluate this as neutral, 16% as a workload, and 28% as a 

little workload. So, there is definitely room for improvement here.  

 

Figure 46: TSG schools - Workload track trips 
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Figure 47: TSG Schools - output of tracking trips 

Schools were also asked to give an idea of the impact of the campaign on travel behaviour during and 

after the campaign, compared with travel behaviour before the campaign. Figure 48 shows the results. 

This has to be taken into account when assessing the potential of a tracking tool for schools. During 

the campaign, we saw a significant increase of sustainable trips compared to before the campaign. 

Even after the campaign, the impact seems substantial. 

 

Figure 48: TSG schools - Impact of the campaign 

Figure 49 shows what kind of information on individual level schools prefer to obtain out of a tracking 

tool for school children. Used mode for home-school travel is the most wanted information. The 

information schools now receive is based on the ‘hand raising’ in class, during the Traffic Snake Game 

campaign.  
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Figure 49: TSG schools - type of information out of tracking tool 

Next table again shows that information on travel mode is the most wanted information, also on a 

summary level.  

 

 

Table 29: TSG Schools - Which kind of brief / summary (per class / school) information would you like to obtain a 
tracking tool? (% of respondents) 

Which kind of brief / summary (per class / school) information would you like to obtain a 
tracking tool? (N=133) 

Other 2% 
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Ready-made travel advices / campaign materials to promote sustainable 

modes. 
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% of home - school trips done by car 76% 

% of home - school trips done on foot  87% 

% of home - school trips done by bike 89% 

The next table shows what schools are willing to install to participate in a tracking service. The 

comments show that having an idea of what it will mean for schools financially, and to what extend 

privacy is taken into account, are important factors for a school to decide whether or not to participate.  
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Table 30: TSG schools - install materials 

If the school would participate, would you be willing to install the following 
materials in / on the school? Please specify which options. 

None of these above 8% 

Other 11% 

Willing to install a new device at power on 

/ at school 

31% 

Prepared to connect a simple device to an 

existing computer school 

67% 

Willing to install a wireless device 

(without power) 

69% 

Relevant to keep in mind for the campaign design, having an employee of the school addressing 

pupils actively at a checkpoint is seen by 73% of the respondents as being disturbing, which is a high 

number.  

 

Figure 50: TSG schools - Physical checkpoint 

All requirements mentioned in the figure below seem to be are important for schools. But ‘ease of use’ 

is apparently the most important requirement, just before privacy of the data tracked. Looking at the 

categories important and very important together, precision and accuracy of data is also seen by 83% 

of the schools as important or very important. This also makes it an ICT requirement to take into 

account, as will be discussed in Chapter 7 

6%

13%

38%

35%
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What would you say, if school would be asked to have a 
employee of the school to be at a physical checkpoint and 

address pupils there? 
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Figure 51: TSG schools - ICT requirements 

The next table compares the importance of all ICT requirements for the TSG schools. Out of the 

table, we can learn that between the 2 most important requirements (Ease of use (M = 4.49; SD = 

0.81) and Privacy (M = 4.33; SD = 0.92)), there is a significant difference. The same counts for ease 

of use compared with all other requirements. For schools, ease of use of the tool is the most 

important requirement.  

Table 31: TSG School - schools: ICT requirements - Comparison of importance (* p<.05 // ** p<.01 // *** p<.001) 

 Ease of use 
Privacy of 
tracked data 

Precision and 
accuracy of 
the data  

Robustness towards 
dishonest behaviour of 
the participants 
(inability to cheat) 

Mean 4,49 4,33 4,26 4,19 

Standard deviation 0,81 0,92 0,76 0,79 

Ease of use  

<0.05 

* 

<.001 

*** 

<.001 

*** 

Privacy of tracked data 

<0.05 

*  0,31 0,05 

Precision and accuracy of the 
data  

<.001 

*** 0,31  0,18 

Robustness towards dishonest 
behaviour of the participants 
(inability to cheat) 

<.001 

*** 0,05 0,18  

Of great importance, 61% of the responding schools would be interested in testing out and using a 

tracking tool during a specified and short period.  

2. Parents 

78 parents completed the ‘parent survey’ of the Traffic Snake Game to assess the potential with 

parents in having a tracking service accompanying the TSG campaign. Here, 77% of the respondents 
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is female. Almost all schools of the children of respondents have participated once or more in the 

Traffic Snake Game campaign. Of these, 96% of respondents evaluate the campaign as positive or 

very positive. 81% find the efforts asked of parents non burdensome. Next to that, however, 41% of 

the respondents find the feedback on the campaign coming from the school limited to very limited.  

Respondents were asked a couple of questions to assess the potential to have a tracking device 

accompanying the Traffic Snake Game campaign. 69% would allow their children to participate in this 

service, described as follows: “The tracking device can automatically collect the following information: 

Mode, travel time, travel distance, selected route.” 

 

Figure 52: TSG parents - Willingness parents to participate in the tracking service 

Respondents were also asked for more specific conditions concerning participating in the tracking 

service. As can be seen in the next figure, protection of privacy and data seem to be important 

conditions for responding parents in their willingness to participate in a tracking service. Generally, 

they only want home school trips to be tracked (71%) if the data collected is anonymous and cannot 

be linked to a specific child (51%). Also, tracking should only take place during a limited period of time 

(40%).  
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69%

28%
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information: Mode, travel time, travel distance, selected route.

Would you allow your child to participate in this project, for example 
in the context of the Traffic Snake Game?
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Figure 53: TSG parents - What conditions are important for a participation in a tracking service? (% of 
respondents) 

Respondents were asked which device they would allow their child to use or carry to participate in the 

tracking service. Something to attach to the schoolbag or backpack of the child is considered to be 

the most popular potential device.  

 

Figure 54: TSG parents - Which device would you allow to be used/carried by your child? (% of respondents) 

In order to track, depending on the chosen device, a battery is needed. The next figure shows what 

respondents find acceptable.  
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Figure 55: TSG parents - If the device would have batteries, would you find it acceptable to … (% of respondents) 

A tracking service can also give specific information to the parents of a specific child. Respondents 

were asked if they would be interested in receiving this specific information. Almost 50% of 

respondents is interested in receiving the information when their child has arrived at school. For 25% 

this question is not applicable, because they guide their child to school themselves. 

 

Figure 56: TSG parents - The tracking device can let you know whether your child arrived at school in the 
morning. To what extent are you interested in receiving this information? 

As done for the other stakeholders, parents of children in a TSG school were asked what they find to 

be important ICT requirements for a tracking tool. Privacy of the tracked data is by far the most 

important ICT requirement for respondents. And as for other stakeholders, ease of use is also an 

important requirement. But when ease of use is the most important requirement for the other 

stakeholders, privacy only seems to be the second important. Looking at the categories important and 

very important together, precision and accuracy of data is also seen as vital by 86% of the 

respondents. Which makes this also an ICT requirement to take into account, as discussed in Chapter 

7.  
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Figure 57: TSG parents - How important are the following properties for the tracking tool according to you? 

The next table compares the importance of the different ICT requirements for TSG parents, based 

on the mean score. Looking at the mean score alone, accuracy of data (M = 4.17; SD = 0.76) has a 

higher mean score than ease of use (M = 4.15; SD = 0.87), although the difference is not significant. 

The difference between privacy (M = 4.49; SD = 0.94) and ease of use, and privacy and accuracy 

however is significant. Based on this, we can conclude that privacy is the far most important 

requirement for parents.  

Table 32: TSG School - parents: ICT requirements - Comparison of importance (* p<.05 // ** p<.01 // *** p<.001) 

 
Privacy of tracked 
data 

Precision and 
accuracy of the data  Ease of use 

Robustness 
towards dishonest 
behaviour of the 
participants 
(inability to cheat) 

The possibility of 
switching of the 
tracking device 
yourself  

mean 4,49 4,17 4,15 3,88 3,55 

standard deviation 0,94 0,76 0,87 0,94 1,06 

Privacy of tracked 
data  

<.05 

* 

<.05 

* 

<.001 

*** 

<.001 

*** 

Precision and 
accuracy of the data  

<.05 

*  0,87 

<.01 

** 

<.001 

*** 

Ease of use 

<.05 

* 0,87  

<0.05 

* 

<.01 

** 

Robustness 
towards dishonest 
behaviour of the 
participants 
(inability to cheat) 

<.001 

*** 

<.01 

** 

<0.05 

*  0,08 
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The possibility of 
switching of the 
tracking device 
yourself  

<.001 

*** 

<.001 

*** 

<.01 

** 0,08  

As shown in the next figure, registering the device before use is not seen as a problem by parents. 

Reaching a physical checkpoint is apparently regarded as more of an obstacle in the use of the tool. 

 

Figure 58: TSG parents - How do you feel about the following procedures in order to use the tool / device? 

6. Target audience  

The potential of tracking for behaviour change will depend on the degree to which individuals can be 

motivated to track their mobility behaviour. It is therefore important to consider the target audience as 

a stakeholder of the tracking tool. To assess the needs of individuals that use tracking tools to track 

their mobility behaviour (later called ‘users’), we collected 820 responses from users of existing 

applications (RouteCoach, Bicycle Counting App, and Cycling365). In the following sections, we 

describe the different steps in involving users: Reaching users with a campaign, motivating them to 

install and use a tracking application, providing the necessary the in-app feedback to keep them 

interested, and avoiding flaws of tracking apps that annoy users and cause them to remove the 

application. In addition, we discuss the potential for future tracking applications and devices. 

6.1 Reaching users 

We asked users to indicate how they got to know RouteCoach, Belgian Bicycle Counting app, and 

Cycling365. Participants could indicate multiple answers and add channels in a comment box10. 

Results are presented in Table 33. Social media and press attention seemed to be crucial, accounting 

for over 50% of the users in Bicycle Counting app and in Cycling365. In addition, partnerships with 

                                                

10 In some cases, participants did not remember how they heard about the app, this was the case for 10.55% 
of the sample of the Bicycle Counting App and 4.24% of the sample of RouteCoach (for Cycling365 this option 
was not provided) 
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employers, cities, and schools appeared to be successful. Finally, word of mouth accounted for 10% 

of the users and posters, flyers and leaflets on bikes also convinced a minority of participants. 

Table 33: How existing tracking applications reached their users. 

RouteCoach Bicycle Counting app Cycling365 

Through the school (of 

my children)/my 

employer 

49.15% 
Social media (Facebook, 

Twitter,…) 
32.09% 

Through the 

press/social media 
55.78% 

Through my 

city/municipality 
17.80% Through the press 31.87% 

Someone I know told 

me about it 
22.11% 

Social media 16.95% 
Through my 

city/municipality 
8.13% 

In the office/through 

my employer 
15.18% 

Someone I know told 

me about it 
10.17% 

Someone I know told me 

about it 
10.99% Through a school 2.64% 

Through the press 9.32% 

Other (e.g., county, 

employer, cyclist 

organisations, Bike2work 

website, leaflets on bikes) 

20.22% 

Other (e.g., 

European Cycle 

challenge, Bike Pride 

Bologna, 

Salvaciclisti) 

11.55% 

Through a 

postcard/poster 
4.24%     

Through a bread bag 2.54%     

Other (e.g., newsletter 

of the university, 

google) 

10.17%     

6.2 Motivating users to install a tracking application 

Users have various motivations to start using a tracking application. Figure 59 provides an overview 

of the reasons to use Bicycle Counting app, RouteCoach, and Cycling365. To summarize, sharing 

data with policy makers was important for 43% to 85% of the respondents, group participation for 18% 

to 57% of respondents, personal statistics for 23% to 43% of respondents, the possibility to win a prize 

for 6% to 21% of respondents, and participation of family and friends for 5 to 12% of respondents. The 

importance of the gaming aspect was only assessed for RouteCoach and Cycling 365. In addition, 

23% of RouteCoach users indicated they installed the application for the personal travel advice and 

20% to share data with other users. For Bicycle counting app we also asked whether sharing that one 

is participating on Facebook was a motivation to participate, but this was only the case for 2% of the 

individuals. 
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Figure 59: How existing tracking applications motivated users to install the application. 

Interestingly, it seems that those features of tracking apps that are emphasized by campaigners also 

appear to be important for users to install the application. For instance, the emphasis of the Belgian 

Bicycle Counting App was on sharing mobility data with policy makers and Cycling 365 emphasized 

gamification (i.e., competition and challenges). 

6.3 When users give up: Reasons to uninstall tracking applications 

After the enrolment of users in a tracking program, the next challenge is to keep them using the 

application. We analysed reasons why users remove an application for RouteCoach (37% of 

respondents removed the app, 45 users), Bicycle Counting app (91% removed the app, 420 users), 

and Cycling365 (26% removed the app, 81 users). Table 34 shows for each app which percentage of 

respondents indicated they removed the tracking application for that specific reason. In the first column 

we calculated the average percentage across apps.  

To summarize, apps are removed when the campaign is finished, when users are annoyed by bugs 

(with regards to the tracking or the app in general), when an app consumes too much battery or when 

the phone memory is needed for a new application. 

Table 34: Reasons to remove tracking applications. 

 
Mean 

%  

RouteCoach Bicycle Counting 

app 

Cycling

365 

The campaign was finished 40% 24% 46% 51% 

The tracking was not accurate 25% 29% 29% 17% 

The app consumed too much battery  18% 24% 14% 16% 

The app was too slow 17% 13% 14% 24% 

85%

18%

43%

5%

15%

51%

36%

29%

8%

12%

21%

43%

57%

23%

55%

11%

6%
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company…)
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I did not learn anything new anymore from my 

statistics (and/or travel advice) 
14% 20% 6% N/A 

I provided sufficient data 13% 18% 6% 7% 

The app took too much space on my smartphone  11% 11% 7% 24% 

I did not like the app 9% 9% 7% 10% 

I was annoyed with the notifications 7% 13% 9% 0% 

Use of data was too high 4% 2% 6% 5% 

I do not remember 2% 2% 2% 3% 

Other  

 Errors in app/tracking 

 Ease of use 

 Other tracking apps are better 

 Did not connect with my fitness app 

36% 47% 33% 27% 

In case of the Bicycle Counting app, users also rejected the application because they forgot to 

participate (they had to press start/stop for each ride) and because the rules of the prize contest were 

perceived as unfair (i.e., non-transparent point system and rewards only for cyclists that cycle many 

kilometres in a day). Notably, many participants argued that there are better apps and devices to track 

their travels (e.g., Moves, Endomondo, Garmin Connect, Bikes vs. Cars).  

6.4 In-app feedback 

Many Tracking applications provide some kind of feedback to the tracked individuals. This feedback 

may motivate users to keep the tracking application on their smartphone. In this section we 

investigated whether users value the feedback they received in RouteCoach, Bicycle Counting app, 

and Cycling365 on a scale from Completely not (1) to Yes completely (5).  

1. Personal statistics 

Users of Bicycle Counting app, Cycling365, and RouteCoach were asked about their opinion on the 

personal statistics. The questionnaire presented a screenshot of the personal statistics with two 

questions: (a) did you look at the statistics?, and (b) “what did you think of the statistics?” together 

with the words ‘interesting’, ‘useful’, and ‘attractive’ and a scale from Completely not to Yes completely. 

In the open answer boxes, we received some additional information from users: 

 Personal statistics are interesting when you have something to compare them with, not if you have 

the same trajectory every day (Bicycle Counting App) 

 Personal statistics of other fitness apps, such as Endomundo, provide more interesting individual 

information, for instance, information aggregated for a week or month (Cycling 365) 
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 Personal statistics are not correct when certain trips are not correctly tracked, this could be solved 

by allowing users to change trips or by allowing for automatic tracking so you do not forget to track 

your trips (Bicycle Counting app) 

Bicycle Counting app provided feedback in terms of cycled km, time cycled, average speed, saved 

money, saved CO2, and calories burned (Figure 60) Some people voiced concerns about the baseline 

(“saved compared to what?”). The statistics were evaluated as interesting (M = 3.64, SD = 1.05) and, 

to a lesser extent, as useful (M = 3.39, SD = 1.06) and attractive (M = 3.44, SD = 1.07), ts > 4.76, ps 

< .00111. Bicycle Counting app additionally included very similar statistics for daily cycling activity that 

were evaluated in a similar way, except that they were evaluated slightly less interesting (M = 3.54, 

SD = 1.05), t(304) = 2.27, p = .01. It may be noted that several individuals complained with regard to 

the tracking accuracy, which may have influenced their judgement of the information in the statistics. 

Cycling365 provided feedback in terms of cycled km, average speed, and saved CO2 (Figure 61). 

The majority of participants reported they looked at the statistics (72.4%, 9.3% did not recall whether 

they looked at the feedback). In general, the feedback was evaluated as interesting (M = 4.09, SD = 

0.64) and, to a lesser extent, as useful (M = 3.93, SD = 0.67) and as attractive (M = 3.63, SD = 0.83) 

ts> 4.19, ps < .001. In addition, participants were asked which of the specific feedback features 

(distance, average speed, saved CO2) they considered most useful on a scale from Completely not 

useful (1) to Completely useful (5). Distance was considered the most useful statistic (M = 4.44, SD 

= 0.55), compared to average speed (M = 3.98, SD = 0.80) and saved CO2 (M = 3.97, SD = 0.91), 

ts > 6.17, ps < .001. Average speed and saved CO2 were considered equally useful, t < 1. Finally, 

participants indicated which additional statistics they would like to have in the app (multiple answers 

were possible): 54% indicated ‘burned calories’, 43% indicated ‘duration’, 39% indicated ‘speed’, 

18% indicated ‘none’, and 16% indicated ‘other’. In the open answer boxes participants entered 

several additional options: 

 Route information 

 Route on a map 

 Altitude, altimetry graphic (average slope, minimum and maximum height) 

 Cycling trails in the surrounding area or recommended alternative routes 

 Tracks of other users 

 Health  

 Heart rhythm 

 Automatic export of data in data aggregation applications, such as Apple health 

 Performance 

 Speed, average speed minus breaks, maximum speed 

 Comparison with past data (e.g., duration) on the same stretch  

 Total km (per day or month) 

 Minutes/km 

 Weather conditions 

 Rain/sun  

 Before/after sunset 

                                                

11 11% of the participants indicated N/A suggesting they did not receive the feedback or did not look at the 
feedback 
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 Relative wind 

 Personal notes for each path (path conditions, times in which it was done) 

 

Figure 60: User evaluations of the feedback provided by the Belgian Bicycle Counting app 

 

Figure 61: User evaluations of the feedback provided by Cycling365 
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did not recall whether they looked at the feedback). The feedback was evaluated positively (Figure 

62). 

 

Figure 62: User evaluations of the feedback provided by RouteCoach 

2. Rankings 

Some tracking applications include rankings of individuals or groups of individuals. For Cycling365, 

75% of the participants looked at the rankings, 19% did not look at them and 6 % did not recall it. 

Figure 63 shows that the rankings were generally considered interesting, attractive and useful. 

Cycling365 presented different kinds of rankings: 

 Total amount of km cycled by a city or teams in the city (i.e., company, school in a city). 

 Best cycling city: Number of km per 1,000 inhabitants.  

 Total number of participants for each city 

 Total number of active participants by a city (i.e., participant that has cycled more than 10km). 
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Figure 63: User evaluations of the rankings provided by Cycling365 

Most users would be interested in additional rankings about their own position in the city (61%). In 

addition, 40% of the users wanted more detail on the scores of the teams (i.e., schools, companies). 

In the Bicycle Counting app rankings represented the points earned by cycling. There was a general 

ranking and a ranking for groups. In total, 53% of the respondents checks these rankings, 44% did 

not look at them, and 3% did not recall. Figure 64 shows the rankings of the Bicycle counting app. The 

evaluations were mixed. In the comments boxes, several people complained about the lack of 

transparency of the point system and the fact that only people that cycled many km (i.e., sport/leisure 

cyclists) appeared in the rankings.  

  

Figure 64: User evaluations of the rankings provided by Bicycle Counting app 
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6.5 Actively engaging users 

We investigated for a number of features of tracking apps whether they motivated users to actively 

use the app. In the first section, we discuss features that convince users to track their trips using the 

start/stop function. In the second section, we discuss whether users can be convinced to provide 

additional data on their trips, more specifically, on their trip purpose. 

1. Tracking trips 

We investigated which elements in a tracking app motivated users to track more trips for Cycling365, 

RouteCoach, and the Belgian Cycling Counting app. In the questionnaires we first presented 

participants with a screenshot of the feature. We asked whether people had seen the feature and for 

those participants that had noted the feature, we asked to indicate whether the feature had increased 

the motivation to track trips. The results are presented in Figure 65. Importantly, many of the features 

of the apps were not noticed by the participants: Only 29% of the respondents of RouteCoach noticed 

the challenges and scoreboard; rankings were noticed by 50% of the users of Bicycle Counting app 

and 71% of users of Cycling365; 79% of participants of Bicycle Counting app knew they could win 

prizes by registering trips. Hence the potential of these features is partly limited by whether users 

notice them. 

2. Indicating trip purpose 

Tracking data can be enriched with information from users, but the question raises whether users are 

prepared to share this information. We investigated whether users are prepared to share their trip 

purpose. 

The Belgian Bicycle Counting App asked users to indicate their trip purpose after pressing “stop” to 

stop recording their trip. Options were: “home”, “to school/daycare”, “to the shop”, “to work”, and 

“other”. Most participants (70%) registered trip purpose at least once (10% could not remember). Of 

the 20% participants that did not register trips 53% reported they did not find this option in the app (37 

participants) and 14% did not see the purpose of indicating trip purpose (10 participants). Only 3 

participants indicated they did not wanted to share information about trip purpose. 
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Figure 65: Users - Degree to which rankings, prizes, and challenges convince users to track trips 

6.7 Future tracking applications 

We asked users of the three aps whether they would be willing to install or use the following apps or 

devices on a scale ranging from Definitely not (1) to Definitely yes (5). 
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app calculates the fastest means of transportation, route and number of kcal, CO2, and dust 

emissions you produce/consume when travelling 

We collapsed the results of all questionnaires (Figure 66). The user sample hence consisted of 542 

Belgians (62% males, year of birth M= 1975) and 278 Italians (64% males, year of birth M= 1975). 

Participants were more interested in the City app (M = 3.86, SD = 1.12) than in any of the other apps, 

ts > 6.97, ps < .001. Second, participants were equally interested in the Reward app (M = 3.55, SD = 

1.21) and the GPS app (M = 3.52, SD = 1.17), t < 1, and more interested in these apps than in the 

Work app (M = 3.52, SD = 1.17), t(785) = 3.43, p < .001. Finally, the least popular apps were the 

School app (M = 2.95, SD = 1.31) and the Shopping app (M = 2.99, SD = 1.30), which were not 

significantly different from each other, t <1, but significantly less popular than the Work app, ts > 5.94, 

ps < .001.  

 

Figure 66: Users – Type of tracking app/devices users want to install/use 

Interestingly, independent samples t-tests showed that the Italian sample was significantly more 

enthusiastic about the City app, the Work app, and the GPS app than the Belgian sample (ps < .001), 

whereas there were no differences for the other apps (Figure 67).  
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Figure 67: Users – Differences between what apps users want depending on nationality and sex. 

7. General results 

Some questions were the same for all stakeholder groups, and important as an assessment of the 

potential of a TRACE tracking tool. Ease of use of a tool is by far the most important requirement for 

the respondents. Looking at the separable stakeholder groups, however, we have learned that parents 

and employees put privacy on top, and see ease of use as the second most important requirement.  

 

Figure 68: General stakeholders - ICT requirements (% of respondents) 
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Figure 69: Experts - ICT requirements 

Interestingly, 46% of all respondents of the stakeholder surveys are willing to promote a tracking tool 

when developed. Also, 35% is willing to share data for the development of the tool. Also, the experts 

pronounced their interest in running an application in their region (56%) and interest in the planning-

related outcomes of TRACE (51%). 

 

Figure 70: Experts - Expectations towards Trace 
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8. Conclusions 

The analysis of the survey data allows us to draw a number of overall conclusions for the assessment 

of the potential of a tracking service with stakeholders and target audience.  

We can conclude that working on promoting and improving conditions for cycling and walking is 

important or very important for almost all responding local authorities. More than half already has a 

cycling plan, a SUMP and/or a traffic plan, but a walking plan is not that common. So planning is done, 

on walking and/or cycling, but respondents are clearly willing to work on this even further. Experience 

in behaviour change initiatives by responding local authorities is mostly concentrated in educational 

activities. Giving benefits to cyclist or walkers is done by 25% of the respondents. Interestingly, more 

than half of the respondents would be interested in setting up behaviour change initiatives in the future. 

It is believed that tracking data can provide the possibility of having a behaviour change campaign to 

accompany a tracking tool. The use of tracking data is not that common in promoting cycling and 

walking by local authorities. Only one third of respondents has experience with this option, and GPS 

data seems to be the most used method. However, the majority thinks that tracking data would be 

useful for improving cycling and walking in their municipality. Local authorities see some important 

opportunities in the data coming out of a tracking tool. Therefore, there is an interest in cooperating 

(giving necessary data), both in the development of a tracking tool and campaign as in the promotion 

of the tool locally. Therefore, there is an interest in cooperation (giving necessary data) in both the 

development of a tracking tool and campaign as well as in the local promotion of the tool. Out of the 

expert interviews and surveys, however, we learned that ease of use is an important issue for local 

authorities. Ease of use refers to both the tool and the data. Next to that, privacy, or the protection of 

it, is the second most important ICT requirement for a tool. This has to be taken into account when 

communicating about the tool: explain what data is tracked, what is done with it and why. 

Local businesses are also cautiously positive about the potential of tracking tool and the 

implementation in their local business. There should not be a strong focus on green image, and 

rewarding sustainable travellers to their shop. Just rewarding loyal customers and attracting new ones 

with a new tool are more important features. However, ‘maybe’ is the most chosen option within the 

survey. There seems to be a willingness, under conditions, to cooperate in a network that uses the 

tool and its campaign design. 

Clear segmentation and rules are considered important for marketing professionals and insurance 

companies. Especially insurance companies were specific on this topic, related to discrimination. Even 

though it should be noted that the pool of respondents is too small to proclaim conclusive data, we 

did, however, learn something out of the survey. Clearly, extra research needs to be done to set up 

clear guidelines, rules, and ideas for a tracking and rewarding tool within the fields of insurance and 

marketing.  

At a first glance, ease of use seems to be is the most important ICT requirement of a tracking tool.  

This is consistent with the quantitative data we have gathered during the expert interviews. But, for 

employers we learned that on absolute scores indicated all ICT aspects were considered important, 

however, most crucial were indeed ease of use and privacy, which were not significantly different from 

each other. To avoid privacy issues, the interviewed experts suggested first that the use of a tracking 

tool must be voluntary  and that employees are more likely to use the tool if they can download their 

data and decide themselves if they wish to send the data to the employer. Hence, because of serious 

privacy issues and solutions that offer users control over their data, a cheat-proof option is bound to 
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be unlikely. Employers also expect to benefit from tracking (tools) in terms of less bureaucracy and 

more tangible benefits. They also prefer to have specific individual info of their employees, but not 

specifically routes used. Gaining data in modal split of their employers is also important. Employers 

also expect that a tracking tool can help them to distinguish users from non-users in rewarding those 

who travel sustainable.  

Learning from the MOBI case, it is relevant to notice that employees put privacy on the top if the ICT 

requirements. Participants (employees) of the MOBI campaign generally did not consider entering 

their home-work traffic on the website as burdensome. Still, several answered that tracking would be 

convenient. It remains unclear in which form a campaign with tracking would be accepted among the 

participants, as only a minority of the respondents were prepared to install an app, use a key chain 

holder with tracking, press start/stop or allow automated tracking. In addition, participants demands 

for a tracking application or device are high with regard to privacy, impact on other applications, battery 

use, ease of use, precision and accuracy of the tracking data. Additionally, we can draw conclusions 

on the analyses of specific applications or behaviour change campaigns. Within MOBI, for example, 

employers prefer to have specific individual info on their employees, excluding specifically routes 

used. Gaining data on modal split of their employees does seem to be important. Employers also 

expect that a tracking tool can help them to distinguish users from non-users (fraud-issues) in 

rewarding those who travel sustainable. Participants (employees) of the MOBI campaign generally did 

not consider entering their home-work traffic on the website as burdensome. Still, several respondents 

answered that tracking would be a convenient extra. Nevertheless, it remains unclear in which form a 

campaign with tracking would be accepted, as only a minority of the participants were prepared to 

install an app, use a key chain holder with tracking, press start/stop or allow automated tracking. In 

addition, participant demands for a tracking application or device were high with regard to privacy, 

impact on other applications, battery use, ease of use, precision and accuracy of the tracking data.  

Most responding non-TSG schools have not (yet) given rewards to those who travel sustainable to 

school. However, 50% of them is interested in doing so in the future (for cyclists and pedestrians). Of 

the reasons not to give a reward, not considered the idea is the most mentioned. As stated before, 

ease of use seems to be more important than privacy as a ICT requirement. Nonetheless, we did not 

find a significant difference between the two requirements for the non-TSG schools, but we did for the 

TSG-schools. They put ease of use on the top, above privacy. This only goes for schools themselves, 

and not for TSG-parents. They put privacy on top as the most important requirement, just above ease 

of use, but with a significant difference. Therefore, the parents only want home-schools trips to be 

tracked, during a short period of time. Yet, parents do want to receive a message when their child, 

tracked by the tracking service, has arrived at school safely. Most non-TSG schools do not give 

rewards to those who travel sustainable to school. However, 50% of them is interested in doing so in 

the future (for cyclists and pedestrians). Schools are interested in obtaining information of the used 

mode to school out of a tracking tool, as this is listed as most important for the respondents. 

Interestingly, 50% or more is also interested in travel time, distance and used route to school. 

Responding schools also believe that a tracking tool could support them in developing a plan to benefit 

cyclists and walkers to school, hereby helping them to promote walking and cycling to school. For 

TSG-schools participating in the TSG campaign, the current workload in registering used modes to 

school seems balanced. However, there appears to be room for improvement. Participants believe a, 

preferably automatically, tracking tool could help to register home to school trips (e.g., by not having 

a teacher having to address children at a checkpoint). To keep in mind, TSG parents prefer to have a 
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tracking device such as a key ring to attach to the school bag. Registering the device before using the 

tool is not a problem for parents. Reaching a physical checkpoint is, however, more of an obstacle in 

the use of the tool. Schools are also interested in obtaining information of the used mode to school 

out of a tracking tool, as this is described most important for the respondents. 50% or more is also 

interested in travel time, distance and used route to school.  

Interestingly, 46% of all respondents of the stakeholder surveys are willing to promote a tracking tool 

when developed. Also, 35% is willing to share data for the development of the tool. The experts also 

pronounced their interest in running an application in their region and interest in the outcomes of 

TRACE. 

Also target audience of TRACE was surveyed, through three user surveys: RouteCoach, Bicycle 

Counting app and Cycling365 app. Out of the three user surveys of already existing tracking apps, 

there are several interesting lessons learned for assessing the potential of a tracking service in 

behavioural change and especially what to take into account when developing a tracking tool in 

behaviour change initiatives. Social media and press attention seemed to be crucial, accounting for 

over 50% of the users in Bicycle Counting app and in Cycling365. In addition, partnerships with 

employers, cities, and schools appeared to be successful. To summarize motivational reasons to 

participate, sharing data with policy makers was important, group participation and personal 

statistics. Apps are removed when the campaign is finished, when users are annoyed by bugs (with 

regards to the tracking or the app in general), when an app consumes too much battery or when the 

phone memory is needed for a new application. Concerning feedback and personal stats average 

speed and saved CO2 were considered equally useful. Participants indicated they would like to have 

‘burned calories’, ‘duration’, and ‘speed’, as additional stats. RouteCoach showed feedback on travel 

behaviour with regard to emitted CO2, fine dust, burned calories and money spend. Half of the 

participants reported they looked at the feedback. The feedback was evaluated positively. Most 

users would be interested in additional rankings about their own position in the city and users 

wanted more detail on the scores of the teams. Rankings were shown in the different apps. More 

than half checked the rankings. The evaluations were mixed on the rankings. Importantly, many of 

the features of the apps were not noticed by the participants. Hence the potential of these features is 

partly limited by whether users notice them. 
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7. Challenges 

This chapter will address the main challenges for using tracking in the context of changing travel 

behaviour. To determine which challenges are the most pertinent, we combine several sources of 

information in this chapter: (a) the stakeholder surveys, (b) the user surveys, (c) the expert interviews, 

(d) usability studies, (e) information gathered during the TRACE Take-Up Group, and (f) user reviews 

of existing tracking applications. In our analysis, we will focus on those stakeholders and users that 

are most relevant to the four pilots that will be run in TRACE. 

In the previous chapters we described reasons to collect tracking data on the current travel behaviour 

of participants and on the link between the users and their environment. These data can be collected 

in different ways and used for various purposes. However, there are a few challenges when using 

tracking data for behaviour change and urban planning purposes. We describe each of the identified 

challenges below. 

1. Ease of use 

Users 

Users and other stakeholders indicate that ‘ease of use’ is one of the most important facet of a tracking 

tool (see Chapter 6). User experiences and usability studies are therefore sources of information that 

must be consulted before building a tracking tool. 

User experience is generally defined as the interaction of a human being with a product or technology 

(Garrett, 2010). Whereas aesthetic design concerns the question ‘does it look good?’ and functional 

design concerns the question ‘does it do the job?’, user experience design focusses on the relation 

between aesthetic design, functional design, and the context of the product as a whole (including the 

task is the user trying to accomplish). Although the concept of user experience could be applied to 

any product in modern life, the concept is mainly used in the context of websites, web-based, and 

mobile applications. 

Usability is a concept that strongly overlaps with user experience. Users define 'usability' as their 

perception of how consistent, efficient, productive, organized, easy to use, intuitive, and 

straightforward it is to accomplish a task within a system (Leavitt & Shneiderman, 2006). In the 

literature, there are many sources that provide tips and pointers to enhance the usability of web 

applications. In general, there is a consensus about the need for thorough usability testing to identify 

actions or adjustments can improve the usability of applications.  

Example: Belgian Bicycle Counting App 

The key task of this app was to record cycling trips. Nonetheless our user survey showed that 

only a quarter of the users thought it was easy to track cycling trips. This lack of usability 

clouded the general evaluation of the usability of the app: Only 29.4% of the respondents was 

positive. When asked about what could be improved about the app, improving usability was 

the most popular answer.  
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Usability testing comes in many forms and methods, but the common ground is that usability testing 

has to be planned in the very first stages of the development process and maintained at regular 

intervals during the development process. The concept of iterative designing is therefore most used 

to describe this process. Nielsen (1993) describes it as a method for developing user interfaces by 

refining them iteratively over several versions. Each iteration is subjected to user testing or other 

usability-evaluation methods designed to uncover usability problems. Nielsen suggests this method 

not only eliminates usability issues, but also allows designers to take advantage of any insights related 

to user needs that emerge from the tests. The author describes four case studies where the median 

improvement in overall usability from the first to the last iteration was 165%, and the median 

improvement per iteration was 38% (Nielsen, 1993).  It may be a challenge to determine when any 

iteration is the last one, as there is always room for improvement. Nielsen and Landauer (1993) also 

found that the optimal benefit / cost ratio lies between 4 and 16 iterations. 

Stakeholders 

According to our surveys, local authorities, as one of key users of tracking data, want to have clear 

and ready-to-use data visualisations. A number of authorities ask for raw data as well. In both cases, 

ease of use comes into play. To meet with expectations of local authorities, tracking data should be 

fed into a data processing platform, such as Bikeprint. Creating visualisations and other tangible 

outputs that are accurate and useful for policy makers remains a challenge. Furthermore, there is 

some variation in what authorities define as ready-to-use, which is mainly determined by the purpose 

they wish the data to serve. Maps, routes, origin-destination matrices, and modal splits are among the 

most evident requests, but also cycling intensities, intensities of walking movements, isochronal maps, 

and heat maps based on trip speed are ways to present and aggregate data.  Processing raw data 

presents big challenges in terms of available expertise, software, server capacity, and connection 

capabilities. In any case, tracking data cannot interpreted correctly without the help of a traffic scientist 

or a mobility expert.  

Privacy 

It is clear that privacy is, for many of the respondents in our survey, an important issue. It may be 

noted that despite that it is generally considered important, many people voluntarily participate in 

tracking campaigns, for instance, to share data for better planning policies. Our surveys showed that 

despite the fact that parents consider privacy utmost important, the majority would allow their child to 

participate in a Traffic Snake Game campaign if it would involve tracking. In line with this, several of 

the experts we interviewed did not see privacy as an issue. Expert Pierre Van Veggel explains: 

“Privacy is only an issue with the press and the government”. 

Privacy is increasingly considered as a commodity which holds a (monetary) value in a market 

economy (Gryz, 2013). Most common examples are those in which a user or customer provides 

certain personal details in order to receive access to a social network (Facebook, LinkedIn), to receive 

benefits (loyalty cards) or services (Google). Here, however, the idea of reciprocal proportionality is 

key. This means the provided personal details and the way they are used or processed are in 

proportion with the offered service or benefits. If not, users opt out.  

Savage and Waldman (2013) provide an insight in this monetary proportionality concerning privacy 

issues when using smartphone apps. In an extensive experiment with 1792 respondents they have 
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estimated the willingness to pay for concealment of sensitive information such as location, list of 

contacts, browser history, phone ID, and content of text messages. Results show that consumers are 

willing to make a one-time payment for each app of $2.28 to conceal their browser history, $4.05 to 

conceal their list of contacts, $1.19 to conceal their location, $1.75 to conceal their phone’s 

identification number, and $3.58 to conceal the contents of their text messages. The consumer is also 

willing to pay $2.12 to eliminate advertising. Valuations for concealing contact lists and text messages 

for more ‘experienced’ consumers are larger than those for less ‘experienced’ consumers. Given the 

typical app in the marketplace has advertising, requires the consumer to reveal their location, and 

their phone’s identification number, the benefit from consuming this app must be at least $5.06 

Given the assumption that users or customers are calculating this proportional relation based on 

rational arguments, it is a precondition that all variables in the relation are at least known by both 

parties. At least in some cases, however, this rational ability is questionable. It is commonly known 

that disclaimers, terms of use, user agreements and privacy settings are rarely read by the target 

group. Next to that, the matter of privacy has become increasingly complex and therefore results in 

very complex legislation. Consequently, understanding terms of use and privacy terms demands a 

highly specialised level of knowledge by the end-user, which he or she rarely has.  

To protect users from inappropriate or unauthorised use of their personal data, privacy legislation has 

been passed on various policy levels. The European Commission, for example, adopted an EU Data 

Protection Reform12 in 2012. Preceding this legislation, a Eurobarometer survey was carried out. 

According to this survey, 67% of Europeans stated to be concerned about not having complete control 

over the information they provide online. Seven Europeans out of ten worry about the fact that 

companies can access personal information. The most notable points in the European legislation are 

amongst others:  

For citizens:  

 easier access to your own data: individuals will have more information on how their 

data is processed and this information should be available in a clear and understandable 

format; 

 a right to data portability: it will be easier to transfer your personal data between 

service providers; 

 a clarified "right to be forgotten": when you no longer want your data to be processed, 

and provided that there are no legitimate grounds for retaining it, your data will be 

deleted; 

 the right to know when your data has been hacked: For example, companies and 

organizations must notify the national supervisory authority of serious data breaches as 

soon as possible so that users can take appropriate measures.  

For businesses and SME’s 

 One continent, one law: The regulation will establish one single set of rules which will 

make it simpler and cheaper for companies to do business in the EU. 

 One-stop-shop: businesses will only have to deal with one single supervisory authority.  

                                                

12 Website for more information: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/index_en.htm 
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 European rules on European soil: companies based outside of Europe will have to 

apply the same rules when offering services in the EU. 

 Risk-based approach: the rules will avoid a burdensome one-size-fits-all obligation and 

rather tailor them to the respective risks. 

 Rules fit for innovation: the regulation will guarantee that data protection safeguards are 

built into products and services from the earliest stage of development (Data protection by 

design). Privacy-friendly techniques such as pseudonomysation will be encouraged, to 

reap the benefits of big data innovation while protecting privacy.  

 No more notifications: Notifications to supervisory authorities are a formality that 

represents a cost for business of €130 million every year. The reform will delete these 

entirely. 

 Every penny counts: Where requests to access data are manifestly unfounded or 

excessive, SMEs will be able to charge a fee for providing access. 

 Data Protection Officers: SMEs are exempt from the obligation to appoint a data 

protection officer insofar as data processing is not their core business activity. 

 Impact Assessments: SMEs will have no obligation to carry out an impact assessment 

unless there is a high risk.  

Example: Global Mobility Tracker 

The Global Mobility Tracker-app is being sold as ‘a handy tool for both employees and 

employers. It allows users to track movements and working hours whilst on assignment 

abroad. It creates the opportunity of keeping track of how much time was spent working and 

living abroad and at home (GMT, 2015). However, privacy can be an issue, as the employer 

keeps track of every single trip an employee makes.13 Reciprocal proportionality might not be 

in balance if the tracking app is made mandatory for employees by the employers. 

Fraud 

The results of the employer survey showed that employers experience it is often not possible to 

confirm that employees are actually using a sustainable means of transport (e.g. cycling to work). 

Fraud was seen as a barrier for rewarding employees who strive for a more environmentally friendly 

modal shift. Nonetheless, robustness against fraud was generally considered one of the least 

important features of a tracking application for most stakeholders. In addition, several experts 

confirmed that fraud is rare, even when rewarding sustainable travel behaviour with actual money 

(e.g., in the case of B-Riders, where substantial financial awards were given, little or no cases of fraud 

were identified). In addition, we learned from practitioners, such as the city of Breda, that it is virtually 

impossible to create a 100% fool-proof tool. Hence, developers might choose to strive for a tool that 

presents a low risk for cheating, rather than trying to rule out any possible way of cheating. Moreover, 

local authorities and campaigners should adopt some kind of contingency plan that presents a strategy 

on how to deal with cheating when it occurs.  

Example: Bicycle Counting App 

                                                

13 Here, it seems that it is mostly the employer who benefits from the service. 
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The app received some user feedback that related to the fact that seeing a ‘player’ committing 

fraud is demotivating when nothing is done to rectify this. 

Gamification could be of help to advert the problem of fraud. To mitigate exploits of the system, the 

user is limited to only having one active challenge per criterion at a time (Wells, et al., 2014). If users 

of the tracking tool are given a daily challenge, possibly linked to a Point of Interest (PoI) such as a 

school, shop, or workplace, it becomes easier to rule out fraud. It could be part of the campaign design 

that these PoI are located along bicycle routes, walking trails, or bus stops, or that these users need 

to ‘check-in’ using a beacon along the trajectories.  

On the other hand, rewards, whether or not embedded in gamified campaign concept, can encourage 

users to find ways to cheat the system in order to increase their odds in winning prizes. For example, 

in the Bicycle Counting App there was a problem of over-segmentation: users tended to ‘cut’ or 

‘segment’ a trip into smaller trip segments to increase their number of trips.  

The afore mentioned case of intentional fraud by over-segmentation also relates to some of the user’s 

feedback on RouteCoach and Bicycle Counting App. The users report they were not able to pause 

the tracking app when stopping very briefly to have a chat, to run an errand, or some other activity. 

This also resulted in over-segmentation, although evidently not intentional.  

To elaborate further on the issue of unintentional fraud, system failures or human failure can also lead 

to unintentional misuse of the application or tool. Several users stated in their feedback that in the 

event of an application crash or failure, or in case users forgot to start / stop tracking their behaviour, 

they started tracking again at any random point during their trip or whenever the app was functioning 

properly again. This also leads to data noise and over-segmentation. Some users suggested having 

the possibility to manually add or override routes or trip data after their trip. This could rule out system 

failures, but not human failure and still leaves a door open for intentional fraud.  

Thus, the challenge of fraud is twofold: rule out intentional fraud without losing the benefits of 

gamification and rewarding participants, but also minimise noise in the data caused by unintentional 

fraud.  

Precision and accuracy of data 

When Bicycle Counting App users were asked what they missed in the app or what they thought could 

be improved, the results clearly show that precision and accuracy of data is on top of the priority list: 

71% of the users stated that not all trips were registered and 29% stated that the data could have 

been registered more accurately. Investigating user feedback on Google Play for tracking applications 

RouteCoach, Positive Drive, Cycling 365, and B-Riders, we can see that bad or faulty registration is, 

by far, the most heard complaint (see Table 35). Being at the core of the application functionality and 

ultimate goal of tracking trips in the most accurate way, this complaint is to be considered critical. Next 

to that, for Positive Drive and B-Riders, bad or faulty registration leads to problems in administering 

rewards for the behaviour. In turn, this eventually leads to less motivated users and thus a negative 

effect on the behavioural change potential. Next to that, this also relates to the question of data 

integrity (i.e., whether the tracked data is accurate and assumptions based on that data are reliable).  

Table 35: User reviews for RouteCoach, Positive Drive, Cycling 365, and B-Riders on Google Play 

Comment category Frequency (N=78) 
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Bad or faulty registration 23 

App crashes 9 

Too much battery consumption 9 

Login problem 6 

Registration problem 4 

Non-user friendly 3 

No automatic logging of trips 2 

Too complex 2 

Graphic design: ugly 1 

Graphic design: colours 1 

Graphic design: buttons 1 

Bad helpdesk 1 

Time-consuming 1 

Non-intuitive navigation 1 

Extra functionality needed 1 

Language mistakes 1 

No clear goal stated 1 

Unsafe when using app on bicycle 1 

Mistakes with rewarding 1 

 

Similar findings were obtained in the user survey for the Belgian Bicycle Counting App: Not being able 

to register trips was a huge issue and was a reason for users to stop using the tracking application 

(see Table 36).  

 

Table 36: User Survey -  Comments in an open comment box Belgian Bicycle Counting App 

Comment category Frequency  
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Usability issues 30 

App didn’t work  27 

Bad or faulty registration  25 

App crashed  23 

Not compatible with OS phone 23 

Motivation and acceptance 

Motivation and acceptance of users is crucial to be able to collect tracking data. Campaigners are will 

typically need to motivate users perform the following actions: 

1. install the app or the start of using the device 

2. keep using the application or device 

3. perform certain tasks within the app or with the device 

4. answer evaluation questions 

During each of these actions different motivational drivers are at play. For those applications that have 

been investigated in this deliverable, sharing data with policy makers was by far the most powerful 

motivator. Group participation and personal statistics complete the top three. In essence, the Big 

Narrative should appeal to a user. On average, 40% of the respondents of the user surveys on 

Routecoach, Bicycle Counting App and Cycling 365 stopped using the app when the campaign had 

finished. In other words, when the campaign or the Big Narrative stops, the motivation to use the app 

vanishes. This finding shows the importance of the ‘why’ and the call-to-action when designing a 

campaign.  

When looking into how users can be kept motivated for an extended period of time, we can state that 

the current practice of tracking apps presents a variety of features which are believed to be influencing 

motivation. Most common of those features are reward schemes, rankings, leader boards, and 

different types of in-app user feedback. Ironically, in some cases these features are hardly noticed by 

the users (see section 6.5), whereas other users are very positive about the features. 

Within tracking apps users are frequently asked to perform certain tasks such as initiate or end a 

tracking sequence, provide additional data, register for a reward, and send feedback to the app. In 

terms of usability these tasks should be self-explanatory and self-motivating as they are at the core of 

the tracking app. However, at least one fifth of the participants to the Belgian Bicycle Counting App 

reported not to have performed an extra task. There are a few ways to motivate users to perform extra 

tasks:  

 Make the task a ‘showstopper’: without performing the task , the user cannot use the app any 

longer 

 Gamify the task  

 Reward users who perform the task 

 Name and shame those user who have not performed the task (although such a strategy might 

also backfire) 
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Any tracking application (and related behaviour change campaign) could be evaluated with regard to 

functionality, design, output, and impact. Some applications have evaluation questions as a built-in 

feedback loop or user poll. Others have not and rely on ex-post questionnaires. Persuading ex-users 

to answer questions might be hard because of the lack of motivation and the difficulty to reach the 

users once the application is removed. 

Promotion and marketing 

In the world of advertising, it seems that increasing the odds of people paying attention to an 

advertisement is augmented with every increase in size, length and loudness of the given 

advertisement. Still, it is acknowledged that people hardly notice advertisements at all (Du Plessis, 

2005). Moreover, people often consciously try to avoid unwanted commercials, despite the huge 

budgets spent on the material. Likewise, any behaviour change campaign largely falls into deaf ears 

if people are unwilling to pay attention to the matter. 

Advertisement theorists have now embraced the difficulty of getting people to notice advertisements. 

They increasingly argue that people even at brief exposures still notice the advertisement: Even if 

people pay no conscious attention to the advertisement, people may still align their behaviour with the 

persuasive message in the advertisement. How to tune persuasive messages to an inattentive target 

audience is detailed in Section 4.3 on the Persuasion literature. Mark that forcing people to attend to 

a message they do not wish to attend, for instance, by using push notifications or pop-ups, may cause 

irritation and may eventually lead to the removal of the application. 

Additionally, attention is closely related to gamified campaign designs and segmentation. The 

message, grade or prize you get could be adjusted for the particular segment you are trying to reach 

in order to receive more attention. And for the development of a tracking and behavioural change tool, 

rewards could be provided as part of a ‘gamified’ design to make sure participants continue to use the 

tool. For example, the “buy one get one free” card was one of the first loyalty programs (Zichermann 

& Cunningham, 2011) that successfully increased the consumption of a particular product. 

Direct interaction with users is another option to promote and market a tracking tool or service. 

Alternatively one may involve intermediaries, such as local businesses, schools, employers, NGO’s, 

insurance companies, or other organisations. These intermediaries can be used as multipliers: They 

can promote the campaign to users they are in direct contact with. For example, in the cycle-to-shop 

pilot, local businesses are involved as multipliers allowing to reach customers that cycle to their shop. 

Interestingly, 46% of all respondents of the stakeholder surveys are willing to promote a tracking tool, 

when it is developed. The interests of these multipliers may differ greatly from each other.  In Table 

37, we summarize the findings from the stakeholder survey (analysing both qualitative and quantitative 

entries to the surveys). 

Table 37: Stakeholder survey - Interest of different stakeholders in tracking services 

Stakeholder group Interest  

Schools  Traffic safety, learning children to walk and 

cycle safely and to walk and cycle more 
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Employers  Health and satisfaction of their employees, 

green image, reducing time loss in traffic 

Local businesses  Attracting new customers, rewarding loyal 

customers, having a green image  

Insurance companies  Offer discounts on health insurance 

depending on activity levels 

Marketing practitioners  Platform to advertise ‘green’ products and 

cycle related products and services  

ICT Challenges 

Since an increasing amount of individuals have their own smartphone and this device allows to track 

mobility behaviour on a daily basis, one might conclude that there are no ICT barriers left to track 

mobility behaviour on a large scale and use tracking for behaviour change purposes. However, users 

are becoming increasingly demanding when it comes to mobile phone applications and they can 

switch off the software that is used for tracking them at any time (e.g., GPS, wifi, Bluetooth). Hence, 

the most important ICT challenge for tracking applications or devices is to keep the users happy. As 

argued before, users are demanding when it comes to the accuracy of the tracking, ease of use of the 

application (e.g., automated tracking), look and feel of the application, feedback they receive from the 

application, and the impact of the application on the smartphone (especially battery life). 

Currently, strong ICT challenges may arise from the specific combinations of features that users want: 

 Users want the accuracy of GPS-based tracking, but do not want to sacrifice battery life. 

 Users want to track mobility behaviour without any effort (i.e., without pressing start and stop), but 

do not want to sacrifice battery life. 

 Users wish that fraud is avoided in cycling competitions (e.g. Cycling 365), but when their own trip 

is not tracked, they would like to have the option to manually enter the trip in the application. 

 Parents want to know whether their child arrived safely at school every day, but do not wish to 

have their child tracked for more than a week or month. 

 Employers wish to reward sustainable home-work transport and avoid fraud in cashing rewards, 

but do not feel they are in the position to oblige their employers to track their home-work transport. 

There will also be ICT challenges related to selective drop-out:    

 Although many people own a smartphone, there are many differences in device quality and in 

data subscription. If the tracking application only allows to track the most expensive 

smartphones or with people with data subscription, tracking data will be heavily skewed and they 

cannot be useful for prioritizing infrastructural needs.  

 Crossing boarders can constitute a problem for tracking (users of the Belgian Bicycle Counting 

app complained about this). 

 Cities with high buildings may not allow GPS tracking. Remote areas are likely to have other 

issues. 
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 Tracking will stop when the battery of the smartphone is low. Hence it is likely that several 

unfinished trips will be recorded. 

A tracking expert of Ugent argued that there will always be a need for data cleaning before tracking 

data can be used by policy makers. Tools such as Bikeprint make easy to interpret visualizations of 

the data, but these visualization may contain errors when the tracked signal disappears and the tool 

makes an inaccurate generalization (usually by drawing a straight line between the two tracked 

points). Since raw tracking data are also not easy to interpret and clean, planning tools are necessary 

to obtain mobility data that are interpretable.   
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8. SWOT analysis and conclusion 

We conclude our research with a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and treats) analysis 

of the use of tracking in the context of the three applications that will be developed in the TRACE 

project: Traffic Snake Game, Cycle-to-shop and Positive Drive. Each tracking application will have its 

own target group: Primary school children for Traffic Snake Game, shoppers for cycle-to-shop, and 

everyone with a smartphone for Positive Drive. Hence, each application will run in a specific context 

which poses different challenges and opportunities for tracking. 

For all applications, technology-dependence will evidently be a weakness of using tracking in a 

behaviour change campaign. First, the application or tool has to work impeccably to ensure data is 

tracked precisely and accurately and to enable users to participate. Second, users have to possess a 

carrier with the right platform or operating system which can carry the tool or application. Multiplatform 

tools are becoming the standard. Third, the carrier itself holds limitations towards energy consumption, 

memory, connecting capability, data usage and others. As stated clearly by users of B-Riders, 

RouteCoach, Cycling 365, Positive Drive and Bicycle Counting App, apps should not crash, should 

work properly, should not consume too much battery and should work on as many operating systems 

as possible. 

1. SWOT analysis for Traffic Snake Game 

Traffic Snake Game encourages primary school pupils to travel more sustainably to school. 

The game originates from Belgium and is developed by Mobiel 21. Schools that sign up for the game 

receive a large (five meter long) snake banner, large green stickers and smaller dots that depict a 

sustainable mode of travel. A reward scheme incentivises the kids to complete the snake as soon as 

they can. Rewards consist of gadgets, extra playing time, an excursion, an apple, no homework for a 

day, etc. Baseline and data are currently obtained by simple hands-up surveys conducted by teachers 

in class rooms. The aim of TRACE is to develop a tracking device that may result in less work for 

teachers, more reliable data, expansion of the 'tracked trips' and therefore the campaign's ambitions 

and impact and the ability to digitalize the campaign. 

Table 38 details on the SWOT analysis for Traffic Snake Game. In the context of a school, tracking 

may provide input to school circulation plans and may hence contribute to traffic safety in an around 

the school. A practical difficulty when tracking children is that they do not carry smartphones and that 

they might lose, destroy or exchange a tracking device. In addition, our surveys showed parents are 

extremely sensitive when it comes to the privacy of their children. User surveys showed that from all 

tracking applications, tracking home-school transport was the least popular. However, given a good 

narrative (e.g., talking about increasing traffic safety in and around the school), we have data showing 

that the majority of the parents would approve their child being tracked for a limited period of time 

(e.g., during the two weeks in which the campaign is currently run), using a key chain that hangs on 

their satchel. 
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Table 38: SWOT analysis Traffic Snake Game 

Strengths 

Strong existing motivational narrative 

Already existing fan base of users in 

participating schools 

Will decrease workload for schools 

Reliability of data (no self-report) 

Objectivity of data  

Weakness 

None-essential part of the campaign 

Very limited in time (2 weeks) 

Complexity of data (for schools) 

Technology dependent (other technology 

needed than smartphone) 

Opportunity 

Schools show strong interest to promote 

walking and cycling  

Increase output and usefulness of outputs 

Can assist school to develop better plans 

to reward sustainable transport choices 

Threat 

Privacy (parents put privacy even above 

ease of use and precision) 

Budgetary constraints 

Ease of use 

 

2. SWOT analysis for Cycle-to-shop 

The Cycle-to-shop application encourage citizens to ride their bikes near checkpoints that are 

positioned at local shops in an urban area (cycle-and-score scheme). The application assigns each 

participant with a score that increases as she/he cycles near more checkpoints. The collected scores 

are then used to reward participants. Appealing rewards persuade participants to opt for the bicycle 

instead of the car more often. Rewards can range from the merely symbolic to points that participants 

can exchange for products or discounts, or that grant them a ticket in a prize draw. Local shops will 

benefit from new cycling customers if they install their own checkpoints at their shops. The aim of 

TRACE is to shift from small-scale closed cycle-and-score systems to an open paradigm that 

promotes the involvement of local businesses as checkpoint providers, in a ‘plug-and-join’ basis, 

making more appealing to join for both the participating citizens as well for more local businesses. 

Table 39 details on the SWOT analysis for the Cycle-to-shop application. Local businesses already 

often install loyalty scheme to reward loyal customers. This application may help them attract new 

customers that use their bicycle to go to the shop. Although shops that sell heavy items or that are far 

away from cities might be less interested in this idea than local bakeries and coffee shops, we found 

that in general shop keepers were interested in joining a network of local shops that reward cycling 

customers. The cycle-to-shop app opens new marketing opportunities for shop keepers: Cyclists may 

in general care for sustainability and for a healthy lifestyle and hence may purchase such items in the 

local shop. 
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Table 39: SWOT analysis Cycle-to-shop 

Strengths 

Local businesses see benefits in 

belonging to a ‘tracking’ network 

App will emphasise green image, this is of 

interest to local businesses 

Reliability of data 

Objectivity of data 

Large-scale campaigns are possible 

Weakness 

Local businesses are uncertain about 

possible gains 

Attracting walkers and cyclists is not a 

primary interest, attracting new customers is  

1/3 of local businesses doesn’t want to install 

extra devices 

Technology dependent  

Lack of narrative 

Opportunity 

Opportunity to strengthen local economy 

Opportunity to integrate lifestyle feedback 

based on shopping habit (motivating in-

app feedback) 

Threat 

Local businesses are only moderately 

interested in rewarding customers that travel 

sustainably 

Fraud 

 

3. SWOT analysis for Positive Drive 

Positive Drive is an existing mobility behaviour change tool. Positive Drive is based on “doing and 

rewarding the right transport choice”. It uses only positive nudges (coaching, prizes, social status, 

achievements, etc).The game originates from the Netherlands and is developed by IJsberg. Most 

consumers use different form of transport at different times and different situations. Positive Drive’s 

philosophy is that only by overseeing different users’ actions in traffic it is possible to change people’s 

behaviour. As soon as the consumer turns on the app it starts measuring and rewarding good 

behaviour and giving direct feedback. The user can see all rewards achievements, share this through 

social media and play for prizes in the game room. The coaching program is also driven by these 

achievements and is tailored to each individual user. Positive Drive is extremely flexible and can be 

adapted to almost any situation, modality and goal set. The aim of TRACE is to shift from a local 

environment to a wide-scale application, involving different countries and a higher number of end-

users. 

Table 40 presents the SWOT analysis for Positive Drive. Positive Drive offers many opportunities for 

experimenting in the application. For instance, by experimenting with new rewards, campaigners can 

quickly learn which motivators work best to stimulate an audience to cycle and walk more. In addition, 

Positive Drive allows for multimodal tracking, which had the potential of attracting car users that initially 
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want to be rewarded for driving a car, but can be convinced through the app that cycling is faster and 

more fun. 

 

Table 40: SWOT analysis Positive Drive 

Strengths 

Users show interest in a rewarding app 

High take-up potential 

 only 35% is using tracking data for 

walking and cycling 

 80% engaged in campaigning for 

behavioural change 

Local authorities believe that tracking 

provides benefits 

Reliability of data (no need for large 

surveys) 

Multimodal tracking 

Weakness 

Complexity of data  

 Authorities want ready-to-use results 

Device dependent (battery, lifetime) 

Winning prizes is not the main motivator 

 

Opportunity 

Large-scale  

Experimentation possible  

54% of local authorities want to promote 

tracking app 

Threat 

Little experience with primary stakeholder 

(local authorities) 

Acceptation of user 

 Only 59% of local authorities 

interested in rewarding users 

 Ease of use is deemed very important 

Budgetary constraints (only 13% willing to 

contribute financially) 

Based on the analysis above we could say that there is a strong case for all three applications but 

each with specific challenges:  

Need for a strong motivating narrative 

Unlike the Traffic Snake Game, the Cycle-to-shop and Positive Drive pilots do not have a strong 

overarching motivating narrative that encourages users to engage in the campaign. On the other hand, 

tracking is not an essential part of the Traffic Snake Game. For Cycle-to-shop and Positive Drive it is 

clear that an overarching narrative is to be found, based on the targets stakeholders put forward and 

what could be appealing to users. Rewards are a strong motivator but last only temporary.  
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Clear benefits provoke take-up by stakeholders 

Positive Drive presents a strong case in terms of possible take-up. The primary stakeholder (local 

authorities) believes in the benefits of tracking and there is a concrete market gap (80% is involved in 

behavioural change campaigns but only 35% is using tracking). Cycle to shop has a weaker take-up 

potential because local businesses are uncertain about the benefits of tracking and are primarily 

interested in something else but tracking. Traffic Snake Game may present the strongest take-up 

potential since there is already a campaign and a user group. However, there is not a clear need that 

tracking can fulfil, except decreasing the workload for schools.  

Stakeholders will engage in the pilot when they have a clear view on the benefits. This is especially 

challenging when targeting local businesses as the direct benefits are not that clear and there’s some 

uncertainty amongst the stakeholders. However, almost all stakeholders indicate budgetary 

constraints as a barrier.  

Put the user first 

Ease of use is by far the key issue for users. Ease of use is a so-called showstopper, next to lack of 

a narrative. When applications are not easy to use, users will simply opt out. Privacy is definitely a 

concern for all stakeholder and will be needed to address carefully in all three campaign designs. 
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10. Appendix 1: Cross Stakeholder Analysis 

1. Stakeholder interests in sustainable mobility  

In this section we give a brief overview of the profile of the stakeholders in the survey as to how 

strong their current interest in sustainable mobility is and what are their main motivations/drivers to 

enhance walking and cycling?  

1.1 Local authorities  

There is a strong commitment among the 137 local authorities in our sample towards sustainable 

mobility and walking and cycling. An overall majority of the respondents (more than 83%) state that 

improving conditions for cycling and walking is important to very important for their municipality.  

More than half of the local authorities represented in our sample have a SUMP in place. And almost 

two-third of the respondents claim to have a planning instrument dedicated to cycling in place. Less 

than one-third has a specific pedestrian plan in place.  

In 7% of the cities or municipalities in our sample, mobility policy still is made up on a case-by-case 

basis. 

1.2 Local businesses  

In the small sample of 49 respondents, we see a variety of local business activities ranging from shops 

selling clothing, food, books, gifts, .. to restaurants, bars, etc.  

Sustainable mobility is definitely not the core business of local business and retailers in the sample. 

However they make up an interesting stakeholder group as their shops, restaurants, .. are an 

important destination of many short distance trips in cities and municipalities. And as such they 

constitute a big potential for behavioural change programs promoting cycling and walking within a city. 

In order to find out about the interest of local businesses in promoting walking and cycling the following 

scenario was presented in the questionnaire:  

“There is a network of local businesses that give discounts or rewards to bicycle users/walkers if they 

consume in their business. The users can see in a mobile app where participating businesses are 

located and the kind of discounts or rewards they offer. The app automatically recognizes whether 

users are actually making their trips on bike/foot.”  

The respondents were asked whether or not they would see it as a benefit for their business to belong 

to such a network. More than half (37% probably- 16% “definitely of benefit for the business”) of the 

local business see such a network as a benefit for their business.  

The motivations to take part in such a network would be - in order of importance (in brackets % 

important + very important) : 

 Attracting new customers (80%)  

 Rewarding loyal customers (76%) 

 Having a green image (71%) 
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 Rewarding customers that use sustainable means of transportation (65%) 

Of minor importance are the possibility to spread news on discounts and rewards (43%) and to identify 

the numbers of cycling customers to the business (32%).  

1.3 Employers  

In total, 32 employers completed the stakeholder questionnaire (9 representing the public sector and 

23 representing the private sector). More than one in three consider their company as bike-friendly or 

very bike-friendly (the infrastructure in the immediate surrounding of the buildings of the organisation). 

Moreover, the majority considers promoting cycling and public transport in daily commuting important 

(more than 75%). Walking and carpooling is considered important by 60% of the employers in the 

sample. 

As to what motivates employers to promote sustainable commuting in their organisation, the following 

motifs are important in order of importance (in between brackets the % important & very important):  

 Health and satisfaction of employees (97% /of which 53% very important)  

 Green image of the company (90% / of which 56% very important) 

 Reducing time loss in traffic (79%) 

Cost reduction (56%) and parking scarcity (47%) complete this list.  

1.4 Schools and TSG-schools  

In total 28 schools are represented in our sample, all of them are primary schools. Looking at the 

persons that filled in the questionnaire, 29% was a member of the school board, 57% a teacher and 

3% a parent involved in the school. 

Half of the respondents consider the infrastructure in the immediate surrounding of the school (very) 

unfriendly for cycling. Nevertheless, the majority believes it is important to promote walking (78%), 

cycling (67%) and to a lesser raise the use of public transport (50%) of the pupils and their parents.  

Subsample of TSG-schools (n=169) 

A specific survey questionnaire was send to ‘SAM schools’, the Belgian schools participating in the 

Belgian Traffic Snake Game campaign14. These schools were addressed specifically because they 

have relevant experience in a behaviour change campaign for a specific target audience.  

247 respondents completed the survey. The majority (68%, N = 169) was involved in the school as a 

teacher, part of schoolboard or employee. Asking for what convinced them to take part in the 

behavioural change campaign, the TSG-schools mention most:  

 It fits within the goals of the school to encourage children to travel safely to school (81%) 

 We want to work on a safe school environment (80%) 

 It fits within the goals of the school to enhance more walking and cycling for children (76%) 

                                                

14 http://www.trafficsnakegame.eu/  

http://www.trafficsnakegame.eu/
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95% of the responding schools participated at least already once at the campaign and will do so again 

in 2016. 

1.5  Insurance companies and marketing experts  

 All responding insurance companies (n=5) find it interesting for an insurance company to offer 

discounts on health insurance depending on the activity level registered by a tracking tool. The 

health condition is fundamental for setting the insurance policy. 

The 7 marketing practitioners in our sample state that it makes sense to target marketing campaigns 

to individuals that use a bicycle for their daily mobility for promoting bicycle related products, and 

promoting green products, and local businesses to a lesser extent.  

They would also be interested in using a device/mobile application to target adds to cyclists and to 

offer specific discounts or benefits to bicycle users. 

1.6 In brief 

For local authorities, sustainable mobility (SUMP) is a core business. Moreover walking and cycling 

is an important focus of their policy and specific planning instruments are being developed.  

It is clear that the other groups have different stakes:  

Table 41: Overview stakeholders in TRACE 

Stakeholder group Stake  

Schools  Traffic safety, learning children to walk and cycle safely 

and to walk and cycle more 

Employers  Health and satisfaction of their employees, green 

image, reducing time loss in traffic 

Local businesses  Attracting new customers, rewarding loyal customers, 

having a green image  

Insurance companies  Offer discounts on health insurance depending on 

activity levels 

Marketing practitioners  Platform to advertise ‘green’ products and cycle related 

products and services  

2. Familiarity with tracking data & tools and behavioural change 

programmes  

In this section we summarize the experiences of local authorities, employers and schools with 

behaviour change programs towards more cycling and walking. Interesting for TRACE to know was 

whether or not they integrate personal rewarding into these programs.  

We also asked the local authorities their experience with tracking tools and data in their mobility 

policies.  

2.1 Current use of tracking data and tracking tools by local authorities 

From our survey we learn that tracking data is not widely used within the municipalities in our 

sample. But only one in four municipalities currently uses tracking data for cycling behaviour 
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and extra 10% did so in the past. The use of tracking data on walking behaviour is even lower (used 

by less than 10% of the municipalities in our sample).  

The use of tracking data on public transport is currently most established among local authorities 

(34% of the respondents currently use tracking data on PT, an extra 4% did so in the past). 

Nevertheless, a wide majority of the local authorities believes that tracking data would be useful to 

their municipality for cycling (85% say so) and walking (67% say so).  

The next figures shows the different tracking devices used by municipalities so far. ‘Other 

technologies’ include mobile phone data, smart card data, public bike renting system data, ticketing 

validation data, surveys… 

 

Figure 71: Local authorities - What kind of tracking device is used? 

2.2 Involvement in behavioural change programmes  

Three out of four local authorities represented in our sample have experience in programs to 

promote cycling or walking to work and almost 60% have experience in programs to promote cycling 

or walking to local businesses, now or in the past.  

Importantly also, respectively 9% and 14% is interested to do so in the future. 

Figure 72 gives an idea of the experience of the respondents in behaviour change initiatives. 80% of 

the respondents has experience in or is involved in behavioural change initiatives (i.e. promoting 

sustainable mobility by influencing individual transport choices) in their municipality. 67% did 

participate in or organise a behavioural change campaign in the last year. Experience is mostly in 

educational activities, next to enabling activities and persuasion.  
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Figure 72: Local authorities - Type of behaviour change initiatives (% of respondents) 

As part of the behaviour change initiatives, 25% of the respondents give personal benefits to cyclists 

such as tax discounts, vouchers, or non-monetary benefits. The category ‘others’ in the next figure is 

explained as discounts on E-bikes, employers paid by kilometre cycled, give-aways, free bike trials, 

et cetera. 

 

Figure 73: Local authorities - Types of benefits (% of respondents) 

For 59% of the respondents, it is likely or very likely that the municipality would be interested to give 

personal benefits to cyclists and for 36% of the respondents to give to walkers. 

At this moment, cycling subsidies and public transport tickets are the most common benefits provided 

by employers to their employees.  
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Although a majority of responding schools is convinced of the importance of cycling and walking and 

public transport use, almost none of the schools in our sample of 29 primary schools gives benefits to 

those who actually use those modes. For cycling and walking, however, more or less 50% of 

respondents is interested in doing so in the future!  

2.3 Reasons for not rewarding persons that cycle/walk in behaviour change 

programs 

Both the stakeholder questionnaires of the employers and schools asked for the reasons why 

employers/schools did not reward their personnel/pupils that cycle or walk to work/school. See figure 

below. 

 

Figure 74: Employers/schools: Reasons for not rewarding cyclist and walkers 

For employers, the most important barriers are the level of required administrative burden, 

followed by budget constraints and the inability to distinguish users from non-users (risk of fraud).  

For schools, the most important barriers are the fact that the idea of rewarding sustainable home-

school transport had not been (thoroughly) considered (61%), followed by budget constraints (43%) 

and the level of required administrative burden ex aequo with the fact that promoting sustainable 

mobility is not a policy priority. ‘Other’ reasons, were the idea that school cannot have an impact on 

the travel choice of parents, benefits are given by another organisation already (e.g. government)… 
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3. Assessment of the future potential of tracking tools and data in 

behavioural change programs 

3.1 Overall stakeholder interest  

Interestingly, 46% of all respondents of the stakeholder surveys are willing to promote a tracking tool, 

when developed. Also, 35% is willing to share data for the development of the tool.  

The local authorities in our sample are clearly keen to help in developing tracking services in various 

ways:  

 54% of the responding local authorities are willing to promote the developed tracking service.  

 43% wants to contribute in sharing data for the development of the tracking tool  

 31% wants to assist in the development of the tracking service  

If it comes to finance however, ‘only’ 13% is willing to contribute financially for the development of a 

tracking service! Only 4% says it doesn’t want to contribute at all!  

In the case that the tracking tool for home-work travel would be offered free of charge, then 60% of 

the employers from our sample would be interested in using it. (percentages likely and very likely). 

Moreover 41% of the employers would be willing to pay for the tool. Indeed, there is certainly a 

segment of the employers that finds the tool an interesting addition to current practices. 

Local businesses were asked if belonging to a network would provide them with financial returns. 

Not unimportantly, 63% of the respondents doubt if they would earn money from belonging to such a 

network, whereas 20% of the respondents think they will not benefit (monetarily) at all. Nobody was 

certain they would benefit from the network.  

Interestingly, the survey suggests that 57 % of the respondents would, - if belonging to the network 

would yield monetary gains- be willing to share a small part of the returns with the product developer. 

So there seems to be a willingness, under conditions, to cooperate in a network that uses the tool and 

its campaign design. 

Also the experts pronounce interest in running an application in their region and interest in the 

outcomes of Trace. 
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Figure 75: Experts - Expectations towards Trace 

3.2 How could tracking tools and data help in behavioural change programs?  

1. Usefulness of tracking data as seen by the local authorities 

The local authorities in our sample consider the following tracking-based information or data useful in 

order of importance  

Table 42: Local authorities: usefulness of tracking data 

  Probably Definitely 

Understanding priorities for intervention 34% 48% 

Communication to policy makers 42% 46% 

Evidence-based policy making 41% 45% 

Information on the effectiveness of actions 46% 37% 

Increasing the effectiveness of campaigns to promote cycling/walking 39% 35% 

Communication to other units/staff within municipality 45% 32% 

Increasing the efficiency of campaigns to promote cycling/walking (cost savings) 35% 30% 

The above list shows that local authorities both believe in tracking data to provide the evidence on 

the effectiveness of their programs but also that tracking data in itself helps to improve the 

effectiveness and efficiency of their programs. Also important is that authorities believe tracking 

data are useful in their communication with policy makers and with other services in the municipality.  
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2. Usefulness of tracking tools (expected impact according to the different stakeholder 

groups) 

In the stakeholder questionnaire of local authorities, employers and schools, it was asked “To what 

degree do you expect that having a tool tracking (home-school/work)movements will help/ allow to a 

list of topics. (%respondents likely+very likely). The figure below summarizes the answers.  

 

Figure 76: School, employers, local authorities: usefulness of tracking tools 

First of all, all groups express high potentials towards the tracking tools (most of the percentages 

>50%). Next, the following potentials are commonly mentioned by the three stakeholder groups as 

being very helpful:  

 Develop plans to reward cyclists/pedestrians is in the top 3 of all 

 Distinguish users from non-users is a highly rated common expectation for all three groups  

Decrease level of bureaucracy is an important issue mentioned by employers and schools (was no 

option in the questionnaire of the local authorities).  

Schools believe that a tracking tool will help in raising awareness for the topic of sustainable mobility 

and also will make the benefits of a rewarding scheme more tangible.  
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Also very clear is the fact that none of the groups expect that the tracking tool will avoid issues 

related to privacy of users; also a minority expects that these will help to overcome budget 

constraints!  

3.3 Data requirements 

1. Local authorities 

Next to information on modal choice, trip length, trip duration, chosen route, respondents would also 

like to have volume of number of trips, and ready to use analysis and visualisations of data and much 

more as can be seen in the next figure. Other data of use but less important are: volume of usage of 

links per O-D, raw data, (policy) advices based on data, and speed and delays in links and nodes. 

Although less of use, in general almost 50% of the authorities still consider this interesting to have 

(especially about cycling trips).  

 

Figure 77: Local authorities: data requirements 

1. Employers and schools 

Individual information 

“What individual information would you like to obtain from a tracking tool?” was a question asked to 

employers and schools.  
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The figure below shows for both stakeholder groups mode of transport for each employee/pupil is 

most important. Also the home-work/school distance is for both groups important to know.  

For the employers, there is a specific interest to know the travel time of home-work trips of their 

employees. Schools (sample of the TSG schools) have a specific interest in knowing the home-

school route of their pupils.  

 

Figure 78: Schools and employers: requested individual data 

The category ‘Other’ (19%) of the employers contains very individual aspects. Suggestions here are 

cost of traveling, time loss of used mode for traveling, time spend in traffic jam etc. … 

Summary information  

The questionnaire for employers and (TSG)schools also asked what kind of brief/summary 

information they would like to obtain form the tracking tool? (% respondents). See the figure below. 

We see that both stakeholder groups are interested to get modal split data, giving the share of each 

transport mode. For employers, it is important to have an overview of PT-use and use of scooters. 

Both schools and employers are interest to have information on carpooling.  

CO2-calculations and total distance (in kms) per mode is very much liked by employers (69%), less 

than 50% of the SAM-schools want this extra information.  

Employers are very much interested in getting information that allows them to benchmark with 

others. Schools have practically no interest at all in benchmarking.  
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Figure 79: Schools/employers: requested summarised information 

3.4 Requirements related to tracking tools used (ICT-requirements) 

“How important do you consider each of the following ICT-requirements in relation to tracking tools?“ 

This questions was asked to all the stakeholder groups. See the next figure. Ease of use of a tool is 

by far the most important requirement for the respondents. But looking at the different stakeholder 

groups separately, we have learned that parents and employees (the users) put privacy on top, and 

ease of use as a second most important requirement.  
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Figure 80: General stakeholders - ICT requirements (% of respondents) 

For the experts the same questions on ICT requirements was asked, during the interview, and they 

have the same view, only they pronounce the importance of ease of use a bit more fierce. 

 

Figure 81: Experts - ICT requirements 
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3.5 Other requirements 

1. Instalment of extra equipment in the organisation 

Participating in a tracking service (by schools, employers, local businesses, …) would implicate the 

instalment of equipment in the shop, at the organisation, etc. The stakeholder questionnaires for 

schools and local businesses asked for the willingness to do this.  

The next table shows what TSG-schools are willing to install to participate in a tracking service. The 

comments show there that having an idea of what it will mean financially for schools, and to what 

extend privacy is taken into account, is important for a school to decide if they participate.  

Table 43: Schools: Willingness to install equipment 

If the school would participate, would you be willing to install the following materials in / on the school? Please specify 

which options. 

None of these above 8% 

Other 11% 

Willing to install a new device at power on / at school 31% 

Prepared to connect a simple device to an existing computer school 67% 

Willing to install a wireless device (without power) 69% 

Interestingly, almost 29% of the responding local businesses doesn’t want to install one of the 

following equipment options at their premises to participate in the network. Then again, about 40% 

of the respondents wouldn’t mind installing one of the listed devices. 

Table 44: Local businesses: Willingness to install equipment 

Which equipment would you be willing to install at your premises in order to participate 
in the network? 

Install a new power-plugged device 43% 

Powerless device (battery-powered, QR-code, contactless card, ...) 41% 

Plug a simple device at an existing computer 41% 

None of the above 29% 

2. Manpower needs 

Some tracking systems still need the help of manpower to track.  

Having a person of the school, addressing pupils actively at a checkpoint is seen by 73% of the 

respondents as disturbing, which is a high number.  
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Figure 82: Schools: Manpower for using the tracking tool 

3. Other needs, barriers and opportunities 

In the case of Insurance companies, a healthy mind in a healthy body should be rewarded. But what 

is healthier? For this stakeholder group, it is necessary that it must be proved before setting an 

insurance policy based on it. Some obstacles for a tool like this are mentioned: 

 Low interest and participation from consumers; few suitable tools for this approach 

 Importance of providing evidence 

 What about discrimination? 

 Local (national) and European legislation: everything must be presented and applied and this 

normally takes years before it comes into practice. 

Marketing practitioners mention that  

 The user base might not be very large  

 The app/tracking device should take into account the various reasons why people are 

taking/using a bike. Additional segmentations are needed  

 The type of advertising is very important (push, pull...the size of the banner…) next to the tool 

that is developed. 

According to Marketing practitioners, the following elements would motivate people to use the 

device/app: 

 Discounts in shops for bike-riders 

 Free goods in local shops (e.g. a free beer or croissant) 

 Possibility to share your bike route on Facebook 

 Information on burned calories for each bike ride 

 Money (e.g. a small amount of money for each km by bike) 
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11. Appendix 2: Best practices 

 



Name Vehicle Target Mode Location Type Type of (behavioral) change Links/references

10000 stappen website walking Belgium (Flanders) Behavioral change campaign Increase walking http://www.10000stappen.be/
7 Weeks - Habit & Goal Tracker app on smartphone / Worldwide Behavioral change campaign Change habits https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ryan.brooks.sevenweeks.app&hl=nl
Belgerinkel naar de Winkel lottery tickets bike Belgium (Flanders) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.belgerinkel.be/index.php/5
Dodgeball app on smartphone N/A US MSNS (mobile social network system) / Humphreys (2008) Mobile Social Networks and Social Practice
BicycleBuddy app on smartphone bike The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Making cycling more fun https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=nl.luminis.bicyclebuddy&hl=nl
Bike Experience website bike The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.bikeexperience.be/
Bike it! website and app bike Germany (Bremen region) Tracking + route planner cycling route planning/navigation http://www.bremen-tourismus.de/die-bikecity-app
Bike to Work website bike Belgium (Flanders & Bxl) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) https://www.biketowork.be
Bikesvscars app on smartphone N/A Worldwide Tracking + behaviour change + mapping Modal shift https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bikesvscars
Bike citizens app app on smartphone bike Worlwide Route planner + navigation / https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.bikecityguide
Brabant in-car I-III website / The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Making mobility choices http://www.sre.nl/projecten/brabant-in-car-iii
B-riders app on smartphone bike The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.b-riders.nl/
Burn fat not fuel app on smartphone bike The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (less car) http://www.burnfatnotfuel.nl/
Car free day website car Belgium (Flanders) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (less car) http://www.mobiel21.be/nl/node/14858
Carbon Diem app on smartphone car UK Carbon Footprint Measurement Awareness http://www.carbondiem.com/
Carwings app on smartphone car Worldwide Behavioral change campaign Ecological way of driving https://nl.nissan.be/BE/nl/YouPlus/welcome_pack_leaf/how_to_register.html
Cycle challenge STARS website bike Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.cyclechallenge.eu/login/ 
Cycle4school app on smartphone bike The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) /
PTP-cycle website / Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift http://ptpcycle-europe.eu/
Cycling365/European Cycling challenge app on smartphone bike Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.cyclingchallenge.eu/

CykelScore beacons, website and app  bike Denmark Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.cycling-embassy.dk/2015/10/09/european-acknowledgement-of-cycle-project-initiated-by-the-municipality-of-odense/
http://www.cykelscore.dk/Cykelscore app on smartphone bike Denmark Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.cykelscore.dk/

Dagen zonder auto website car Belgium (Flanders) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (less car) http://www.30dagen.be/autovrij
European Cycling Challenge website bike Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.polisnetwork.eu/uploads/Modules/PublicDocuments/bonino---151120-bxl.pdf
Feetapart app active modes Europe Behavioral change campaign Fitness (for companies) https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mobilefirst.feetapart
fietsactie app  on smartphone bike The Netherlands (Twente) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift www.fietsactie.nl
fietspaaltjes.nl website and app bike The Netherlands Mapping infrastructure Road safety http://www.fietspaaltjes.nl/soest/
Fietstelapp app on smartphone bike Belgium (Flanders) Counting / research Modal shift (to cycling) https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sentiance.fietstelweek
Filejeppen website and app N/A The Netherlands Route planner + navigation Less traffic jams https://filejeppen.nl/#/home
Four Square app on smartphone N/A Worldwide LBSN Location-based social network Explore new places, revisit http://www.academia.edu/5140336/Turning_life_into_a_game_Foursquare_gamification_and_personal_mobility
Geocashing app on smartphone N/A Worldwide LBSN Location-based social network Explore new places http://www.geocaching.be/web/index.htm
Latitude  app on smartphone N/A Worldwide LBSN Location-based social network / https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.triladroid.gps&hl=nl
lekkerlopenfijnfietsen website + analogue game bike, walking The Netherlands (Utrecht) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (biking and walking) http://www.lekkerlopenfijnfietsen.nl/
Love to ride app on smartphone bike Worldwide Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) https://www.lovetoride.net/global?locale=en-GB
MAX / N/A Europe Research / http://www.max-success.eu/
Mijn Korte Ritten website bike, walking Belgium (Flanders) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (less car) http://www.mijnkorteritten.be/
mobidot & SMART app app on smartphone N/A The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (less car) http://www.mobidot.nl/tools_aanpak.php 
Mobile ninja app on smartphone N/A The Netherlands Mobility Management Multimodal route planning http://www.mobileninja.nl/web/app/#/about
Mogi app on smartphone N/A Japan Multiplayer Location-aware Mobile Game / Licoppe, C., & Inada, Y. (2006). Emergent uses of a multiplayer location-aware mobile game: The interactional consequences of mediated encounters. 
My tracks app on smartphone active modes worldwide Tracking / https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.maps.mytracks
My Way app on smartphone N/A Europe Routeplanner & behavioral change Multimodal route planning http://app.myway-project.eu/
ON-the bikes-get set-Go! website N/A Germany (Munich) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://epomm.eu/maxeva/index.php?id=2&proj_id=329
ONtheMOVE app on smartphone N/A Denmark Tracking app / http://www.otm-app.dk/site/uk/WHAT
Participatory analysis app on smartphone bike, walking Italy Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling/walking) http://www.pumasproject.eu/document/dissemination/
Positive Drive app on smartphone bike The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.positivedriveapp.com/app/
Rij2op5 website bike Utrecht Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://www.rij2op5.nl/
Routecoach-SIMS app on smartphone all Belgium Behavioral change campaign http://www.routecoach.be/
RingRing app on smartphone bike The Netherlands (Ijburg) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://ring-ring.nu/
Runkeeper app on smartphone walking Worldwide Fitness / https://runkeeper.com/running-app
Schulwegcheck app on smartphone N/A Germany Navigation Safe trips/modal shift (to cycling) http://www.schulwegcheck.de/
shopmob Analogue campaign car Belgium (Flanders) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (less car) http://www.vim.be/projecten/shopmob
SLIM app app on smartphone car The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Avoid driving during peak hours https://www.slimuitdespits.nl
SMART app  on smartphone all The Netherlands (Enschede) Routeplanner & behavioral change Modal shift http://www.smartintwente.nl/

http://www.smartintwente.nl/algemene-voorwaardenSmart step-o-meter app on smartphone walking UK Behavioural change campaign More active life style https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/change4life-smart-step-o-meter/id945421179?mt=8
Smove website car Belgium Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (less car) http://smove.be/
Spitsvrij on-board unit car The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Avoid driving during peak hours http://spitsvrij.nl/Algemeen/Home.aspx#
Spitsvrij2 app on smartphone car The Netherlands Behavioral change campaign Avoid driving during peak hours https://www.provincie-utrecht.nl/.../opzet_spitsvrij_eindrapportage.pdf
Stars individual advice bike Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling) http://starseurope.org/index.php
Strapdag website N/A Belgium (Flanders) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to cycling and walking) http://www.strapdag.be/
Strava Running and Cycling GPS app on smartphone bike, walking Worldwide Fitness / https://www.strava.com/
Superhub app on smartphone N/A Europe Routeplanner & behavioral change Modal shift http://superhub-project.eu/
The Traffic Agent app  on smartphone bike, walking Norway Mapping infrastructure Road safety http://www.trafikkagenten.no/en/articles/how-the-traffic-agent-became-a-reality/
Traffic Snake Game snake, website N/A Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift http://www.trafficsnakegame.eu/links/
Travel advise for new residents website N/A Munich Behavioral change campaign Modal shift /

Travel agent app on smartphone bike, walking Finland (Oslo) Research Road Safety https://abstracts.aetransport.org/paper/index/id/4564/confid/20    and http://www.trafikkagenten.no/en/

Travel Ai (WeCycle) app on smartphone bike UK Routeplanner Cycling route planning http://www.wecycle.org.uk/
Trendy Travel website N/A Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift http://www.trendy-travel.eu/ 
TripZoom (Sunset) app on smartphone all The Netherlands Tracking + behavior change + mapping Safe trips/modal shift http://www.tripzoom.nl/  
Uwaygo app  on smartphone N/A Netherlands Mobility Management Efficient mobility http://bereikbaarhaaglanden.nl/uwaygo
Van5naar4/MOBI website all Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift http://www.van5naar4.nl/
WAZE app on smartphone car Worldwide Navigation Efficient mobility https://www.waze.com/
Walkit app on smartphone walking UK Routeplanner & behavior change Modal shift (to walking) http://walkit.com/
Year 1 parents walk website walking UK (Hounslow) Behavioral change campaign Modal shift (to walking) www.segment-project.eu
YELP app on smartphone N/A Worldwide LBSN Location-based social network Network yelp.com
PTP-cycle website N/A Europe Behavioral change campaign Modal shift http://ptpcycle-europe.eu/
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